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CHAPTER I

June 1846-June 1847

THE LIBERAL POPEl

As Robert Peel's second ministry was in the last

d~s

of its existence,

and the Whigs, under Lord Russell were about to regain their former ascendancy, another change of goverment, perhaps more significant than that in
England, was taking place in central Italy, in that strip of land stretching irregularly from the Kingdom of Naples to Ferrara known as tne Papal
states.

Pope Gregory IVI had died June 1, 1846, and the cardinals, giving

no more than the specified time to the required funeral rites, proceeded
quickly to form a conclave and elect a new Bishop of Rome.
menced June 15.

The voting

COJll-

On the afternoon of the following day the white smoke of

the burnt ballots announced the election of Giovanni Mastai-Ferretti, Bisho
of !mola, who chose to call himself Pius II, in memory of his friend and
benefactor Pius VII. 1
The new Pope had been born

M~

13, 1792, at Sinagaglia, near the Adri.

atic sea, in the Marches of the Papal states.

He was the second son of

Count Jerome Mastai-Gerretti and Catherine Solazzi, a family known to hold
"enlightened" or mildly liberal political views, but of no great prominence
in the ROJIlall states.

l.rhe information on the early life of Pius II has been drawn from the
following sourcesl E.E.Y. Hales, Pio Nono (New York, 1954), pp. 17-53;
Roger Aubert, 14 Pontific at de Pie-yr {Piris, 1952), pp. 14-15; G. Mollat,
·Pie II," DictIinn81re de ThiOlogre~atholique, III, 2, (Paris, 1935), 1686

1687.

-

1

2

The education of Pius IX had taken place first at Volterra in
under the Fathers of the Pious Schools.

Tusc~

His studies for the priesthood

were made at Rome in the Roman Seminary.

Sickness caused these studies to

be interrupted for a time, but the young Mastai-Ferretti was finally
ordained on April 10, 1819, at the age of twenty-six.

His first assignment

was the chaplaincy at Tata Giovanni, an orphanage in Rome, where he earned
a reputation for zeal and generosity.

He served on a diplomatic mission to

South America, undertaken to smooth out certain difficulties between the
recently established Republic of Chile and the Church of Rome.
was unsuccessful.

The mission

On his return to Rome, Father Mastai-Ferretti was

appointed as director of the large Saint Michael's hospital in Rome.
Impressed with his abilities and virtue, Leo III named the young director
Archbishop of Spoleto, a snall diocese in the province of Uabria not far
from Rome.

At the time of this nomination in 1827, Mastai-rerretti was

only thirty-four years old.

In the delicate situation created by the

Italian uprisings of 1830-31, he handled himself well, winning the trust

and esteem of the revolutionaries by his kindness and practical charity.

2

In 1832 Gregory XVI transferred him to the more difficult post of the
Bishopric of !mola in the Romagna, where the revolutionary spirit was both
organized and vocal.

Nevertheless, Bishop Mastai-Ferretti was able to

temper the abuses of the pontifical goverDllent and conquer all hearts by
his personal charm and goodness, his lack of partisan spirit, and hie
administrative qualities.
2

Aubert, pp. 14-15.

He was an outspOken critic of the bad government

3
and the stop-gap measures used to meet the numerous crises arising trom the
abuses tostered by the system of the pontifical government. 3 He urged upon
Rome practical administrative measures to reform abuses and to relieve distress.

Fez:. his pains, he was made to wait until l8!iO before receiving a

cardinal's hat, although appointment to the see of Imola was normalJ.y
regarded as the immediate prelude to elevation to the College of Cardinals.
Although Bishop Mastai...Ferretti did not succeed in achieving many reforms
in the Romagna, he did restrain by his clemency the worst abuses and won
for himself an enormous popularity with the lower classes.

Thus, it was

that Cardinal Mastai-Ferretti, aged fifty-four, came to the conclave in
June, 1846, as one of the principal papabili, despite the fact that he was
far less known to the European world than the arch-conservative candidate,
Cardinal Lambruschini, or the liberal Candidate, Cardinal Gizzi.
Pius IX, at his election, was an ecclesiastic possessed of great personal gifts and charm.

His personality, full of kindness and openness of

soul, was of a sort to make him a great crowd-pleaser.

He had a natural

sympathy for the unfortunate, a sympathy abetted by his experiences with
the abuses of autocracy.

Though he had read much of the current li teratun

of the Italian liberal party, he seems never to have personally rallied to
the neo-guelJ>h program set out by Oioberti J or the full program of liberal
and constitutional reforms encouraged by n'Azegl1o.

The apparent liberalism

of PiWl IX, which took Europe by storm in his first years, may be reduced,
3ror a fuller treatment of Pius IX's political views before he was
elected to the papacy, v. A.ubert, pp. 1$-16; Hales, Pio Nono, pp. 32-33;
E.E.Y. Hales, Revolution and PapacYI 1769-1846 (Lonaon,~), pp. 272-277;
and Friedrich EngeI:Janosr;-"The Return of Pius IX in 18$0," Catholic Historical Review, XIIVI (July 1950), 131.

4
on the one hand, to a liberality of spirit which led him to believe that it
were far better to disarm the revolutionary spirit by sweetness than to
try and crush it by force, particularly when the prince is also the vicar
of Christ, the Prince of Peace, and model of all virtues.

In a word, Pius

IX wished to forestall the threat of revolution in the Papal states by

anticipating and responding to the wishes of the moderate liberals in so
far as he was able to do so.4

On

the other hand, there is no doubt that

Pius IX was truly sincere in his desires to correct the abuses of the pontifical goverm.ent and institute reforms, provided always that the reforms
in no way compromised or limited that full sovereignty which the Pope considered absolutely necessary to his peculiar status as sovereign of the
Papal states and head of the Roman Catholic Church. 5 At the outset of his
reign,

~en,

Pius IX undoubtedlY hoped to quiet the voices of discontent by

a program of administrative reforms carried through with a gentle hand.
His fomula of personal charity and kindness, popular appeal, and sweet
reasonableness had given him success in all his past endeavors, and there
is every reason to believe that Pius IX was confident that these qualities
would carry him through as ruler of the Papal States.

He had laid out for

himself in 1845 a program of administrative reforms he considered both useful and necessary. 6 His election to the papacy now provided the chance to
carry them through.

Brought to completion, these reforms would have made

Pius IX the most benevolent ot all autocrats, but an autocrat nonetheless.

4Aubert, pp. 15, 17, 28.
5~., p. 16.
6Ibid., p. 15.

The new Pope had no experience with constitutional or representative forms
of government, nor did he see a place for them in the monarchical structure
of the Catholic Church or the states of the Church. 7
Before treating the reaction of the British press to the election of
Pius IX, we must pause for a moment to see the general st.anding of the
Papal states and their rulers in the eyes of English observers.

Summarily,

one could say that the British view of the Papal states and all Italy wu
characterized by ambivalence.

At the time of the death of Gregorj

reputation of the pontifical government was extremel,y low.

XVI, the

Mazzini, living

as an exile in England, wrote in the Westminister Review, December, 184$,
that the popes were Hall-powerful for evil, absolutely impotent for gOOd. uB
Charles T)ickens made a significant contribution to this general impression
with his small work Pictures ~ Itaq (1846), which present some very
unflattering portraits of H.o1un CathOliCism, the Pope, the papal government, and the religious orders, especially the Jesuits. 9

These prejudices,

nevertheless, did not prevent Englishmen from traveling in Italy.

Since

the days of the Renaissance, the cultural bonds between England. and Italy
had. always been c1ose.lO The classical bent of English education for the

7G• F. H. Berkeley and J. Berkeley, Italy in the Making (Cambridge,
Eng., 19.36-1940), il, xxx.
-8Cited by Harry A. Rudman, Italian Nationalism and English Letters
(London, 1940), p. 69. The westminster Review was a RadLi&i review foUnded
in 1824 by Jerey Bentham. J. S. Min was one of its first editors. In
1846 the review was under the editorship of W. E. Hickson. In 1847 it was
sold to John Chapman, who became both owner and editor. Walter Graham,
!£!lish Literary Periodicals (New York, 19.30), pp. 251-2$5. For an over
ew of the Eng11.sh RidIcu movement in the early nineteenth century, v.
Simon Macooby, English Radioali_ 1832-$2 (London, 193$), especially Chapter 2$, "The Newspaper Press. D

6
upper classes tormed a cultural outlook so that in Rome not even the Engl1sb Protestant gentleman could teel himself a stranger and toreigner.
Rome, Naples, and Florence were all part of the Grand Tour.

Italy was to

the English educated classes a playground, a garden, and a museum.

As the

same time, Italy represented to the popular English imagination a picture

ot the supposed evils of the middle ages--superstitious religiOUS practices
popery, and convents full of lazy monks and friars.

It was also the head-

quarters of the hated and teared Jesuits. who still represented for the
majority of Englishmen the epitome of the malice and treachery of the
human heart.
If Italian culture contained an abiding source of inspiration and
interest for the English mind, the political situation did not.

Italy had

been so long the plaything of the powers of Europe that few Englishmen
thought in terms of Italy as a united nation.

In fact. it would seem sate

to say that, politically speaking, few Englishmen even thought of Italy.
So involved had England been since

the~

of the Napoleonic wars with

internal reforms at home and the preservation of peace abroad that sentiment favoring the aspirations of national groups on the Continent was not
9For some representative English views in 1846 on the Catholic Church,
her dogmas, and the Jesuits, see the Edinburf Review. LXXXIII (January
1846). 66; and the ~~r Review, V (March tl46), 15-86. For a succinct
statement of the ear
ctorian attitude toward Catholicism, v. R. B.
McDowell, British Conservati_ 1832-1914 (London, 19$9), pp. 66-67. For
the situation of Cathollcs in England 1840-18$0, v. David Mathew. Catholicism in England. 1$3$-193$ (London. 19.36). pp. 18$-208; John J. O'Connor.
'fliecilhonc Revival in England (New York, 1942), p. 102; and Bernard Ward,
S sequel to CatholicEmancipation (London, 191$), II. For a study of
anti-pap&! and anti-cathollc movements in England during this period, v.
Gilbert A. Cahill, "The Protestant Association and the anti-Maynooth Agitation of 184$," Catholic Historical Review, XLIII (October 19$7), 273-308.

7
widespread in England.

Though Italian exiles were living in England, wri-

ting and diGseminating their liberal and national gospel, they did not
evoke any deep response from the English people and press before 1848.

The

exiles, when they landed in 1830-31, were more of a season's fashion than
an object of sympathy. II So tired did the British press become in the
following years with books and articles on Italian culture, art, and history that in 1846 Bentley's Miscellany weari:Q" observed that every publisher, every critiC, and almost eveJ7 reader was

Oryingl

ItIta:Q" is a

hackneyed subject. n12
The attitude of the British government to Italy and the Papal states
was more businesslike and discerning.

Though the Foreign Secretary, Vis-

count Palmerston, had stated as early as 1832 his conviction that England.
should support constitutional states as natural allies,l.) he was unwilling,
without same great hope of success, to foster the growth of such states at
the eJCpense of alienating France or Austria and creating a serious threat
to the peace of Europe. 14 In 1846

lOx.

PalJner~lA>n

recognized with equanimity

Mansfield, "England and Italy," Dublin Review, CICVIII (January

19.36), 17-28. Also W. E. Mead, "Italy in EngliSh Poetry," PMLA, XXIII
o.s. (1908), 421-470.
llA thorough treatment of the Italian exiles is had in Margaret C. w.
Wicks, The Italian Exiles in Londonl 1816-1848 (Manchester, 1937). Helpful
also is-X-udman's work cIisa-abOve in note 8.
l21t0n Travels and Travellers in Italy," Bentley's Miscell~, n
(1846), 244. This journal was a popular monthli of'
publi~ house ot
Richard Bentley. Charles Dickens edited it 1837-1839, but by 1841 it was a

me

distinct losing venture with a very limited circulation. It rare:Q" dis.
cussed politics aa such, but when it did, its views leaned toward a moderate liberalism. Royal A. Gettmann, A Victorian Publisher (Cambridge, Eng.,
1940), pp. 22-25.
-

8
the power monopoly of Austria in Italy.

Like many of his countrymen, he

also acknow'::"edged that the states directly under Austrian control were the
best governed in the Italian Peninsula.

The Papal states he thought to be

the worst governed, and for that reason a menance to peace,

alw~s

stand-

ing as they were in need of foreign intervention likely to disturb the
balance of power and bring on a European crisis. 15
Slightly more than a week before the death of Gregory XVI, the Times
had printed an ed! tonal detailing what it held to be the two principal
political grievances of Italy:

corrupt government and foreign domination!6

The worst corruption ex1sted, it said, in the Papal States, where abuses
of every kind served as a continual cause of contempt and hatred of the
subjects for their sovereign.

Piedmont and Tuscany, it went on, gave SODle

alight signs of wanting to become more liberal, but these were mere "faint
indications of wha.t the Italian states might readily become under the
direction of vigorour and enlightened governments." While recognizing the
evil of Austrian

hegemo~,

the Times T'3i'"u.:;ed to sympathize with the Ital-

ian libera.ls who complained of this domination, for, it argued, "as long
as the Austrian administration is the best, or one of the best, in Italy,
the mere passion of political independence vill never excite the people to
13Speech to the House of Commons, 1832.
Palm.erston (London, 1936), I, 103.

lhw.

Baring Pemberton,

-

Cf. Herbert C. F. Bell, Lord

~ Palmerston (London, 19.54), pp.

l.5Bell, I, 413. The best study of the problem of Italy in European
histor;r during the early years of Pius IX's reign is A. J. P. Taylor, The
Italian Problem in European Diplomacy 1841-1849 (Manchester, 19.34).

9

make a serious effort to throw off that fom of government. tt

The Times

had a supreme confidence in the force and power of good government to raise
a country to the level of a prosperous and independent nation.
reigning princes in

Ita~.

If only the

instead of following the lead of Austria, would

show enough vigor and independence to strike out in a new direction with a
liberal program and a national policy of their own, the Times felt sure thai
they need then fear nothing-neither invasion nor insurrect.ion.

Italy's

natural position vis-a-vis Austria is one of free rivalry, the Times
declared, and if this rivalry wre directed by able statesmen toward a program of public improvement, the imporlance of the Italian states would be
immeasurably increased abroad, and. their security and prosperity augmented
at home. 17 ~ goverment, then, embracing certain liberal improvements,
was the Tilles' l'Sledy for Italyts ills.

Consequently, from the very outset

of the reign of Pius IX, the Times was psychologically set to act as a most
sympathetic observer of every reform he would undertake.
prepared to give those reforms an erroneous

tt liberal"

was foreign to the mind of their initiator.

It also stood

interpretation, which

The whole reaction of the

Times, and of the British press in general, must therefore be seen in the
light of this psychological pre-conditioning.
The death of Gregory XVI caused no great stir in England.

The English

Review, an Anglo-Gatholio publicat.ion given to violent bursts of No-Popery,

16London Times, May 23, 1846. The Times was the leading newspaper and
arbiter of pubRo opinion in England. IEs dail;y circulation 1846-1850 was
approx:1.matel;y 30-35,000. Its nearest competitors averaged only about 5,000
The editor of the Times vas J. T. Delane, who avoided extremes in political
viewpoints and appears to have been something of an opportunist in dealing
with public opinion. The expressed opinions of the Times were always

10
was content to mention his death and the subsequent election of Pius IX
18
without making any comment whatsoever.
Almost all other periodicals
,
19
ignored the event. including the Dublin Review.
The Times, on the whole,
gave a favorable picture of the late pope.

He was, it said, a good, ldnd,

and benevolent man, sincere in his religious principles, and somewhat more
tolerant than many of his predecessors.

The Times considered him to have

been little qualified to uphold the interests and dignity of the papal
political situation, but it attributed his failures to his ti.'llidity in the
face of a clique of reactionary cardinals at Rome. 20 The Times felt, however, that "his reign cannot escape the charge of cruelty in the repression
of political offences, and of a most bigoted resistance to the practical
:iJnprovements of the age."

Turning to the spiritual affairs of the Catholic

Church, the Times declared that Gregory IVI would always be remembered for
the great activity he engendered and f.or the vigor and decision he displa.yel
in the emergencies which arose about him.

Conscientious in his duty, the

"safe," and usually on the side of a conservative liberalism. Cf. Histoq
of the Times (London, 1939), II, $7-$9. Also H. R. Fox Bourne, EngR&li
Jiwspipers (London, 1887), II, 1.64-190.
17Timee , May 23, 1846.
lB:Enslish Review, V (June,1846), 504. This review was the organ ot
the Anglo:Catho1!c party in England and the successor to the Sri tieh Critic
tomerly edited by John Henry Hellllan. It dealt principally WiUl rellgious
topics and had strong anti-Roman and anti-papal viewpoints. GrMan, p. 2$6
19The Dublin Review was fOlmded in 1836 by Daniel O'Connell and
Nicholas Wisman. ID1tlated chiefly to be the voice of Catholicism and to
combat the Edinburgh lleView, its views ~vere generally quite conservative on
political issues. Its articles throughout 1846-1850 show little interest
in happenings on the Continent. Cf. Denis Gwynn, "The Dublin Review and
the Catholic Press," Dublin Review, CXCVIII (June 19)6), )11:)21.

2OriJae8. Juns 9. 1846.

11

Times concluded, Gregory ruled the Church in ttmodest dignity."

21

Looking to the future, the Times saw no more than that "some other
obscure monk" would ascend the throne to confront a task of extreme magnitude. Whoever he is, it surmised, he shall probably not be able to maintain himself six months without the aid of the Austrian army.22 Whether
he maintained himself or not did not seem to cause the Times any anxiet.y.
In the days before the conclaTEl, the Times carried periodic reports of outbreaks and movements of unrest in the Papal states.

In Rome, crowds were

reportedly shouting "No Papal government'" and "Down with the Priests,"2)
Since these reports were

80

much in keeping with the Time.' expectations,

it made no comment on them except to remark that throughout Italy there was
ttA storm brewing," 1f not already 1n progress.

The Times manifestly expec-

ted the death of the Pope to throw the Papal States into a state of revolution.
Pius IX was elected on June 16, 1846.

The first announcement in the

Time. came on June 22 and contained no details except that the b1shop of
Imola was elected as P1us

n.24

In the following days .everal b1ographie.

taken from the French papers were reprinted 1n the Times.

Most ot them

cont.a1ned certain errors of fact which indicated that Giovanni Kasta1Ferretti was a relative unknown 1n the European world. 25
2:Lr1mes, June 12, l846.

-

22Ib1d•
2)Ib1d., June 15, 1846.

24Ib1d., June 22, 1846.

2'Ib1d., June 24

and July

3, 1846.

12
The TiMes was switt to comment, though it gave its attention more to
the conclave than to the new Pope.

It tound the election marked by a pre-

cipitancy induced by a sense ot danger. 26 The cardinals, it Said, wanted
no prolonged interregnum. conducive to civic disturbances, and theretore
acted with dispatch to secure their own candidate before the arrival of the
French, Belgian, or German cardinals.

Because of the swiftness ot the con-

clave and the obscurity of Pius IX, the Tilles conjectured that the new Pope
was a party choice and probably not chosen tor his capacity as a retormer.
Yet the Times hoped that Pius IX was aware "that things cannot go on as
they are." Whereas most popes, it said, are

SO

old at their election that

they can always hope that the storm will not break betore the end of their
reign, the youth ot Pius IX deprives him ot this security, and "he must
make his choice to destroy these abuses or to sufter by them. u27
The qualities the Tilles sought in the new Pope were more negative than
positive.

He must be neither bold nor corrupt, it said, but a. man of dis-

cretion and moderation, disposed to withdraw himself from all contentions
of civil government and temporal politics a.s much as possible and to devote
his system. "to the highest objects of peace on earth and good will towards
men... 26 The Times might have said as much for a new Archbishop of Canterbury.

These general moralizations, together with the silence ot the great-

est part of the British press, show clearly that very little was hoped tor

26r1us, June 23, 1846.
27 Ibid., June 24, 1846.
28Ibid.

1.3
from the newest occupant of the Chair of Peter.

The Annual Register for

1846 noted that the election had "hardly excited attention in the political
world; so much has the temporal power of Papacy been diminished, and its
influence upon the atfirs of other nations destroyed. "29
pong the governments of Europe, the election of Pius IX was generally
received ldth satisfaction.

The Austrian court was happy to have got by

GiSli; the French were pleased not to have gotten Lambruschini; and the new
ministry of Russell was satisfied with a Pope who was reported to be no
extremist, but a moderate reformer • .30 In Italy, where Pius IX was better
known, the moderate liberals rejoiced, for now they had a sympathetic ruler.
With the aid of Pius IX, they could hope to obtain reasonable reforms and
cut the ground. from under the more revolutionary groups which advocated
radical social and polltical changes.
By early July, the image of Pius IX wu becoming somewhat clearer in

the British press.

He was said to possess upolitical opinions sufficiently

liberal to give hope of a change of system, though not violent enough to
create alarm fran the fear of too rapid a change.,,)l The big test posed
for the new Pope by the Times was the naming of a Secretary of state,.32
whic...!oJ. test Pius IX passed with honors to the pe:pf'ect satisfaction of the
Times by appointing to that office Cardinal Gizzi, whose reputation for
29Annual Register (1846), p. 298 •

.3OAubert, p. 14; Berkeley, II, 50-51, Ross Hoffman, "The Whigs and
the • Liberal' Pope," Thought, XXIV (March 1949), 85 •
.3:Lrimes, July 3, 1846.

32 Ibid•

liberal views was well established)3

By July 9, 1846, the Times pro-

nounced itself content with the conduct of the new Pope, his chQice of
ministers, and the prospects for the Papal states.

Tho appointment of

Gizzi was particularly gra.tifying, for it demonstrated, said the Times,
that not only was Pius IX determined to improve the conditions of his
state, but he also knew how to use the best instruments to secure his
gh:ls. 34

From the reports and comments throughout July,

1846, ona easily

gathers the impression that more was expected :from the action of Gizzi than
from that of Pius IX.
The Times was anxious to encourage the Pope in the work he had undertaken.

The only opposition he had to fear, it told him, came from bigoted

reactionaries, interested in maintaining the ancient system.

It saw no

serious threat from the liberal side; it only hoped that by his reforms
Pius IX would frust.rate and eventually annihilate "those seditious projects
which a portion of the Italian refugees are too apt to entertain."

The

Times did not want to see "the desperate faction in Ita1¥" challenge the
new Pope and drive him back upon those "fatal expedients which have reduced

the Government of the Vatican to its present condition."

It desired that

the good intentions of the Pope be given eve!';., chance to operate; it could
only regret that Englancl had no resident minister in Rome to second the
reform effort. and lend a guiding hancl. 35
Fear of any uprising against the new Pope was soon laid aside, and
u,imes, July 7, 1846.

34Ibid.,
35Ibid.

July'

9, 1846.

attention began to focus on the rumored amnesty.

Almost:fran the day of

Pius IX's election, talk of an amnesty was current,.36 though it was feared
that Austrian influence would considerably restrict the
papal benevolence.

i.'IJ~l

play of the

The anticipation of a liberal amnesty increased daily,

however, with every new act and anecdote disclosing the liberal tendencies
and the personal goodness of the Pope.
On July 11, the promised amnesty was placarded on the walls of ROlle.

With a very few exceptiona, it gave .freedom to all political prisoners and
enas.

The ROIIlan people were jubilant. a wave of high opti.lJl1sm swept

through the camp of the Italtan liberals.

On the evening of July 11, the

Times' correspondent reported, there was not a discontented person in all
Rome.

A parade of 40,000 persons marched in procession to the Quirinal to

thank the Pope and receive his blessing.31
The manesty made an equally deep impression on the rest of the 'WOrld.
While the amnesty was an accustaaed act of kindness on the accession of a
new ruler, and while Lambrusch1ni had helped to draw it up so that even
Metternich found its tems sat1afactory,l8 nevertheless it was received and
widely interpreted as a "liberal" measure.

To the Times' correspondent at

Rome, the amnesty was but a promise of "vast and beneficial changes" yet

to come. 39 A Taee editorial stated that the amnesty Ithas more than tulfilled the hopes which were conceived upon the accession of the new Pontiff.

36rimes, June 30, 1846.
31Ibid., July 29, 1846.
38Aubert, p. 16.
39times

J

1846.

Also Berkeley, II, 42, 45.
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It was a "prompt, wise, and benevolent act,P the first step to good
mente

gove~

Admittedly, said the Times, there are among the persons amnestied

SODle bad citizens, but with the source of discontent removed by Pius II,
they can no longer obtain a following, and hence represent no danger to the
papal government.

Unless turned away by oppression and abuse, the Times

added, the sympathies of mankind will array thElTlselves with the goverrment.
Consequently, the happiness of a.n;y state in Italy lIlay be !teasily, peacefully, and happily upileld ••• upon the sole condition of an enlightened and
conciliatory administ.ration, p40 The Times was evidently conf".ldent that it
had found the Italian prince who would provide the proof of its convictions 4
It is nut to be supposed that the 'rory editors of Blackwood's Magazine
or the Quarterty Review found all these events in the Papal states to their
liking, but they withheld all comments, undoubted.ly' reserving their judg-

menta until the Pope had declared himself with a few more representative
act..

Mazzini, writing in the Edinburgh Review, condemned the amnesty

because, as he put it, it offered "a premium to

perj~

and substituted

"the dead letter for the 11fe."41 On the whole, however, the British press
either kept silence or expressed great enthusiasm for the act.
Throughout the month of August, 1846, the press had only two thing. to
note concerning Pius III his ever-growing popularity and the contemplated
42
reform ••
After it was reported that Pius had established a commission to
4O.riJlle., August 4, 1846.
4lcited in Berkeley, II, 48.
!aTimes, August 4, 6, 8, 10, 18, 28, 31.
refvL'1I1., v. Berkeley, II, 58-59.

For discussion of the

11
study the prospects for several railroad lines and the gas lighting of
Rome, rumors of reforms ran riot.
were

!mone the rumors printed by the Times

the reform and reduction of the Swiss guards, the diminution of th.e

number of convents, and the taxation of Church revenu.es. 4.3 Needless to
sq, Pius IX envisioned none of these rl.llllored "reforms, II but the fact that
they were printed without further oomment indicates both the enthusiastic
tenor of the initial reaction and the length to which the liberals were
prepa.»ed to see him go.

By the end of August the Times was regarding Pius

II as a vigorous refonner sweeping out the corruption and intrigue of the
pontifical government.
Reports like these oould not fail to evoke an enthusiastic response
from both liberals and conservatives alike.

diary for Sept_bar 1, 1846:
throne.

Lord Sha.ftesbury wrote in his

"A pope called Pius I.I haa mounted the Roman

He ia 'like the son of Himshi' and 'he driveth furiously.'

He

will soon be the most popular, as he seems to be the most liberal, man of

the d~.n44

From Italy, the future Cardinal Manning, still an Anglican

cleriC, wrote to a friend.

"It is impossible not to love Pius II. His is

the most English countenance I have seen in Europe.,,45

From an Anglican

cleric and a ToryI that was high praise indeed.
Throughout the remaining months of 1846 Pius IX continued to gather
more and more support in the English press.

Punch, which, in September,

noticed and seconded the papal plan to grant m'Wlicipal government to the

43Times,

August

4, 1846.

44HOffman, Thought,

45Ibid.,

p.

85.

xnv, 84.
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city of Rome, by December was embracing the Pope as "a good fellow.,,46 The
Economist was sure that free trade would find a staunch advocate in "the
good and great Pius IX, the most enlightened Pontiff that ever reigned. p47
The various refonlls of the Pope were followed rather closely in the pages
of the Times, which never lett. off congratulating Italy on having been
granted this liberal leader.
There were, however, some sepents of the press which took a more
restrained view of the new Pope.

1846,

Lowe's Edinburgh !!5azine in November,

and January, 1847, carried articles by Maszin! on "The Pope and the

Italian Question."

Massin! maintained that though Pius IX was well-

intentioned, papal goverraent was essentially anarchiC; he warned the world
not to place its faith in popes. 48 The North British Review found the
course of Pius IX encouraging and stood ready to give him. and Gizzi credit
for what they accomplished and promised.

Still, what enthusiasm it mani-

fested was tempered by its religious conviction that the papal government
could not be fitted to modern times.

This etfort at re-adjust.1llent by Pius

IX was therefore regarded by the North British Review with suspicion.

It

could not see in his acts anything but a devious path toward greatfJr despotic power in spiritual matters. With some insight, it raised the questio

46Punch, XI (December 5, 1846), 2)6; (December 19, 1846), 248. Punch,
founded in 1841, was a Whig eJCpOnent ot bourgeois liberalism. While sympathizing with the cause of greater civil freedom in all areas of life, it
generally managed to avoid extremes. Under the editorship of Mark Lemon, i
numbered 8lAong its contributors W. M. Thackeray, Douglas Jerrold, and Th
Hood. Cf. Marion H. Spielmann, The Histo¥a of Punch (New York, 1895), pp.
99-100, 102-105, 254-281, 327-3~ Alio alter Jerrold, Douglu Jerrold
'Punch' (London, 1910).
47The Economist, October 10, 1846, cited by Elie Halervy, The Victorian
Years I 184 rans. E. I. Watkin Supplementary section DyR. ti.
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ot how Pius IX hoped to reconcile his peculiar claim to spiritual sovereignty- with liberal institutions.

"It is impossible, rI the writer main-

ta1ned, "that the same power, which, in spirituallltatters, will not hear ot
councils, of the right of private judgment, ot the independence of bishops,
will admit in temporal matters, of a Parliament, bear with an opposition,

and respect the independent rights of members of the legiSlature ••49 In th
eyes of Pius IX this discussion would have been

whol~

irrelevant, he had

no intention of instituting a constitutional government with a. responsible
ministry.SO What is relevant in these remarks ot the North British Review
is the fact that theT reveal a. profound ignorance of the mind of the Pope.
They show that once the English press accepted Pius IX as a liberal Pope,
they- were apt to draw their conclusions as to his intentions from their own
understanding of -liberal" reforms and "liberal" institutions.

Had events

in Italy not driven the revolution on, the English might have soon understood their error.

As it was, there were only a few who, before April,

1848, ever suspected that Pius IX had not contemplated anything beyond
administrative reforms and consultative assemblies in the Raman states.
On November 9, 1846, Pius IX issued his first encycllcal,

.9!!! pluribus.

Composed with the aid of consel'Yative cardinals, it contained an excellent
McCallUJll, Vol. IV of A HiSto0. of the ~lish People in the Nineteenth
Century, 6 vols. (1on(1on, 19 -~52), p. 2jli.
- 48Rudllan, p. 79.
49"Ita.ly," North British Review, VI (November 1846), 170-205. This
journal, founded in 1844 and edited bT David Welsh, professed nonpartisanship in poll tics and religion, but was openly on the liberal side.
Cf. Graham, p. 256.
SOHales

• 60.
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synthesis of the doctrinal positions

defer~ed

rationalism and all undue freedom of thought.

by Gregory XVI.

It condemned

.51 It made those who read it

pause and reflect, but perhaps because it was of a purely doctrinal character, or perhaps because it seemed quite out of character with the excitement taking place at Rome, the encyclical went almost unnoticed.

Only the

English Review, the Anglo-Catholic watchdog, gave it a thorough going-over.
Its suspicions of papal trickery were even stronger than those of the Borth
Brit18h Review.

Pius IX, it said, 1s following a course likely to render

him popular, but none of this furnishe. one reason

tor expecting that he

will deviate in the least from the ultraaontane pretensions of the Roman
see.

There has been no change of goal either by the Pope or the Raman

church, it continuedJ Pius IX has simply adopted the Jesuit policy of adap-

ta. .n to the spirit of the times so that where his predecessors tought the
tide of human progress, the present Pope goes with it to dominate and emplo
it for papal purposes.

The English Renew saw in Pius

n t s friendship for

the Jesuits and in his beatification of Margaret Mary Alacoque, but most of
all in the encyclical ot November 9, the clearest proofs of his intraa.,;
sigence and opposition to true progres•• '2
Criticism of this kind was by no meana characteristic of the general
reaction.

By January,

1847, the approval of Pius II by the British pres.

and people had become rather widespread.

Fraser t s Magazine beheld the Pope

standing in "sublime solitude among the successors of st. Peter" in his

'~ubert, p. 20.

52"pope
(December

Pius IX:

his history and character," English Review, VI

1846), 486-492.
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efforts to be an enlightened sovereign

rat~er than a spiritual despot. 53 To

the Westminster Review, Pius IX was something of a lovable rebel, a Robin
Hood, struggling against the old Gregorian-Jesuit party for the welfare ot
his oppressed people. 54 The liberal.reactionary struggle was seen in teMs
of light against darkness, of good against evil, much as Sir

~<la.lter

Scott

ndght have portrqed it in one of his novels, where complexities and subtleties of hUlian politics are resolved on the sublime level of a clear-cut
mora]j. ty.

Whether or not the enthusium ot the Bri ti8h press at this time

was anything more than an outpouring of pent-up romantic sentiments and a

cheering of novelties is difficult to determine.

In view of a concurrent

widespread lack of interest in foreign affairs. a depth of real concern
should not be too readily assumed, for, as Lord Henry Brougham observed in
J£i.n:l.lary-,

1847, foreign affairs interested the Lords more than the

and the Commons more than the rest of the country.55

C0lIII10lUl,

And the Lords, judging

from their debates, vere showing no extraordinary solicitude tor happenings
on the Continent.
At Rome, early in 1847, a difficult situation was emerging for the
papal

governmen~,.

The political clubs, controlled by the more ardent liber-

als, had won the control of the crowds and were using them with telling
force to put pressure on Pius II.

They cajoled and coaxed him, playing upon

53Fraser's Magazine :xx.xv (January 1847), 13. Hereafter this journal
will be cited simplj as Fraser.s. Edited by William Maguire, a former
editor of Blackwood t s MagazIne I this popular monthlJr supported Disraeli and
a progressive TOry1sm. Among its contributors were s. T. Coleridge, J. 'S.
Mill, C.;rlyle, and Thackeray. Cf. Miriam M. H. Thrall, Rebellious Fraser' 8
(New York, 1934).
54westminster Review, XLVI (Janl18l7 1847), 559, 599-600.
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the Pope I s sensitive nature with disciplined bursts of cheers or prolonged

silence.

They proposed to drive him onward towards their own goals, pro-

pelling him by their control of the public response.

The people were made

to appear as not too difficult to satisfy, yet every reform wa.s received
as the prelude to another still more extreme.

No one was given a chance to

doubt that Pius IX was not with the crowds; nor were the crowds, on their
side, allowed to believe that there were rational 1imits set by Pius II
beyor'!l which he could not and would. not go.
creating a false situation in which

~

,6

Hence, <the liberals were

attempt by the Pope to halt the

reform at a predetemined point short of constitutional goverIlJlent wuld
appear to the world as a reactionaI'7 act.
The English press, for its part, noticed the many processions and
i :'..1.uminations at Rane with sincere satisfaction.

They were thought to be

spontaneous demonstrations of gratitude manifesting the immense rapport
between sovereign and subjects.
liness" of the demonstrations. 57

The English particularly liked the "order_
But if the British press mistook the

nature of these parades and proceSSions, Pius II, at any rate, did not.

He

took the opportunity of a sermon at the church of st. Andrea della Valle on
the evening of January 13 to ask the people to abstain from. further scene.
of enthusiasm and set to work at revitalizing their own moral livea.SS It
"Hansard's Parliament817 Debates, 3rd serie., LXXXIX,
,6aerkeley, II, 9S, 102-103.

,7

Times , January 16, 1841.

,SBerkeley, II, 10).

44.
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was a mild protest, and perhaps for that reason the British press missed the
point.

The London Daily

~

praised the moral fervor of the sermon and

considered it a gesture of gratitude by the Pope in a heart-to-heart chat
with his peoPle. 59
In February, 1847, Punch printed a piece of light verse entitled "A
Health to the Pope. 1I

In three eight line stanzas, Punch exhibited more

unrestrained and unguarded enthusiasm for Pius IX than could be found &n1'where in Europe.

The second and third stanzas were particularly effusive.

For right feeling, with masculine wisdom combined
An intense admiration we own,
Wbomsoe' er they distinguish, indeed, never mind,
It they grace the Pontifical throne.
He who puts down abuses and pushes retorms
In the danger ot poison and knife,
Like a rare gallant tellow, our sympathy warms,
And we wish him success and long lite'
One, and only one Briton has e' er had the luck
To be raised to the Fisherman's see;
But Pope Pius displ~s such decision and pluck,
One might think that a Briton was he.
Here's his Holiness' very good health, then, once more,
The tiara long rest on his pate'
And mq Pius the Ninth, ere his Popedom is o'er
Earn the title of Pius the Great. 60

Indeed, the general strain of the English press was beginning to run along
this line adopted by Punch.

FrOOt February- to June, 1847, with the exception

ot a slight setback in March, Pius II found nothing but an increasing

59Report ot the Daily News reprinted

in the London Guardian, February,

3, 1847. The ~tly News was founded in 1846 as the Radical spoke.mnan in the
daily press.
e enterprise was not an 1.Jam.ediate success. Charles Dickens
was its first editor, but only for a tew months. He was rapidly tollowed b7
John Forster and Eyre Evans Crowe, who held the editor's chair 1847-1852.
ct. James Grant, The NeW6:Iler Press (London, 1871), II, 83; also Bourne, II
150; and Maccoby,'PP. 42
1.

~h nI Feb

84.
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popularity in England.

The London Morning Chroniole, a \'Ii'hig paper, called

him "the most enlightened sovereign of the age. u61 Letters from Rome
printed in the English press gave him nothing but unbounded praise. 62

Even

Dickens, in his new -work, Facts ~ Figures ~ Italy (1847), could not
!'astrain an expression of hope and confidence in Pio Nono. 63
Papal measures of reform and relief were applauded ldthout reserve.
On March 23 the

toward Pius IX.

~iltle.

oarried an editorial summarizing its whole attitude

It beheld him as an "enlightened, clement, and patriot.

ruler, uniting all classes of t.he population in the bonds of social order b
the respect they entertain for his personal virtues, and the hopes they ha:
conceived of his public administration •••• The support to be given by this
country to any Pontiff is circumscribed within narrow limits; but nothing,
save the fiercest intolerance and the most vulgar prejudice, can deny hia
the respect ar.d sympathy due to an honest prince and a worthy man. II

The

ed! torial manifested considerable concern lest Austria use agents provaeateurs in the Papal States to provoke disturbances calling for her intervention.

To counter this ttpernicious lt Austrian influence, the Times again

urged the government to take we cause of' the Pope under its wing and
61cited by Hoffman, Thought, XXIV,

84.

62.rimes, March 8, 1847; London Guardian, March 10, 1847. The London
Guardian, founded in 1846, was a weeklY AngIO-catholic newspaper similar in
format and style to the Times. It won a high reputation and immediate success for its great tact, discretion, and sagacity in treating various problems. It avoided extreme positions on political matters, and offered to it
readers a generally high-minded criticism of public events in England and 0
the Continent. Grant, III, 138-143.
63aoff.man, Tho~t, nIV, 84. Dickens wrote. "The guns of st. Angelo
that announced hIs eection, told Europe at the same time that the old path
vI
s of ro reas and civilization were reo ened and the ice was broken

establish regular diplomatic relations with the Court of Rome

SO

that the

"beneficial" guidance of England might be used to safeguard "the great
public interests in that quarter. n64
The one reverse suffered by Pius II in the English press during this
period came on the occasion of his issuing a press law on March 15, 1847.
A week previous to that date the Daiq

~

had treated English readers to

a review of the "free presst! in Rome and the "bold and enlightened views"

of the Roman polltical writers.

The liberal journals were singled out for

--

special commendation while the Diario de Rama, considered to be the organ
of the pontifical government, was described u "a goose waddling among
swans.,,65

The restrictions of the Press Law in Rome were not severe, how-

ever, and apparently the British press later came to see that they placed

no serious check to "liberal progress. 1I

Nonetheless, the initial reaction

to the press law was one of acute vexation.

It means a "rigid censorship,·

-

cried the Daily News, and the London Guardian observed that the Pope "haa
ruined his character with our Liberal contemporaries by lqing some prettystringent restrictions on the liberty of the press.

Had he, like Gargantua,

swallowed six editors in a salad, our confraternity- could hard.l3" have
uttered a more piercing outcry-.·66 Even so, the Guardian felt itself
inclined to s,mpathize with Pius IX in his dealings with the Roman liberals.
If the Press Law helped him carry his program of reform free fram the
at Rome."
64rimes, March 23, 1847.

65Daily News, March 8t 1847, reprinted in Guardian, March 23, 1847.
66Guardian March 31 1847.

For details of ~le Press Law
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attacks of revolutionaries, then the Guardian did not object.
This momentary- loss of popularity was rapidly restored in the following months as Pius IX went ahead with reforming the papal goverment.
was beginning to feel the pressure of the political clubs.

He

To meet the

demand for a greater participation of laymen in the government, the Pope
proposed to establish a Consulta, or Consultative Assembly of the Papal
states.

On April 151, l847, Cardinal Gizzi issued a circular to his dele-

gates in the provinces infonuing of the plan to summon to Rome one member
of each province so that the deputies, as a body, might offer their advice
and counsel to the govenwent.

A huge, well-pLrnned demonstration of gra-

titude took place at acme on April 22.67
Gizzi's circular was couched in vague terms which could give hopes ot
some future form of representa.tive goverraent, but if one takes the trouble
to read it closely, he sees that it nowhere bows to anything Pius did not
wish to grant. 68

In speaking of the amelioration ot public affairs,

"always, however, within those proper limits" fixed by the Pope, the language of the circular was paternal, not liberal.

If the Sri Usb press had

been more a.ware of the on-going struggle hidden beneath the subtleties ot
language engaged in by both Pope and liberals, they might better have
understood the meaning ot "those proper limits" apoken of by Gizzi.

At the

time, however, the words made no significant impression on the press in
v. Berkeley, II,

65.

67aerkeley, II, 66-68.

6~he text of the circular was printed

in the Times, May 7, 1847.
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in England, and it was only in the following year that their meaning became

clear.
Throughout May and June, 1841, the papal goverment was under pressure
to grant to the towns a civic guard. for the quelling of disturbances.

In

same places, the revolutionists created disorders to force law-abiding citizens to join in the cry, but most often the request for the civic guard
came from the moderate liberala who wished to Luard. against both Austrian
and revolutionary agitation.

Pius II at .first favored the creation of a

civic guard, evidently thinking that if it sprang frQDl his initiative, he
might better control it.

Agitation in Rome and in the provinces continued,

and in June, 1847, the Pope granted permission tor the formation of a civic

guard. 69

Members of the papal government were becoming decide<i11" uneasy as they
watched Pius IX take the lead in these various reforms and concessions.
I!.'ven Cardinal Gizzi, formerly regarded as the most liberal member of the
Sacred College, was doubting the wisdom of granting aConsulta and a civic
guard as means of satisf'ying popular demands and trying to call a halt to
developments along this path.

Pius, too, must have looked with some appre-

hension upon what he was dOing, for on June 22 Cardinal Gizzi issued,
undoubtedly with the approval of the Pope, a formal notification to the
people of the Papal States, proclaiming Pius' readiness to continue administrative refonJ1a and warning the liberals that there were l1mits as to
what they might expect along constitutional linea.

69Berke1ey, II, 191-193, 195.

The circular also
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viarned that the reforms must not be understood or interpreted as an indi-

. i
cation of papal hostility towards Austria. 70 Two weeks later G1ZZ
resigned office, not desiring to pursue any further

.q

program he considered.

extreme~ dangerous to the temporal sovereignty of the pope. 71
The British press took little note of these events, nor did it indicate the presence of a growing threat of Austrian interference in the Papal
states.

The Times, 4Uring Hay and June, 1847. printed news

infrequently.

ot

ROlle rather

It was one' of the few observers, however, which did note a

aplit in the Italian liberal party between the moderates, who rallied to
the side of the government, and the Esaltati, or the more ardent liberals,
who were intent on driving Pius on to establish constitutional goverment

and to further national independence by a war against Austria.

The Time.

incorrectly interpreted this split as a significant victory for the forces
of law and order, and as a sure guarantee that Austrian intervention would
no longer be necessar,y.72

The split, in fact, did not result in aqr

significant a.dvance in the strength of the goverrment, whereas it solidify
the strength of the advancGd liberals by removing from their group element.
of moderation and compromise.
All in all, the first year of Pius ilts reign may be called his
"honeyMon~1!

with the British press.

From almost every journal which chose

to express itself he met with encouragement and support.

The church-

affiliated reviews regarded his moves with some suspicion, but the majority
7°Berkeley, II, 70, 195.

71aa1es, Pio Nona, pp. 62-63.
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opinion wa.s well in his fa.vor.
the Quarterly Review and

It is significant that the Tory organs,

Blacki~od's,

maintained a discreet silence.

It is also important to note that what Pius IX had won by his reforms
was largely a personal popularity.

The affection and Bateen tor him

expressed by the British press by no means extended to the pontifical
government or to the papacy as such.
papal sentiment were
pressed.

~d tigated

Expressions of No-Popery and anti.

in 801I1e quarters, but never entirely sup-

The popularity of Pius IX really did very little to make English

writers modify their notions of Ca.tholicism, its dogmas and its practices.
ls iwaB revealed in the following months, the Pope's popularity did encourage a. greater toleration for Catholics, at least in the press, but it is
extremely difficult to assess the depth of that effect.

One can only sa::!

that the first year was a year of good feeling, a year marked by a growing
readiness of the British press to give every move of Pius IX a favorable
and liberal interpretation.

72Times , June 18, 1847.
split, v. Berkeley, II, 72.

FOr discussion of the significance of the

CHAPTER II
PIO NONO:

THE NATIONAL SAVIOR:

July 1847-April 1848

At Rome, the reforms of Pius IX caused the more radical liberals to
grow bolder.

They had obtained from Pius a press law, a civic guard, and

the promise of a Consulta.

With their control of the political club8, the

press, and street agitation, they now felt less need of caution and began
an open attack on the conservative pro-Austrian party in the pontifical
govermnent.

The strength of the modera.te liberal party dissolved as the

issue of Italian independence gradually placed a no-man' s land between the
disputing conservative and radical liberal factions.

Gizzi's protest in

June and his resignation early in July were the first serious signs of the
dissolution of moderate influence.
Metternich was aware of the growth of the revolutionary and nation&list party in Rome, and furthermore, he had not too high an opinion of the
Pope's ability to handle the situation.

Having carelully watched the

events happening at Rome since the election of Pius IX, Metternich believed
that the Pope's lack of prudence must Boon Cause hill to draw back f'rcm his
course of reform and call for help to preserve his temporal authority.
Austria was prepared to intervene whenever the call came.

1

Metternich vas

also aware of Pius' personal dislike of Austrian domination in the peninRU]A

lrqlor, p. 27.

Also Berkeley, II, J.8O-182.
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and for that reason he had held off from any threatening moves toward the

Italian liberal party.

When Austria :t1nally did take action against the

liberal movement in the Papal 8tates, the initiative came from Radetsky,
the veteran milltary commander of the Austrian forces in LaIlbardy, to oftset any possible anti-Austrian uprisings in the Romagna area.
On

Jul¥ 17, 1847, the ann!versary of the amnesty, Austrian troops

marched into the Romagna and occupied the citadel at Ferrara.

Radetaky

acted within the provisions of the Treaty of Vienna, but the menancing
intent at the action was obvious. 2 The act inflamed liberal opinion at
Rome, where, only two dqs previOUSly, ciceruacchio,3 a popular liberal
agitator, had discovered a "plot" by the Gregorian-Austrian-Jesu1t·,party
to organize a public tragedy inviting Austrian intervention. 4 The liberals
acted quickly.

They armed the civic guard with the permission ot the

Pope and placed it in control ot liberal officers.'

Pius Il., acting

throughout these days without a Secretary of state, had been outmanuvered,
but the significance of the liberal victory went unrecognized in the furor
stirred up by the occupation ot Ferrara.
Pius IX reacted. sw1ttly and. with resentment to the Austrian move.

He

2For an account of the causes of the occupation, v. Berkeley, II,

214-224.
'AngelO Brunetti, a wine-carter and son of a blacksmith, was one of the
most effective mob leaders in Rome. He was a radical liberal and a supporter of Mazzini. The name Ciceruacchio vas attached to him while still a
child because of his rotundity. Berkeley, II, llO-ill.
h.rhe history of this ·plot" and. a discussion of ita authenticity can
be found in Berkeley, II, Appendix D, 3,6-3,9.

'~.,

pp. 20).213.
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was not devoid of Italian patriotisn, nor was he unconscious of, or lacking in, sympathy with the legitimate national aspirations of his people.
Not wishing to see these aspirations become the monopoly of the radical
element, he was prepared to pursue the goal ot Italian independence as far

6

as the action was compatible with his role as head ot the universal Church.
He was prepared to defend his states against

arv Austrian

encroachment or

domination; he was not prepared to undertake an offensive war to drive the
Austrians out of Italy.

He was no Julius II shouting "loori

!

barbari, n

but his vigorous defense of his prerogatives led to the erroneous, though
understandable, conclusion by the rest of Europe that he was standing as
the leader of Italian nationalia.
Gizzi t s Notif'icazione of June 22, 184'7, caused the British press a
m~

of consternation, but did not shake it from its conviction that all

was going well in Italy.

The Guardian declared itself Ita little puzzled,"

while the Tilles remarked that the ciroular had created a most deplorable

impression on the Roman people. 7 Yet a few d:qs later, a Times editorial
made it clear that it was ignorant of the true state of Roman pol1t1cs. The
Times declared.

"The gradual and temperate progress ot liberal opinions

and political reformation amongst the people and some of the go'Verrments of

Italy, has justly been regarded as one of the most hope.tul and pleasing
events ot our time •••• Not an instance has occurred of an abuse, or
as an act of impatience."
6Aubert, p. 18.

80

much

It went on to comment that the undertaking of a

Also Hales, Revolution ~ Papacl, p. 132.

7auardian, Jul¥ 17, 1847; Times, July 7, 1841.
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systematic gradual reform had been sufficient to establish close relations
between the subjects and the sovereigns.

Expectation of a continuance of

that reform, it maintained, is the surest guarantee of the existing peace
and the future progress of the country.

The only substantial threat to

moderate reform and progress came fram Austria, said the Times, and it
called upon all Europe to lend their support to the Italian states.

"If

they yield, it is because they are defeated; if they are defeated, it is
because they are abandoned. IIB
The correspondent of the Daily

.!!!!!

was fairly overjoyed at the grant-

ing of the civic guard, for, once arms are in the hands of the RoDlans, he
Said, "adieu, a long a.d1eLl, to the hope of every undoing what Pius has
done."

Gizzi has talked of resigning, the writer continued, but that is

no longer of any consequence J because reaction is no longer possible. 9 Such

was the view of a newspaper wholly in sympathy with the aims and goal. of
the Italian liberals.

It other segments of the press were disquiet.ed by

this interpretation, they did not take the trouble to express themselves.
News ot the conspiracy and the occupation of Ferrara took a week to
reach England.

Most of the printed accounts of the conspiracy had a

decidedly anti-Austrian tone.

Some French papers treated the affair as a

hoax, engineered by the RCllltan liberals to induce the goverment to arm the
lO
civic guard.
The ~ accepted the authenticity of the plot,ll and

BTimes, JIllY 13, 1847.
9Report from. Daily ~ reprinted in Guardian Jul3:-- 21-, 1841•
...

lOrimes,

July

llIbid.

A

28, 1847.

st

5 1847.
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printed a translation of
Occurred

~

~

Bulletin

~ ~

.

Events Which

RCIIle, a pamphlet published at Siena.

12

!!!!! Latel{

From internal evidence,

one could judge that the work was a piece of liberal propaganda intended
for public, and particularly foreign consumption.

In extravagant language,

the author stressed the imminent danger to Rome J the depth and breadth of
the conspiracy, the

8Wi£t, and

decisive action of the people, the Pope, and

the civic guard, the maintenance of public order and love for the proces8
of law in the face of great provocation, and lastly, the people's devotion
to the Pope.

liThe retrograde party is now fairly armihilated, It the pamph-

let concluded, Itand we may confidently look forward to a new, splendid,
and solidly organized Government."

The Times was ill-incl.t.ned to quarrel

with that conclusion, it fitted in perfectly with its own e.xpressed viewa

and hopes.

The Guardian took a more cautious view of the conspiracy.

It was

reluctant to credit the story of the plot because of the air of melodrama
and extravagance surrounding the reports, and yet it hesitated to deny the

story out of hand, for the Austrian occupation of !"'errara seemed to indicate that

some~

had been in the wind.

But whether there was a plot or

not, the Guardian was sure that the real facts of the case had merely
INned as a substratum. tor emmous and mischie'VOus lying" on the part of
the liberals. 13 FrOm this point on, the Guardian maintained a consistently
skeptical attitude wherever the activities of the Roman liberals were

13, 1847.
August 4,. 1847.

12rimes, August

13Guardian,

3$
concerned.

The Daily

!!!!!,

on the contrary, spread the story of the plot,

giving a glowing report of the liberals and a very black picture of the
reactionaries. 14
If the conspiracy at Rome seEllll.ed too contusing and melodramatic to
engage the full s.y.mpathies of the British press, the Austrian occupation of
Ferrara was not.

The facts stood out clearly--the liberal Pope was being

threatened by a major reactionary power opposed to the reforms and ameliorations undertaken for the welfare of his people.

The Pope was manifestl¥

the underdog, and u the case stood, he had already won in the preceding
year the support and enthusiasm of England.

Thus when Austria made i t8

move, the course of public opinion suffered no complications.
was right) the Austrians were wrong.

The Pope

The majority reaction in England was

that simple, a fact which disturbed Metternich and caused him to write a
letter to Wellington, complaining of English public opinion.l,)
In the months from August, 1847, to April, 1848, t~the popularity of

Pius II in Italy and among the liberals of Europe knew no bounds.
the National Savior and the Champion of Ital¥.

He was

Every act the Pope took to

defend his state had an air of drama about it, or at least the stories and
reports portrayed it that way.

When the Austrians withdrew their forces

from Ferrara in December, 1847, Pius IX's reputation was pushed still

higher.

Hazzini 's Open Letter to the Pope in September, 1847, encouraging

him to undertake the unification of Italy, contained an implicit recogni-

tion of the fact that, in the eyes of Europe, Pius IX was the leader of the

lAoa1ly .!!2 reprinted in Guardian, August 18, 1847.

llberal movement in Italy. 16
The British press, likewise, did not stand unimpressed by the acts or
the Pope and the constant reports of his popularity allover Italy.

The

natural sympathy which could have been expected to appear for Pius IX, considering the early enthusiasm for him and the current anti-Austrian bias,
was further heightened by the fact that a great

m~

of the reports on

Italian affairs printed in the English papers were taken .from the Italian
liberal journals, as the Contemparaneo and the Italia (Rome), the Felsineo

-

(Bologna), and the Alba (Florence).

By papers such as these England was

told that "Austria is now in the presence of a nation united, compact,
enthusiastic beyond description, ready to r1se like one man to defend its
1ndependence, and adoring 1ts Sovereign in whom it places every confidence,
and who relies on his people. nl7

Moreover, throughout 1847 and 1848,

Italian liberals had committees of correspondence conducting letter-writing
campaigns to all the major newspapers and journals in Europe, e.g. the
Times. 1S
The Irish famine and the problems to which 1 t gave birth caused F.ngland
to turn 1ts attention principally to home affairs during the fall or 1847.
Parliament found. time to discuss little else.

Interest in foreign affairs

15r a;rlor, p • .30.
16
Hales, Pio Nono, pp. 66-67.

- -30,

17Times, August
lSaerkeley, II,

148.

1847, reprinting a report from Italia (Rame).
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lagged notice ab l;y.

The continuing response to Pius IX and the fortunes ot

the Italian states must be seen against that background.
Palmerston, however, was not idle at the Foreign Office.

He took a

strong line with Austria over the Ferrara episode and, in a letter to
Mettern1ch, defended Pius II's policy of reform. 19 It was partially through
Palmerston'a efforts that Metternich agreed to the withdrawal of Austrian
forces in December,

1847.

Personally, Palmeraton was sincerel;y concerned about the Pope.

The

constant aim of his diplClllacy was the peace of Europe and the balance of
power.

Ital;y constituted a threat to both these objectives inaal.uch as it.

weakness invited foreign intervention either by Austria or France or both.
Intervention would result in a disturbance of the balance of power and
could lead to a collision between the two great powers, involving the Continent in a European war.

Italy, PalJnerston believed, was the weak spot of

Europe, and the Papal states the weak spot of Italy.

Hence he wished to

take advantage of the liberal inclinations of Pius IX to reduce the threat
of an:y uprisings giving cause for intervention.

His approach to the Italian

problem, whatever his own prejudices or bias, was SQIllelihat dispassionate cmd
8I'l1pirical, at least in this period.

Palmerston was prepared to support

lIhatever arrangement secured a stable peace in Europe together

nth

a

reasonable b&lance of power. When it came to concrete cases, he was tar
more devoted to the interests ot Britain and rational principles ot diploDlacy than to an as yet uncertain torce like Italian nationaliau.. 20
19Berkeley, II, 228.

Pius IX, on his side, understood the value of English support in his
conflict with Austria.

In the summer of 1847 he asked Bishop Nicholas

Wiseman to approach the British goverment on the subject of a British
minister at Rome. Wiseman communicated this message to Palmerston in
21
The Foreign Office responded quickly. Thus was born the
september.
mission of Lord Minto, who, from October, 1847, to February, 1848. journeyed through the Italian states, giving advice and exposing, perhaps too
enthusiastic~

at times, the views of the British government. 22

The

actions of Palmerston and the tavorable reaction ot the British press caused
the newspapers

ot Rome to report early in September that England. was sup-

porting the policies of Pius II.

The Times, considering itself the spokes-

man of the "enlightened and thoughtful statesmen ot England,· thoroughly
approved and smiled on these reports. 23
The Guardian,during all of l847, maintained a constant respect and
enthusiasm for Pius II as the only solid and stabilizing moderate influence
2°Fcr further discussion of Palmerston vis-a-vis It~.lian affairs, 18461850, v. Taylor, The Italian Problem... J Bell, I, 413J and. Pemberton, pp.

152-153.

---

21o'connor, pp. 44-45.

Also Hoffman, Thought, XXIV, 88-89.

22FOr a good treatment of the Minto mission, v. Berkeley, II, Appendix
S, l44-351. Several tilles Lord Minto was recorded as shouting to the crowda
from. balCOnies, "Viva l'IndgendenZ8. Italiana.," to which the crowds eagerly
replied, "Vi~a It!tiI:1a. H
e$ Asheli, The Lite of ~ John T~le,
Viscount Piliiirston, 1846-1865, (l.Qndon, l1J7O);T,")b. -zm;d-m:nto~n the
House 01 !Drds, Hay lli, 1849, denied that he ever dropped a word which would
encourage the advocates of Italian unity or "of any of that sort of nonsense. n Quoted in the Quarterly Review, LXXXV (June 1849), 242.
23rimes, September 2, 1847.
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in the Italian peninsula.

If' only the educated classes of' the Romagna had

enough sense, the Guardian wrote, they would see tha.t "the national greatness to which they aspire may be best attained by allowing Pius IX to pur.
sue quietly the, course of'moderate and judicious reform in which he has

5~barked.lt24 The Guardian also urged the other states of Italy to follow
the Pope as their "representative, champion and leader. n25

Yet the

Guardian was not unaware ot the problem facing the temporal sovereignty ot
the papacy if Pius IX were successful in opposing Austria and uniting

Italy.

Should he succeed in giving Italy organization and strength s uf£1-

cient to enable her to stand independent SIlOng the powers of' Europe, a
virtual separation of his powers would become "a matter of necessity.n26

This separation of' powers in the Papal states was foreseen by the Guardian
as a distinct possibility following upon the course of events then taking
place.

Nevertheless, it did not, for that reason, see in the loss of the

temporal power a decrease in the power of the papacy, but it rather anticipated its increase. 27
Throughout September and October, 1847, the Ferrara episode continued

to make news.

The correspondent of the Morning Chronicle wrote from Italy

that the people were in a "perfect frenzy" in their enthusiasm for Pio
Nono. 28 It was reported that the tricolor was sunnounted everywhere by the

240uardian,

September 22, 1847.

25Ibid•
26Ibid., September 8, 1847.

27Ibid.

papal gold and white "as if the people would declare, IItaly--one and.
indivisible ... -thanks to the benign influence of Pius IX.' "29
The mission of Monsignor corboli-Busai,30 sent by Pius

n

to Tus0aD1'

and Piedmont for the purpose of setting up a customs union, was interpreted

by both the English and French press as a further move toward the eventual
expulsion of Austria from

It~.31 The mission also became the subject of

rumors about a projected military alliance between the Papal states and
Piedmont. 32 The British press and government were all in favor of the
customs union, which they compared to the German Zollverein, but they did
not look favorably or sympathetically upon an anti-Austrian mill tary
league.:33 This ,reaction was completely in acoord with the previous tendencies to support peace, order, and reform as the only true instruments of
Italian progress.
28London Mo~ Chroniole, September 8, 1841, reprinted in the
Guardian, Sep Gem~2, fS47. The 1'10rni(jf Chronicle, a daily newspaper,
was before 1841 a Whig journal and tJie vo ce of PaJiilerston in the press.
After 1847, it supported a progressive Toryism, and Palmerston transferred
his favors to the London Globe. Bourne, II, 1,2-156.
29TiIles, September 16, 1841.

~ons1gnor Corbol1-Bussi, born 1813, ordained 1840, was a young prie.t
of known liberal oonvictions. Appointed to numerous ecclesiastical positions under Gregory XVI and Pius II, he was tor a while, in 1846, acting
Secretary of state. In 1841 he waa secretary for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs. Corboli-Bus81 was one of Pius IX t s most trusted advisers
throughout this period and was given a number of difficult missions to carr,y
out. Berkeley, II, 36 •
.3l.rimes, September 13; September 18, l841 •
.32 Berke ley, II, 292-294.
3lrimes, November 18, 1841.
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In October Pius IX granted a municipal government to the city of ROJIle
and issued a
November 15.

~

proprio setting the opening date for the Consulta on

Allover Italy crowds paraded in the streets in demonstra-

tiona of approval.

At Rome, banquets became the tashion, just as they did

some months later at PariS, and for similar reasona-to apply pressure to
the government. 34 The Daily !!!!!, the Morning Chronicle, the London Guard-

-

ian, and the Times had nothing but praise for these latest steps of reform.

The Edinburgh Review spoke out on the Pope for the first time, but its
admiration was as fervent as that of the Times or PunCh. 35 There is again
a chance for Italy, it said.

"Contrary to all reasonable expectation,

Providence has at length raised up a refonning Pope; ••• a ruler, resolute aa
Luther, yet gentler than Melanethon. 1I

From a leading journal in Protestant

England, that was no mean compliment.

The writer stood in happy amazement

at how Pius

n had rallied his people to

his side.

Wherever the Pope

appears, the author lyricized, "gratior ~~, ~ soles melius nitent.,,36
Supreme optimiam was the article's keynote.

The Edinburgh Review, like the

Times, placed its full confidence in the moderate liberal party in Italy,
which Pius IX was thought to be the perfect example.

0

The uncritical

34Berkeley, II, 320. The use of banquets for the application ot pressure to the papal goverIlllent was in practice as early as November, 1846.
~., pp. 85-86.
35"The Papal States--Pius IX, It Edinbur~ Review, LXXXVI (October 1847)
260-263. This journal was the outstanding DeraI review of the time. '!'he
only' other periodical in its class was the conservative Quarterly Review.
The editor of the Edinb~h Review during this period was William Empson.
Graham, pp. 244-248.
36aoughlyl

"The day becomes more lovely, and the sun shines brighter."
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enthusiasm of the writer led him to judge that Piua IX was the moet secure
sovereign in all Europe.

He wrote I

That throne, which tottered under h:l.s feet, when he
ascended it, is now the firmest in Europe. The religious
genera~ion in the populace is most remarkable.
We see
them influenced by the great example of virtue and 6e1£denial, presented to them by the Pont1ff •••• Pius IX, who
is ever to be found where there 1s a question of !Ul evil
to be banished, and a good to be attained, represents
the moral principle in its most heavenly form, on the
Pontifical t.hrone; and by his means we look for its
entire restoration. 37
The

~lf-denial"

of Pius IX and the "entire restoration" of the papacy

spoken of by the writer must be understood to refer to the current conviction that Pius IX was intent not only on the reformation of moral and political abuses in the Papal states, but also on the elevation of his dominion
to the level of a constitutional state.
One measure taken by Pius IX in October, 1847, did cause considerable
annoyance in F..ngland, but his personal popularity suffered even less than
it did on the occasion of the Press

La~

in March.

Parliament had proposed

the establishment of non-sectarian colleges, "the Queen's colleges, IJ at
Dublin, Cork, and Belfast to provide for the education and betterment of
Irish youths. 38 The Irish Catholic clergy strongly opposed these

I

godless'

schools, and in October, 1847, a rescript came from Rome declaring them
dangerous to faith and morals.
their establishment.

It forbade Irish prelates to cooperate in

This rejection of the Queen's

collego~

by the Roman

Pontiff seriously disturbed Palmerston, who wanted Rome to show a little
31Ed1nburgh Review, LXXXVI, 262.

38Ash1ey, I, 37-40.
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more consideration toward England in return for its support.J9 The Times
was deeply offended by the condemnation of what it considered a considerable

piece of tolerance and concern for the moral :iJ::provement of the Irish pea.
ple.

It did not attribute the condemnation of the colleges to Pius IX,

hOlrever, but to the combined efforts of the Irish hierarchy and reactionary
churchmen at Rome.

It hoped that the Pope would be warned of the English

temper and be better advised in the future.

"Neither the sta.tf'smen nor the

people of this country," it concluded, "will endure with patience pretensions which tall little short of aggression on our public policy and interference in our political affairs. u40
Punch, usually the Lord-Protector of No-Popery and of Guy F'awkes Day
celebrations, took a rather easy attitude and definitely mitigated its
anti-papal theme in November, 1847.
liberal reaction in England.

The move was characteristic of the

The conservative journals, on the other hand,

were just beginning to speak out and assess the accomplishments of Pius II.
They felt rather strongly about the wave of liberalism sweeping over Italy
and other parts of Europe and were of one opinion that the entire movement

was heading for a tremendous downfall.
the novelist

Charl(~::

Many of them were convinced, like

Lever, that the reform party in Italy were "great

blackguards ••• who only look for a new constitution as an occasion for general pillage.,,41 Though the members of the press were restricted to less

39As hley, I, 37-40.
For other criticisms in the British prel.,
306J Fraser'., XXXVI (December 1847),
746-747; and Quarterly Review, LXXXII (Decemner !847), 253.
40Times, November 9, 1847.

v. Bentley's Miscel.l.any, XXIV (1848),
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vulgar language, they undoubtedly agreed with Lever in judging that the
Pope was "an ass to think that moderate concessions and reasonable privileges will content a mob. ,,42

Pius IX, Lever ,·"rote from Italy, was an

ardent, simple-minded, and well-intentioned man, but no more.

The cOnser-

vative journals J:'lIPid1¥ fell in "With this viewpoint.
The Quarterl;l Review p . dd its respects to "the amiable and accomplished
Pius

n,"

It

but it held a heart full of fears and woes for his fu;:..ure.

considered him inexperienced and possessed of a misconception of his posi.
tion as ruler of the patrimony of Saint Peter and head of the Catholic
Church.

His 'wrong' notions it attributed to his "having mixed with Radi-

cals in a revolutionized colony" during his early priesthood. 43

Unlike the

majority of the British press, the Quarterq Review was one of the rare
voices in this early period which perceived that Pius IX was not willing

to

go beyond the administrative reforms urged b;y the Memorandum of 1831, a
program of moderate reform urged upon Gregory- XVI b;y the Catholic powers
Europe after they had quelled the uprisings in the Papal states.
June

22, 1847,

ot

The

circular of Gizzi was correctly understood by the Quarter&:

Review as a protest against the pressure of the liberal8.

44

The writer

4lEdmund Downey, Charles Lever: His Life in His Letters (London,
1906), I, 265. Lever was a popUlar noveIist of-Protestant Irish descent
with pronounced Tory convictions. Travelling in Italy during the fall of
1847, he wrote quite critically of Pius IX, the retorm party, and of the
general enthusiasm evidenced for the.'l1 in the English press.

42Ibid.,

pp. 265, 268-269_
43Quarter~ Review, LXXXI (September 1847), 452-45:;.

The Quarterly
Review was the eading conservativa journal of the first half 01 the
teenth century in England. It had the best wri t.ers and contributors of the
day. The editor at this time was John Gibson Lockhart. pOlitically, the

nine-
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calculated th.at the Popets current position was one of isolation, somewhere
between the reactionary and ardent liberal factions.

Pius IX, he said, had

arrived at a point where he can neither retreat nor persist in his course
II

wi thout great danger to far more than the initiator. II

For that reason,

the writer conc1'Jled, Europe m8¥ expect to hear of m.any vacillations, plots
and reaetions.

45

Here the

~uarterly

Review was showing considerablY more

insight than its great rival from Edinburgh.
The English Review, which a year before had stated that Pius IX was

46

absolutely not the liberal he seemed to be, now began to have its doubts ..
'rhe one consistent element it carried frolll its former interpretation waa
its opinion that, in the complicated course of events, Pius II "never for

a moment lost sight of the one great and unbending purpose of the flexible

policy of the Roman court--the rest.oration of papal supremacy. II

Under the

force of this conviction, the English Review now suspected that, to attain
his purposes, Pius IX had seriously conceived the bold plan of discarding
the support of t.he ancien !'egime and of enlisting the democratic tendencies
of the age in the service of spiritual despotism.
this plan was quite uapparent. M48

To the English Review,

Thus it interpreted the efforts of

review was staunChly Tory and displ~d a decided mistrust of democracy and
republicanism. Graham, PP. 244-248.

44Ibid •

-

4'Ib1d.
46'EcclesiastiCal policy of Pius

1841), 248-254.
41 Ibid., p. 248.
48 Ibid •

-

IX,"

English Review, VIII (September

46
Pius IX to reform the papal administration, to tighten up clerical and
monastic discipline, and to enforce a more select choice of prelates for
diocesan posts as a vigorous attempt to rejuvenate and reorgar.ize the
energies of the Catholic Church preparatol"",f to heading up the democratic
movement in the nineteenth century. 49

This interpretation can only be said

to be the result of Anglo-Catholic suspicions run riot.

In trying to out-

guess the Pope, the El!§lish Review outsmarted i tsel£.
Another Tory periodical, Fraser's MagaZine, declared that it could not
cast off its suspicions of PiUB IX to share the feelings of sympat.hy for
him held by the m.ajority of EngliShmen.

50

Like the EngliSh Review, it waa

unable to conce!ve of a Pope acting with any other view but the advancement
of the interests of the Catholic Church.

Consequently it expressed, in

hard language, conclusions similar to those of the English Review.
We do not believe that the Pope cares one straw about
the liberties of his subjects, or has the slightest
love of const! tutional goverrment for 1 ts own sake. He
is a shrewd man, however, and therefore sees that any
further alliance between popery in religion and absolutism. in c1vil government must lead to the weakening
of the former, and on this account--not because he is
actuated by the honest desire of benefiting human 50ciety--he has taken liberalian all the world over und('i~
his wing. This it is which renders him a liberal Pope.
He perceived that impatience under authority, and an
eager desire to manage their own affairs, are uppermost
in t.he minds of the masses, and, throwing his Church
forward as the leader ill the .;lovernent, he hopes to
51
secure for it a continued dominion over their consciences.

5 "what i,{ill the Government Do?!! Fraser' a, XXXVI (December 1847),

49Ibid._ pp. 250-251.
0

743-750.

51Ibid.,

-

p. 746.
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.Fraser's could not, then, but feel unea.sy as it watched the growing rapprochement between the British government and the papacy.
was wrapped up in the queetions

Its whole anxiety

"Can we trust this man?fI,2

The ever increasing popularity of Pius IX in England can almost be
ju.d.ged by the equally increasing an:irnosity towards the Pope by the English
Review, whose feelings during tnis period seEmled to fluctuate in inverse
proportion to those of the general public.

By December,

1847, its horror

and fear of the Pope's popularity had reached a stage of mild hysteria.

In

its most damning language, it told his readers that "Mariolatry, Jesuitism,
Radicalisn, these are the things whereof Pius IX, the idol of his Church,
and the admiration of a thoughtless world, is the personification. ",3

In December, 1847, the Quarterq Review undertook a survey of the first.
eighteen months of Pius IX's reign. 54

It did not have the religious suspi-

cions evidenced by the 3lish Review and Fraser's and was able to render
to the Pope due credit

and honor while giving his acts a

th~rough

criticism.

At this early date, the Quarterly Review came closer to understanding the
true 5i tuation of the Pope than any other member of the English press.

Ita

judgments at this time were marked by a rare impartiality and an uncommon
insight.

"The restoration of the nationality of Italy," it 5aid,nhas been

the cry of patriots in every age.
champion is

~he

It is now revived, and its herald and

sovereign whose political existence is its greatest obstacle

and who, whatever may be his personal character, will ultimately be opposed
$2 Ibid •

,3English Review, VIII (December 1847), ,07.
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to it. O"

At the time of his election, the writer declared, Pius could not

haTe opposed a program of reform had. he wished.
were not wholly spontaneous.

To this extent his effor'ts

The Quarterly Review, 'therefore, did not

object to the fact of reform, but to the weakness and imprudence with which
it sall them being carried out.

It recognized that certain of the reforms

vere rather usurped than freely" accorded, and concluded that Pius t "desire
of innovation fos'tered by' his :imprudence" has left a general state ot discontent not to be settled until .. serious calamities have been inflicted...

,6

This view, written on the banks of the Th_es, was infinitely closer to
the real facts of the papal situa.tion, than the on-the-spot report. of the
Taes' RQIflan correspondent, who, early in Deceaber, found ROlle so quiet and
'the people so contented 'tha't he had no1;hing to write about.,7
The opening of the Consulta on November

15, 1847, had been

the occa-

sion of a serious but restrained clash between the Pope and the liberal
party.

Pius addressed the Consulta and 'tried to impress upon the members

that they were to be a consultative body only, and that he did not intend
the establishment of an institution inimical to or incompatible with his
pontifical sovereignty. He had gone, he told them. in

80

many words, just

as far as he fel't he could go along the path of representa.tive institutions.
The response of the Consulta to the Pope was an address cleverJ.T drawn up

,4"Pius IX,

"-

It

Quarterly Review, LXXXII (December 1847), 231-260.

Ibid., p. 23,.

,6Ibid.,

p.

236.

'7~es, December 6, 1847.
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to request and push for reform of all existing grievances while eeeming to

place no infringement on administrative authority.

The Consulta also

included a request that the debates of its meetings be published in the
press and all votes luade public. sa

From the standpoint and eJq>erience of

English observers, the terms of the address must have appeared relatively
moderate.

The publication of the Consulta'e debates and divisions would

hardly have seemed an extreme request to Englishmen accustomed to the Parliamentary oolumn in British newspapers.

Hence it is not surprising that

the true character of this olash between the Pope and the liberals was not
understood by most of the press.

The Guardian was one of the few who noted

the tension surrounding the opening of the Consulta and surmised that the
difficulty revolved around the reconciliation of papal authority and conaUtutional government.

Since the Guardian saw no way for the Pope to

reconcile the differences be1iween his own wishes and those of the liberals,
it s1;ood prepared to see Pius IX to draw back from his path of reform by
some sudden and violent check. S9 When at the .end of December, Pius IX
appOinted Cardinal Bernetti as his Secretary of State, the Guardian took it
for a sign that the Pope was ready to suspend for a while the work of
retorm. 60
There were few observers like the Guardian and the Qua.rterl)r Review.
58aerkeley, II, )29-331. The address of the Consulta to the f".)pe wu
printed in the Tilles, December 6, 1847.
59auardian, December 1, 1847. On the hesitanoy of Pius
point, v. Berkeley, II, 326, 328-3301 Aubert, p. 28.

-

6oIbid., December 29, 1847.

Also December 22, 1847.

n

at this

,0
With the Daily

!!!!!! in

the vanguard, the Times, the Edinburgh Review and

the majority of the press walked daily in the caravan of Pius IX and the
Italian liberals.

The opinion of this group at the end of 1841 might be

succinctly summarized by this atatement of the Armual Register,

"The

Pope continued steadily his course of wise and liberal pollcy•••• The conduct of Pius IX, ••• seems to promise a new era, not only in

It~·,

but

throughout the Roman Catholic states of Europe. ,,61
Meanwhile, the hesitancy of the Pope in the face of liberal demands
for constitutional government was observed and understood b.Y the diplomatic corps of Europe.

Metternich understood the danger which the Pope

faced better, perhaps, than any other statesman, but Palmerstonta grasp of
the situation was by no means shallow.

In a memorandlD to all British

ministers at the courts of Italian sovereigns, he urged them to counteract
the danger from both the reactionary and revolutiOnary Sides.

They were

instructed to encourage the reforms undertaken by the sovereigns and
restrain, in8.8llluch as they were able, the violent passions of the popular
62
The aim of these moves was, as always to prevent that foreign
leaders.
interference which Palmerston

80

much dreaded.

By January the Britiah press began to show some comprehension of the

threat of revolution in Italy, but as yet it had. no fear of its success.

61Annual Re~ster (1847), p. 396. The reactions of Americana at this
time was silliilir- enthusiastic. Margaret Fuller, 11ving in Rome, wrote
two lettera to R. W. Emerson describing Pius II as having II a real great
heart. It Howard Marraro, ltAlneriean Travellers in Rome, 1848-18$0," Catholic
Historical Review, XIII (January 1944), 47.3-478.

62Ashley, I, 4-,. For Matternich's views, v.

T~lor, p.

$3.
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The Ferrara incident had concentrated so much attention on the threat of
Austria that foreign interference was widely regarded as the only obstacle
to moderate reform in the Italian states.

Blackwood's, which despised

radicals as "infidels and debauchees, \I saw, but did not reckon on, the
possibility that the Italians might "run wild into the theory and practice
of revolutionary wickedness, and ••• become the pest and abhorence of all
Europe •• 63 The Italian movement for constitutional goverment was scorned
by this arch-conservative journal, which considered nine-tenths of the
Italians unfit for anything but autocratic rule.

Blackwood's desired to

see lithe dawn of Italian independence" preceded by a moral re.,-wakening and
the practice of the domesisic virtues.
'WOuld never be fit for free government.

Uithout that, .it maintained, Italy
Beca.use Pius IX was considered to

have initiated this moral reawakening, Blackwood' s treated him kindly and
attributed to him all that was good in the reform movement in Italy.

Had

it not been for Pius IX, "the father of his people, ••• the whole impulse
that has now been given to the varioua races of Italy would have been alto.
gether wanting."

64

The threat of the revolutionists to the established governments in
Italy was brought home to the English press by the uprising at Naples
63RSwitzerland and Ital1," Blackwood's Magazine, LXIII (January 1848),
Blackwood' s was an arch-Tory monthlY dedicated to the ideals of order
and rationil ll1ierty. In British pOlitics, it stood at the extra'"e right,
and in continental matters, it had a definite fondness for Metternich and
Austria. For the history of Blackwood's in this period, v. Margaret Oliphant, \iilliam Blackwood and Ris SCM (New York, 1897), I and II.
99.

64Ibid.,

-

---

pp. 101, 102-105.
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January l2, 1848.

65

Fraser's was alarmed.

Its immediate fears were for

Austria, who, it conjectured, might be in real difficulty i f revolutions
sprang up simultaneously in all the Italian states.

Its first reaction

to the Neapolitan revolt was to rejoice over the "bold and resolute" stand
made

by Ferdinand II against the revolutionaries.

Italy, Fraser's pro • .!.

claimed, must look to men like him for her true regeneration. 66 The
was shaken and perturbed by the revolt.

defense of its

OVIl

~ime.

It instinctively went into a

and Pa.lmerston's policy of giving encouragement ot the

Italian reforw. movement.

While England, it deow-3d, has shown "her

sympathy for the progress of moderate reform, and her support of the independence of the Italian Princes, she has never dissembled her a.nx1ety lest
the popular impulse should become too strong.1t 67

Faced vlth revolution

in ItalyJ the Timee toned down its tomer anti..Austrian theme and hastened
to affirm that England lIunequivocally recognized all tlK,ss rights of

A.ustria which are established upon the basis of the last great settlement
of Europe."

England had not intended, it added, "to hold out encouragement

to what is called the independence of Italy, by which is meant the e:xpulsio
of the Austrians from that country. "68 The Time. was horrified to think
that anyone in Europe had gathered an opposite opinion from its editorials.

65aerkeley, III, 52-56.
66

"Austria and Italy," Fraser's, XXXVII (J.::.r.u.ary 1848), 121-122.

67Times, January 22, 1848.
68 I bid.

-
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The Guardian, too, expressed grave concern at the growth of radical strength
in the Roman states, and though it was thoroughly in sympathy with the aim.
of Pius IX and the moderate liberals, it feared that, in a crisis, the mod69
erates would desert the government and let the mob have its way.
As the revolut,ions of February and March, 1848, wore down English
enthusiasm for the liberal movement on the Continent, Pius IX continued to
receive the unwavering support of the British press.
~

He, perhaps more than

other figure, represented to England British hopes and aims, not onlT

for Italy, but for the liberal movement in Europe.

He was pointed to as

the prime example of that peaceful, moderate reform which English sentiment encouraged.

The English affection for order and due process of law

seEDed to be personified in the Roman Pontiff .10 Perhaps the trouble with
the Chartists in March and April, 1848, even led the British press to see a
certain similarity between their own difficulties and those of the pope. 71
Moreover, Pius II appeared as the ideal representative of the

high-m1nd~

reformer, combining in himself the strength of moral virtue and the charm
of a great personal attractiveness.

He seemed to be the perfect liberal.

In a word, he seemed to be a.Pl"Ggnlnd:.ve English gentleman.
While the English press was reflecting on the state of Italy, the
liberals at Rome had begun a concerted campaign to isolate Pius IX from his
conservative advisers and force him to grant a constitution.

The well-

trained and diSCiplined crowds were given cheerleaders who led them in

69Guardian, January 12, 1848.
70As Fraser's put it: "The 'Whole of the Pope's proceedings appear to
have been regUlated by wisdom. Although naturally of an enthusiastic

S4
chants of Viva Pio Nono solo'

and

~

Constitutionl

A report of one of

these disciplined demonstrations published by the 'festminster Review indicated that the observer either had no idea of ..That was taking place before
him or else the letter was part of the Italian liberals. public-relations
ca:npaign.

In

eithe:l~

case, the description of the event made it appear as

a holiday celebration. 72

Trying to counter the f~essure and leadership of

the polltiCal clubs, Pius IX, on February 10, 1848, spoke to his people and
protested his determination to withstand, by the 1natitutions already conceded, all violence and disorder.

He warned the people not to be moved by

agitators attempting to inspire fear of an Austrian invasion.

The papal

see, he told them, was their best security.7) Inadvertently, Pius IX destroyed the whole force of this protest by using near the end of the speech
the e.xclamationt
Italy."

".,g ~

Dio, benedite ltItalia."

"0 Great God, bless

In context, the exclamation was not a nationalist slogan, but that

is what it quickly bee_, and that is the interpretation it received
abroad. 74

On February 12, Pius made a still stronger protest to the

temperament, he has trained his enthusiasm to the p&ce of prudence." XXXVII
(February 1848), 241.

7lon the chartist demonstrations and their failure on April 10, 1848,
at Kennington Common, v. Halevy, IV, 236-248.

7~Je6tminster Review, XLIX (April 1848), 235..237. The writer's viewpoint i~m these lines of the report; "I have al:t"e~dy spoken of
the order" tranquillity, and. courtesy observable in popularca:nmotions in
Rome, and on the present occasion the people maintained their character In
this respect •••• lt was only like a great party taking a walk with smiling
face., and some with Cigars in their mouths. Children even were not inconvenienced, or trampled on; elegantly dressed ladies walked, leaning on the
arms of their husbands. II p. 236.

--

73nales, Pia Nona, p. 70; Berkeley, III, 70-71.
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crowds, but again the only effect of his words was to drive the spirits of
the crowds still higher. 75 The contusing nature of these events led to
more contusion in the reporting of them.

The state of the papal situation

was obscured bY' ambiguitY', so much so that Fraser's Magazine now felt that

it could no longer deny the Pope's liberal intentions. 76 Two factors
which undoubtedly go a long wrq in accounting for the contusion of the
British press at this time are the French revolution of February and. the
introduction of a bill in Parliament to restore diplomatic relations with
the Papal states.

The revolution in France diverted the greatest part ot

the attention of the press away from Italy and the Raman states, while the
debates in the Hou.. of Lords on the bill to restore relatiolUl with Rome
were carried on under the impression that the Pope was still in complete
control of his state.
The bill to restore diplomatic relations with Rome was introduced in
the House of Lords bY' Lord Lansdowne, a member of the cabinet, on February

7, 1848, Within three weeks it had passed its third reading and was sent
down to the House of Commons, where, after a first reading early in March,

it was shelved until August.

The action of the government was swift, but

that fact alone would not account for the absence of any significant
adverse reaction from the country.

Even from the conservativea and.

74As Aubert says, the blessing of Italy was received aa being equivalently a curse for Austria. p. 30.
75Mollat , p. 1691.
76
Fraser's, XXXVII (February 1848), 240.

S6
churchmen who opposed the bill in the House of Lords, Pius IX received
words of commendation whenever his name entered into the debate.,.

The

Bishop of st. David's called him an "illustrious individual••• actuated by
the very genius of good sense, and influenced by a spirit of the most exalted patriotism." 77
T"'.!~displayed

The press, too, was high~ favorable to the bill.

The

a deep irritation 'With those who opposed the bill on reli-

giOUS grounds. 78 The law prohibiting diplomatic relations with Rome, said
the Guardian, "stands, amidst the institutions of the nineteenth century,
like an old house in a new street, which its owner refuses to sell or pull
down.

It is "dirty, ugly-rather picturesque, it is true, and a record of

the past-but intolerably in the way•••• It only serves to perpetuate that

kind of Fifth-of-November religion which embraces in our category the Pope,
the Devil, and the Pretender, and places the whole duty of man in hating
them." 79

The Rambler, a Catholic "journal, received the bill 111. th hopeful

anticipation.

SO

The opposition to the bill found a voice in Fraser's,

which objected to the bill because it feared that the government planned
81
to use it to rule Ireland through Rome.
Tait.s Edinburgh Magazine
77House of Lords, Februar,y 17, 1848.

Hansard's, 3rd aeries, lCVI, 774.

78Tiaes , February 18 and 22, 1848. The TiDIes had' been urging the
restoratIon of diplomatic relations with Rome ever since the autumn of 1846.
79Guardian, February 16, 1848.

Also February 23, 1848.

80Cited in Ward, II, 192-193. The majority of Irish bishops and a
maber ot prominent English Catholic l~en>opposed the bill as detrimental
to Catholic freedom. They feared that it would eventually give the government too much control of Catholic affairs in the British Isles.
81
"
"Diplomatic Relations with Rome," Fraser's, XXXVII (March 1848), 363.
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suspected the government of the same motives, but it made no objection to
the biU.

82

The fact which brought this particular objection to light was the
publication on February 1, the same day the bill for restoring relations
wi th Rome was introduced in the Lords, of a papal rescript forbidding the
Iri~il

clergy to engage in politics.

The t:iJning of the rescript, which was

purely COincidental, and the fact that it was wholly in line with British
governmental policy in Ireland, only added to the current consensus that
the liberals in England. and Pope Pius IX had a great deal in common.

Earq

in March, 1848, Punch printed "The Delectable Ball.ad of the Four Kings of
Ita~f'

depicting Pius as the leader, tugging and pulling along the ldngs

of Tuscany, Naples, and Piedmont, who drag their feet and move very reluctantly.

The last stanza of the ballad ran thus f
And the Pope he leads a happy life
A.nd bids them bless the d~
That Young Italy did physic them
Whether they would or nq.8)

Rightly or wrongly, there was no doubt about the liberalim or national!8
of Pius IX.
March,

1848, saw Europe convulsed by revolutions and mollified with

rapidly granted constitutions.
granted a constitution at Turin.
Mettern1ch fled.

On March

Eight

5 Charles Albert of Piedmont

d~s

later Vienna erupted and

Revolution followed upon revolution,

Berlin, March 15J

82

T&1t' s Edinburgh Magazine, n. s. XV (March 1848), 205. Founded in
1832, Tartts was a popUl.ir monthly for general reading and entertaiDlllent.
In its discussion of political matters, it was generally quite liberal.

83punch , IIV (March U, 1848), 104.
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Milan, March 11; Venice, March 18.

Pius IX avoided a revolution only by

dispersing t.he Jesuit.s at Rome, granting a const.it.ution on f!arch
accept.ing a liberal ministry.

15,

and

Charles Albert was able to stave off immi-

nent revolt. by declaring war on Austria March

24.

Faced with this same

war-fever at Rome, the most that Pius IX would do was to send a large part.
01

";~le

papal troops to defend the Romagna frontiers against possible Aus-

t.rian attack.

For the liberals that act was enough-for the time being.

They were quite sure that they could force the Pope I s hand when they deened
his action necessary t.o t.heir cause.
The first reaction in Britain to the upheavals in Vienna and Ital;y
was one of shock.

Austria, the Times remarked in astOnishment, is dissol-

ving like a giant. anolJllan.

84

But once it recovered from the impact of the

first reports of the revolutiOns, the Times began to step down very firmly
on the side of what it believed to be the forces of law and order, or, in
this case, the established governments.

When Piedmont invaded Lombardy at

the end of March, t.he Time. condemned t.he invasion and the principle of
nationalism upon which the invasion was undertaken.

It regarded "the

scheme of remodelling the territorial arrangements of Europe in strict
conform! ty to the laws of race as a chimera. U 85
The Guardian paid more attention to the Pope at. this time than did
m~

other journals, and it. found itself badly confused over what. it

believed to be the attempt.s of Pius

B4r1mes,

March 30, 1848.

85Ibid.,

April

-

5, 1848.

n

to reconcile his roles

as Pope and

59
as an Italian prince. ~"hich hand blesses, and lI.'hich draws the sword? it
86
asked.
For the next few months the Guardian labored under the impression
that Pius was as much responsible for forcing the vrar with Austria as his
liberal ministry. 87

In the light of the events of the preceding year, this

viewpoint is understandable, but just why it took so long to be dispelled
is

~!!rd

to say.

More than likely, the confusion in England before the end

of April, 1848, was due to the ambiguity of the Pope's actions and his
refusal to take a decisive position on an issue disclosing the breach
between himself and the liberals.
The dispersal of the Jesuits by Pius IX in March disquieted the
~

~

at least as much as did the war with Austria, not because it loved the

Jesuits, but because it saw in that act of the Pope a bending of the papacY'
to ultra-liberal and democratic control.

The "Pontiff ha.s been merged in

the Prince; the Christian in the patriot; and Pius has done what the Gospel
would have forbidden, but his party--the party of European liberty, have
required of

him:88

Any pope, it feared, who would sacrifice to his politi...

cal position such a main support as the Jesuits will soon, under the same
compulsions, make ooncessions "unequivocally detrimental to the faith commo
to him and to ourselves. n89 This was, indeed, no shallow concern.

86Guardian , April

5,

1848.

87Not until August, 1848, did the Guardian accept the fact that Pius II
was attempting to forestall rather than encourage a war with Austria.

Guardian, August 23, 1848.

88 Ibid., April 12, 1848.

89I bid.
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From July, 1847, to April, 1848, then, Pius IX's popularity with the

British press continued to rise.
the Savior of

Ita~.

To his role of reformer was added that of

Insofar as the national salVation of Italy was to be

undertaken along lines marked by moderate reform and peace, the press never
faltered in supporting him, for there existed a general agreement that. good
g.)vr."-nment and moderate refonn

~

the princes of Italy was in itself enough

to liberate Italy .from foreign domination. The press was also in general
agreement, at least until the time of the March revolutions, that Italian
independence would only' be hindered by any war with Austria.

Indeed, war

was seen as the most disastrous policy possible because it could only mean
the reinforcement of Austrian control once the battles were over.

That

Italy could defeat Austria in a struggle of arms was a possibility not even
considered.

It was against that background that Pius IX'. Buccessful

chillenge of Austria in 1847 won for him the esteem of the English presa.
So much attention was paid to the Pope as a national leader, however,
that few observers in the British press saw him. drawing awq £rom the
liberals in December, 1847 ~ pnd in the early months of 1848.

His troubles

were lost in the excitement of the revolution. and in the ambiguity of his
own language and acts.

Up to the very eve of the great crisis of his early

years, therefore, Englishmen wrote of Pius IX as the Liberal Pope and the
leader of Italy.

They were poorly prepared to understand and interpret the

turn of events in the following months.

CHAPTER III
THE CRISIS:

April-November 1848

The months ot April-November, 1848, were months of crisis for Pius IX.
From that day in February when he uttered these words, ",2
Bened! te 1 t It ali a, n
hands.

~

Dio,

the control ot public opinion had passed out of his

From April to Rovember, he was in the midst

ot a constant struggle

to see that the control ot the government did not likewise pass from his
grasp.

In the end, he failed.

The pressure ot the Roman war-hawks upon Pius IX was maintained
Everywhere in Italy liberals were calling upon Pio Nono

throughout April.

to preach the crusade of nationali8lll.
.

His name was a battle crr in 10m-

1

bardy and Venetia.

General Durando, commanding the papal troops in the

Romagna, attempted

to force the Pope's hand by issuing on April $ a pro-

clamation condemning Austria and insinuating that Pius IX had given his
full blessing to the Italian cause. 2

Pius denounced the proclamation in

private to his associates, but his ministers persuaded him to limit his
public statement to a mild, and therefore ambiguous, protest.)

On April

the ministers of Pius IX presented him with a collective memorial urging

~erkeley,

III, 128.1)6, 1$3-162.

2

Hales, ~~, pp. 73-74.

lrbid., p. 74.
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2$
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a declaration of war as the

on~

alternative to revolution. 4 Even Cardinal

Antonelli and other churchmen urged the Pope to choose war as the lesser of
two evils.

Public opinion and the necessity of the time, they said,

demanded it.'
Pius IX, however, waa determined that the Vicar of Christ would not
declare war unless attacked by Austria in hi. own states.
part of an offensive war ot nationalism.
would

on~

He was

great~

He wanted no
afraid that a war

insure the triumph of the irreligious revolutionaries of Maz-

zin1' s type.

Theretore he sat down to write a clear statement of the polic

of the papacy and issued on April 29 an allocution censuring the extremist

.

faction and protesting his unwillingness to declare an offensive war.

6

The

allocution was original.ly intended to reassure the patriots, but whether
it was because Pius underestimated the zeal of the liberals tor the war
with Austria, or because Cardinal Antonelli

surreptitious~

retouched cer-

tain parts ot the allocuti.n,7 it did not produce the intended eftect.
The radicals at ROIIle called the allocution a volta-tace, others naed
it the "treaaon" of Pius IX. 8 OVernight the Pope's popularity vanished,
and open revolution was avoided

o~

with the aid of Count Terenzo Maiani,

a liberal, who tormed a new lIdn1stry on terms which displeased both Pope
and radicals.

The Pope had to agree that the papal troops which, under

Durando, had crossed into Lombardy to tight with Piedmont against Austria,
would not be recalled.? The radicals, for their part, were displeased

~llat,

p. 1691.

5Engel-Janosi, Catholic Historical Review, XXXVI, 1.34-135.
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because they had not won from Pius an open declaration of war.

The final

outcome of the conflict was that, to all intents and purposes, the Pope
was left as a reigning 'prisoner. t

There remained, however, a chance that

he might regain enough control to keep the goverment from falling into the
hands of the radicals.

His efforts were complicated by the early successes

of the Piedmontese forces and papal troops against the Austrians and by
economic difficulties and shortages within the Papal states. lO
On May 2 Pius II appealed to the Austrian Emperor to withdraw his

troops from Lombardy and put an end to the war.

The Austrian forces, under

the wily and cautious Radetslcy, held out, however, in the relatively imp reg11
nable Quadrangle.
By June Radetsk;y received sufficient reinforcem.e~lt8
from Vienna to undertake an offense.

The papal armies were defeated at

Vicenza and Cornuda, and on July 25, Radetsky crushed the Piedmontese
forces in the decisive battle of Custozza.

The war was over.

The defeat forced Mamianits ministry to resign.

He was succeeded by

another liberal, Count Fabbri, who proved less than competent in dealing
wi th the unrest and economic difficulties in the Papal states.

He lasted

6The cCllllplete English text of this allocution may be round in R. M.
Johnston, The Roman Theocracy and the Republic: 1846-1849 (London, 1901),
pp. 357-~ JiOr more iiil'ormationon PIus IX's state of mind at this time,
see the report of his interview on April 20 with the Tuscan ambassador
Bargagli. BerkeleY', III, Appendix I, 465-468.
7Aubert, p. 31.

8

~.,

pp. 31-32, Berkeley, III, 181-183.

--

9Hales, Pio Nono, p. 78.
lOAubert, p. 32.
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until September

14, 'When his disillusionment with liberal job-seekers and

radical extremists made him resign in disgust.

On Sept,,:nber 16 Pius II

called to head the government the only strong man in Rome, Count Pellogrino
Rossi.

\,Jith a firm hand and. little care for the outcries of the extrem-

ists, Rossi set about restoring order.

12

He was not popular, but he was

successful, and the revolutionary party realized that if Rossi succeeded in
establishing a compromise between the Pope and the constitutional liberals,
their chance at power would be gone.
must be got rid of.

Therefore they agreed that Rossi

They made careful plans for his assassination and

dramatically executed them on November

15, the day set for the second open-

ing of the Consulta. 13
It took the British press some time to realize the implicatiOns of
the events of April.

Fraser's, looking over the situation, thought the

trouble in Italy lay only in the extremes of north and south.

It considere

central Italy quite tranquj.l.14 The Times gave no indication before May
that Pius wu in serious troUble.
confused.

15

The Guardian remained troubled and

16 The British Quarterq Review was still regarding the Pope with

11
A strongly fortified area held by the fortresses of Peachiera,
Verona and Mantua, situated on the rivers Mincio and Adige.
12Hales, ~ Nono, pp. 82-83.
llxbid., p. 90.
14nltaly," Fraser's, XXXVII (April 1848), 487.

15The Times, like the Guardian, was going under the impression that
Pius II was still in step With the nationalist movement. Times, April 17,
1848.
16Guardian, April 26, 1848.
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eyes of adulation as the leader and reformer of Italy.

It recognized that

t.he constitution granted in March had cost Pius some pain, but that fact
seemed of no more significance than the pulling of a tooth.

The British

Quarterly Review was satisfied with the constitution and felt that it conceded quite enough power for the liberals to secure civil liberty for the
people of the Papal states.

17

The reaction to the allocution of April 29 was, on the whole, unfavorable to the Pope.

The liberal. journals tended to support the Italian lib-

erals and the war with Austria; the conservative journals believed that
Pius IX was receiving what he deserved for his flirtation with danocracy.
The Tiaes was one of the few Who were pleased with the allocution and
expressed their sympathy with the Pope.

Already tending to the side of

reaction, it was happy to note that Pius IX had earnestly discla:iJned "the
connexion which the revolutionary party had sought to establish between his
policy and their own subversive designs."

The action of the liberals was

termed lIan act of treachery and hostility to the moderate and national
party in Italy."

The war, said the Times, can only result in the burdening

of Italy with new taxes and the discarding of fta whole age of

improvem.ent~18

The Guardian wasted no tears on the Pope t s defeat by the liberals.
It felt that by encouraging the conflict with Austria, he had drawn down
those troubles on his own head and could now . _ elCpect.:toescape the consequences by appealing to his spiritual position as head of the universal
Its State and Prospects," British Quarterly Review, VII
Founded in 1845, this reView was chiefli a Congregationalist organ edited 1845-1665 by R. Vaughn. In politics it followed the
'Whig party.
17ftltaly:

(May

1848), 464-495.
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Church.

19 The .English Review fairly gloated over Pius' loss of popularity

and his dOwnfall.

"How are the mighty fallen JII it excla:Llled.

The whole

course of PiUB' reign was presented to its readers as one huge, concerted
driva for power by the papacy.

The determination to embrace liberal poli-

tics was a matter of cold. calculation, not of enthusiasm, it said.

That

Rome could never sincerely embrace the principles of radiCalism, the writer
continued, is so evident that the only wonder is how anyone could have conceived the idea of a

~ ~

radical Pope.

"The only principle in 'tihich

the i'apacy has any faith," he declared, "is that of its own supremacy over
all the powers of the world."

The cause of the Pope's downfall was con-

sidered to have been the highly imprudent attempt to ally Catholicism with
the ungodly force of democracy and the infidel spirit of racicalism.

~1here

Pius II thought to control the movement for his own purposes, he now discovers that he is instead the one being controlled. 20

Therefore, the

English Review saw the allocution and the withdrawal from liberalism

~s

the

sign of the failure of the papal,experiment.
The Quarterly Review, unlike the English Review, found no cause for
rejoicing in the difficulties of the papal 8i tuation.
it had a mature concern for the future of Christianity.

Like the Guardian,

If Raman Catholi-

ciam be overthrown, it said, there is little hope that anything but impiety
should rise .from the ruins.

18

The Quarterly Rvv16"

il;J;iw.:;.e~

preferred the

t:!.

Times, Mq 1;;1, 1848.

19Guardian, May 10, 1848.

20 n 'rhe Papacy and the Revolution," English Review, II (June 1848),
255-285.
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Pope and Catholicism to Mazzini and the anti-Christian democratic element
7"

i n J!lurope.

21

Nevertheless, this expressed preference did not prevent the Quarterlz
Review from taking Pius IX to task as the originator of Italy's current
troubles.

"It is to Pius IX that all this complicated evil is mainly

owing," the article charged; "no man ever erred more grossly--or in a way
more sure of speedy retribution."

By allying himself with the liberals and

by opposing the Jesuits, Pius IX was thought to have annihilated his temporal power and imperilled his spiritual authority "more than did the reformation of Luther or the encroachments of Bonaparte."

His downfall had been

foreseen, the writer continued, but its suddenness was entirely unexpected.
The downfall was, however, but the "consummation of the ingr3.titude that
sooner or later awaits the sovereign who tarapers with the courtship of the
mob."

The fatal weakness, the tragic flaw in the character of Pius IX,

believed the writer, was his "fatal love of popularity."
"has sacrificed his throne, hill order, his religion."

To this the Pope

Now that he had

become "a prisoner in his own capital, II concluded the Quarterly Review, he
cannot be expected to retain even a nominal control much longer. 22
Bl.ukwood's looked upon the allocution as "a peni tentia.1 speech," a
ccnfession of sins.
the

l'H volutionary

Though it too looked upon Pius IX as the instigator of

movement in Italy, Blackwood's now pressed the fallen

Pope to its bosom and absolved him from his guilt.
21uRevolutions in
215-211.

Ita~," Quarterly Review, LXXXIII (June 1848),

22 Ibid., pp. 231-239.
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In all this chapter of change, whatever may be the
coolness of our respect for the Papacy, we feel for
the Pope, as we should feel for any man intolerablY
insulted by a conspiracy of wretches pampered into
gross arrogance by sudden power. His personal character is unimpeachable, ••• and if his vanity has met
with a sudden and bitter reproof, it is only the
vanity of an Italian. 2 .3
Blackwoc{~'

c atti tude

~1eems

very much like that of a bluff Bri tibh gentle-

man--condescending, to be sure, but a gentleman nonetheless.

It could

forgive and forget.
During this period the liberal journals were generally more sympathetic to Pius IX than were the conservative journals.

His reputation with

them suffered only to the extent that they now believed the Pope to have
been a well-intentioned man, but one

ft

see·.ningly not equal to the exigen-

cies of his P08ition. n24 The Edinburgh Review backed down from its former
enthusiasm, but it still credited Pius with having made a sincere effort to
alleviate the abuses present in the Papal states at the
tion.

t~ne

of his elec-

He had endeavored, said the Edinburgh Review, "with great prudence,

wi th great caution, and with great singleness of purpose," to carry out the

suggestions of the Memorandum of 18.31.

Therefore, it declared, Pius IX

"nei ther deserves blame as a rash innovator, a radical reformer, a firebrand, and so forth, nor the extravagant praises

-~ich

have been lavished

on him as having been of himself the regenerator and liberator of Italy.
he is a plain honest man, who most

probab~

23nLombardy and the Italian War,"

744, 748-749.
24

"Ita~--the

did not see the consequences of

Blackwood's, WII (June

Papacy," Taitts, n.s. XV (July

1848), 484.

1848),

his honesty, or, if he did, said to himselt, t1at justitia ruat coelum. n2S
The liberal press felt that in spite of the fact that Pius IX was not
the man they had hoped for, neverthelesn he had contributed certain notable
achievements to the liberal cause.

The Edinburgh Review was of the opinion

that Pius deserved the gratitude of all Italy for hie opposition to Austria,
which it called Ita gigantic step towards the deliverance of Italy.1I 26 Ta1t's
Edinburgh Magazine, which openly favored the liberal movement in Italy and
in Europe, believed that Pius had made a great contribution to Europe by
separating the papacy !ram its antecedent policies and by giving his adhesion to lithe democratic principle.,,27
That the personal character of the Pope vas under rather heavy attack
at this time, particularly from conservative and church-affiliated journals
is evidenced by the Dublin Review which undertook a vigorous defense of the
28
papal character.
First of all it attempted to correct the 'erroneous'
notions

011

which the attacks were based.

been a liberal, the writer said.

Pius IX never was, or ever had

Analyzing the aims and goals of Pius at

the time of hi. election, the writer showed considerable insight when he
pointed out the Pope had been determined "to remove all causes of suffering
to his people and to remedy every abuse, tI but no Blore. 29

25 11The

Piua contemplated

aevolt in Lombardy," Edinburgh Review, LXXXVIII (July 1848), 78.

26Ibid •
27Taitts, n.s.

xv, 484.

28npius the Ninth," Dublin Review, XXIV (June 1848)" 449-487.

29Ibid., p.

480.
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generous measures, the review declared, not liberal ones.

The writer went

on to refute the charges that Pius IX was ambitious, vain, and of a weak
character.

He trieJ to show that the stand taken by the Pope in the allo-

cution of April 29 was not due to weakness, but to a sincere concern and
respect for his duties as head of the Catholic Church.
The Dublin Review contented itself with this effort to defend the
Pope t s character.

It had no discussion of the course followed by 1)i\18 II

or of its significance for Italy or the Church.

In view of the fact that,

except for very minor references, this article was the only discussion of
Pius IX carried by the Dublin Review during the years 1846-18$0, the OII11ssion of any discussion of issues is quite significant.

Very probably this

silence was due to the conservatism of the editors and their reluctance to
criticize the Pope, even if they happened to dislike his acts.

At all

events, the review contributed very little to the formation of press opinion on

~Gsues

and events concerning Pius II.

During the summer of 1848, British sympa.thies generally ran in favor
of the Italians, though a strong body of conservative opinion still voiced
its opposition to the radical element in the liberal movement.

0' this pro-Italian sentiment must not be over-estimated,

The strength

how~ver,

for most

Englis..J.:lmen were far more concerned with the cholera epidemic and home
affairs in England than with the progress of the Italian liberals.

The

Austrian comeback in July was something of a surprise, and caught both the
press and the British government off_guard.)O

The defeat of the

JOCharles Greville, Greville J.lemoirs, ed. Henry Reeve, (New York,
II, 347.

1615),
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Piedmontese forces at Custozza, however, did little to change the general
feeling.

The state of the British press after Custozza was pretty much as

before, except for the addition of some expressed disappointment at the
showing of the Italian armies)1
By August, 1848, the situation of the Pope at RODle was generally con-

sidered to -;"e

llvpeJ.e~l:l.

The Papal State5 were torn by unrest and distltrD-

ances created by economic difficulties and the return of defeated soldiers
unwilling to settle back

~into

the former routine.

as a prisoner rather than as a ruler.

32

Pius IX was regarded

It seems, nevertheless, that he

continued to hold the sympathy of most of the press in England although it
gradually abandoned its former hope of his being a'.leading force in the
moderate liberal trans:Bormation of Italy.
that

01"

Tait's compared his position to

Louis XVI vis-a.-vis the Estates-General.

being a movement which soon passed

b~JOnd

The Pope had called into

his former intention and control.

Tait's took the side of the liberal party, which, it believed, was only
asserting the rights of the people.)3
The real significance of the Italian affair, declared the writer of
the article in Taitts, was principally religious.

The papacy was tottering,

he said, and after it was gone, the Catholic religion, too, would soon pass

away.

In the meantime, the destruction of the temporal power would go a

long way toward reducing Roman Catholicism to a mere sect, and the Pope to
31r1Mes, August 4, 8, 17, 1848.
32Aubert, pp. 32-33.
33"Rome," Tntls, n.s.

xv

(A.ugust 1848),

542.
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a mere bishop, "whose influence would be perfectly trifling.llJ4
Another journal which viewed the troubles of the Pope chiefly from the
side of its religious significance was the North British Review. 3S Unlike
other church.affiliated organs, this Evangelical journal did not assess the
merits of Pius IX solely on its own feelings for Catholicism.

In fact, the

North British Review manifested a sincere appreciation of and understanding
of what the Pope had accomplished.

FrollL the

viewpoint of religion, how-

ever, it could not help but look with a mild satisfaction upon event8 which
seemed to presage the destruction of all papal power and influence.

)6

The North British Review believed that the failure of Pius' reforms
was due to the iDlpossibility of restoring so corrupt and corroded an in8ti...
tution as the papacy.

In trying to reconcile papacy and liberallan, it

said, his failure was inevitable, for he was forCing the coordination of
incompatibles.

That Pius IX, a "true and earnest Pope," had made the

effort was his justification.

The main lesson to be gathered from this

onrush of events, the writer concluded, was Itthat the .functions of royaltY'
and priesthood are incompatible in an age of progress ••• that the Church
and state must be two, and reciprocally independent."

Whether the Pope

80ught support from despotism or liberali_, the writer prophe8ied, JlMa
temporal authority i8 doomed."

34~.,

pp.

37

S41-S42.

3SnROJlEU Its Present state and Prospects,JI North British Review, IX
(August 1848), 417-431. This Edinburgh review was founded in 1844 in conscious imitation of the Edinburgh Review. It supported a liberal viewpoint
in both politics and religion. Graham, p. 256.

36I bid., p. 419
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An index to the state of public opinion on the subject of Pius IX in
August, 1848, may be taken from the debates in the House of Commons on the
bill to restore diplomatic relations with Rome.

In the midst of the uncer-

tainty about the position of the Pope at Rome, Palmerston introduced the
bill for its second reading in Commons on August 17.

The bill met more

opposition here than it had in the Lords, and Palmerston reduced his defense
of the bill to reasons of commerce and communications with British posses38
sions in the Near and Far East.
Nevertheless, the government carried
the vote on both the second and third readings by solid majorities.

The

royal assent was given, and. the law proceded to become a dead letter. 39
The Anglican clergy did not fail to petition against the bill. 3500
of them signed a petition e:xpressing the "strongest objections" to it.
They showed themselves the more concerned because of Pius IX's grOwing
influence in England. 40

From County Ayr in Scotland came a petition call-

ing the bill "offensive and hateful to almighty God, ••• dangerous and pernicious in its consequences to these kingdoms, ••• dishonorable and insulting
to the crown, ••• utterlY abhorent to the conscientious feelings of the
soundest Protestant subjects of Her Majesty.ft41 All told, the signatures
petitioning against the bill totalled 46,OOO,.and the TiRes found the significance of this number onlY in its being considerably less than the number
42
of signatures petitioning against the emancipation bill in 1829.
37

~., pp. 420, 428-429, 430.

38Hansardts, Jrd series, CI, 201-204.
39The vote on the second reading (August 17) was 12,-46; third reading
(August 29), 88-2,. The Royal assent was given August 31. Cf. Ward, II,
203.
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In the fall of 1848, the British press gave quite a bit of space to
discussing the past, present, and future of Pius IX and the papacy.

The

occasion of this show of interest was the publication of a book, Italy
~

Nineteenth

Cent~

Contrasted with

~ ~

~

Condition, (3 vols., London,

1848), by James Whiteside. 43 This author was of the opinion that Plus IX
was a reformer in spite of himself and that he had been led to grant constltutlonal government wholly against his will. The Pope, Whiteside maintained,
had intended "to govern honestly, but absolutely, I:t refOrming the a.dm.inistratlon of the Papal states while keeping all legislative power to himself.
"He was shouted into popularity," Whiteside claimed, "without meaning to be
the assertor of liberty.,,44

Give or take a little English liberal bias, he

was not far wrong.
The review of this book in Bentleyts Miscellany shOWS that that journal
... Already convinced of Whitesidets interpretation.
slightly diSagreed.

46

45 The Quarterly Review

Whiteside, it said, gave Pius IX credit for good

sense as well as good intentions, but, said the Quarterly Review, it was
precisely in good sense that he was deficient.

The reviewer charged that

Pius had been politically immature and impradent, overestimating the strengtl
of the powers he reserved to himself and mistakenly banking on the peoplets

40Times,

July 20,

1848.

41Ibid •

42~.,

August 18, 1848.

43 James Whiteside (1804-1876) I born in Ireland, educated at Trinity
College, Dublin (1822). Practiced law in the Irish courts, made queen's
counsel 1842. Won a great reputation for his defence of Daniel O'Cormell
in state trials of 1843. Later defended Smith O'Brien. in 1848. Entered

7,
love, respect, and gratitude, "which never yet had any influence in a time
of revolution. n47
wniteside's book also raised the question of who in Italy had given
birth to the revolutionary movement.

Blackwood's, the Quarter!l

~eview,

Tnt.s, the Edinburgh Review and some others were in agreement that the
initial force had come from Pius IX.

It was he, said Tait.s, who revived,

directed, and channeled the common aspirations after liberty and the antipathies to oppression.

48

Liberal or conservative, most of the press gave

the Pope credit tor that much at least.

Bentley's Miscellany, on the other

hand, held the minority opinion that Pius IX "was not the author ot the
Revolution."

He merely provided the occasion and was wholly unaware of

what he was dOing.49
The press was also in general agreement that the temporal power ot
the papacy was doomed to extinction, though, as has already been seen, the
were diverse opinions as to what implications that tact held tor the Pope's
spiritual authority.
Parliament in 1850 as a conservative. Held various posts until being elevated to the position of Chief Justice tor Ireland shortly after 1866, a
position he held until his death. Dictionary ~ National Biography, XXI,

122-123.
44

Bentley's Miscellany, XXIV (1848), 305, .306.

45~.,

pp. 303-307.

46"~~teside on Ita~," Quarter!l Review, LXXIIII (September 1848),
552-584.
47~., p. 559.

48Tait • S , n.s.

xv

(October 1848), 689.
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Speculation on the immediate future of Pius IX ran to several
directions.

Some believed that he would woon be forced to seek refuge in

exile, possibly in England.

Others thought that a compromise might yet be

effected and order restored.

The fact of the Pope's continued presence in

and his appointment of Count Rossi caused this second supporition to

~ome

be regarded as more likely.

The Times, in particular, looked for Rossi to

re-establish order and put the papal government in working condition once
more.

It believed that he was the

man

to put

down

the threat of the revo-

lutionists of 112,Zzini.)0 Ironically, this editorial of the Times in praise
and support of Rossi was printed five days after he had received the thrust
of

~l

assassin's stilleto in his throat.

49Bentley's Miscellany, XXIV (1848), 306.
$Crimes, November 20, 1848.

CHAPTER IV

REVOLUTION AND THE ROl'.AN REPUBLIC I

November 1848.. June 1849

Had Pellogrino Rossi lived, he might conceivably have carried the
government of Pius IX through the crisis and restored stability to that
degree where some compromise could be effected between the Pope and the
liberal advocates of constitutional government and a united Italy.

His

assassination, however, destroyed all hope of a peaceful settlement.
The murder of Rossi literally shocked the greatest part of the British
press.

The Annual Register termed it tis. horrible event."l Fraserts was

absolutely bewildered at t:lis eruption of violence.

It had s14'?oze.i that

the Pope, with Rossi's aid, had already weathered the storm and was return2
The Quarterly Review,
ing the Papal states to a more normal condition.
the Guardian, and the Times reacted swiftly with outbursts of horror and
indignation, for despite Rossi's

~opularity

at Rome, he was regarded in

England as the only a.ble statesn.an capable of preserving Rome from anarchy
and complete disorder.

:3

Rossi perished, said the Times,

because he wa.s the most illustrious statesman of
Ital¥--the ohief ciefense of the Papal throne-a
man endowed with intellect and ambition enough to
risk his ll.fe at fearful odft. against the paroxy• •
of this revolutionary time.
1
2

Annual Register

(1848), p. 330.

"Insurrection in Rome," Fraser's, XXXVIII (December

77

1848), 721.
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Seldom has a man been so highly eulogized by the Times as was Rossi.

In

grand and lofty language, Rossi's character, will, and intellect received
the highest praise.

Pius IX also shared in that outpouring of tribute as

"a. Pontiff whose chief crime has been his excessive anxiety to giva her

["RomeO the blessings ot constitutional goverment and social liberty."
The revolutionists, on the other hand, were described in the darkest tones
as the "savage mob," the "assassins," and the "sanguinary rabble.""
When the Times learned that, as a. result of the violence at Rome, the
French government was preparing to send 3,,00 troops to Rome as a personal
safeguard of the Pope, it thought the action "justified and required" and
no violation of international law.

The Times even wished that the Sri tisb

marines of the Mediterranean fleet might be allowed to cooperate in providing for the Pope's safety.

6

The Guardian was also in favor of the proposed.

French action and felt it would be an honor for a British man-of-war to
carry the Pope to safety. 7
It is true to say that the assassination of Rossi almost cOllpletely
discredited the Italian liberals in the eyes of the British press.

They

were now looked upon as a gang ot inconstant and untrustworthy cutthroats
and mobsters.

dispatches

or

Letters and rumors to that effect were everywhere.

8

The

the Due dtHareourt, the French minister at Rome, describing

the murder and the subsequent disturbances at Rome, received widespread

.3Guardian, December 6, 1848; Quarterly Review, LXXXIV (December 1848) ..
226; Times, November 27, 1848.
4rimes, November 27, 1848.
"Ibid., and November 28, 1848.
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circulation throughout the press.

9

The radical Daily

~,

on the other

hand, seems to have been wholly in the hands of enthusiasts for the Italian
cause. lO
ber,

It never wavered in its support of the IIrevolution," but. in Decem-

1848,

its views were those of a very small minority.

Cnce Rossi was dead, the papal government collapsed and all effective
power passed to the political clubs of Rome.

Pius IX was stripped of his

Swiss Guard, forced to accept a radical liberal ministry, and made a vir...
tual prisoner in the Quirinal.

Hence he deter.mined to flee Rome and remove

himself' from the control of the radicals as the first step in regaining his
full power.

'With the aid of the diplomatic corps, which was almost unani-

mous in its sympathy for him, Pius secretly effected his escape from the
ci ty on the evening of November

24.

Having taken that step, he could no

longer control the situation at Rome, for though he appointed a government
to rule the city in his absence, the Pope's men were heli;>less and. could

only stand and watch the radicals take charge. ll
The flight of the Pope from Rome evoked from the British press further
manifestations

ot sympathy tor

him and abhorrence tor the radicals.

Guardian expressed the general opinion

6Ibid.,

November

The

ot the press when it called the

30, 1848.

7Guardian.. December 6, 1848.
8See letters and reports in the Times, November 25 and 29, 1848.

9~., December 1, 1848; Guardian, December 6, 1848.
lOaeport reprinted in Guardian, December 13, 1848.
llAubert, p.

447-460.

34;

Hales, Pio rlono, pp. 92-95, 129; Berkeley, III, 446,

--
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proposed Roman republic Iia misfortune in every
and for the world. 12

~II-£or

Rome" for Italy,

Queen Victoria sent a personal letter of s,y.mpathy to

the Pope" and the general public deplored the outrages suffered by him.13
Yet the flight of the Pope came a.s no great surprise.

The murder of

Rossi and the reports of a disordered Rome had been a sufficient preparation for the event.

The flight itself was not even regarded as being high

significant because there was a cammon presumption that the Pope would soon
be restored to his throne.

As the Guardian put it, the Pope is like a

child's toy leaded at the bottom.

Hit it as hard as you like, and though

it wobbles and twists for a time, it will sooner or later stand before you
settled and stationary.
out right again. lf14

Everything, the Guardian said, "is sure to come

The!..~ held a similar view, but, somewhat vindic-

tively, it hoped that no one would intervene to restore the Pope until the
Roman pecrf)le had well tasted the "detestable reignlt of the vicious republlcans. 15 Another reason for the general lack of excitement over the Pope'.
flight was the very low estimate which the British press entertained about
the ability of the revolutionists to rule and keep control once they had
effective power in their handa.

l~Iales,

12Guardian, December 6, 1848.
Pio Nono, p. 129. Hales SaySI "Almost all goverIlllenta •••
offered him he~o~e sort. Diplomatic recognition was not accorded by
any of them to the revolutionary government at Rome. With this attitude
both the goorment and public opinion in England for the time being concurred.!1 Ibid.
. I

-

.ll~Guardian, December

6, 1848.

l'Times, December 4, 1848.
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Nevertheless, almost all of the British press felt that in some way
the flight of the Pope held rather meaningful implications for the future
of the Papacy.

The Guardian, showing deep concern, believed that the event

marked the consummation of the movement in Western history to separate the
priesthood from all control of tem.poraLpcwer and secular affairs.

16

Blackwood1s thought it exhibited a. meul.Orable warning to future ages of the
peril of couunencing reform in rdgh places and proved the falsity of liberal
principles.

It also believed that the event manifested the impossibility

of reconciling aoman-catholicism with political innovation.

17

The West-

minster Review and the ED§lish aeview were at one in judging that if the
event were not "exactly equivalent to an absolute extinction of the Papacy, It
there was very little hope of its ever recovering from the blow.

18

The

Times, on the contrary J was not so sure that the spiritual pOwer of the
2'OP3S

was coming to an end.

Indeed, it seemed quite perplexed and at a

loss to e:zplain how, despite the failure of Pius IX in his liberal experiment, the papacy had grown to such large influence in both Europe and
America. 19
After the initial wave of

s~athy

pr;lsed and it became clear tha.t

Pius IX was not going to return to Rome very quickly, the British press
began to have second thoughts on the wisdom of the flight.

The Times'

16Guardian, December 6 and 13, 1848.
17"The Year of Revolutions," Blackwood1s, LXV (January 1849), ,.

l~lestminster Review, L (January 1849), 605; English Review, X
(December

1848), 324.

19Times, December

4,

1848.
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Roman correspondent was convinced that the flight was imprudent and injudiCiouS,20 but this judgment was not shared by the Times' editor, who maintained that the absence of Pius IX ",ould once and forever

esti::.~1ish

ineptitude of the Roman radicals before the eyes of the world and

the

~ome.21

The Guardian speculated as to whet',·}., ...,. u.s ,light not finally refuse to
return to Rome and, instead, take up his residence elsewhere in the world,
possibly Anterica or even Australia.

22

During December, 1848. and January, 1849. there were at Rome no
leaders who had not been associated

~dth

the assassination of Rossi.

To

make matters worse for the reputation of the radicals, the moderate liberu.
withdrew from the heat of the struggle. and a number of them left Rome.
The reports of Romall activity which reached England were. on the 'Whole,
uncomplimentary and discrediting. 23

Rome lay '..mder a sentence of guilt.

Horecver, popular sentiment in Rome was reported to favor the return of the
Pope.

The Times' correspondent wrote that he expected a popular demonstr...

tion to recall the Pope without the necessity of any foreign

intervention~

Therefore, as 1848 drew to a close, there pnnrailed in the British press a
disgust with the provisional government at Rome.

The Annual Register

1848.
2lIbid., December 1 and 26, 1848.

20Ib1d., December 12, 18, 21,

22

Guardian, December 13, 1848.

23B1ackwood' IS. the Quarterly Review, and the Times were among the
foremost antI.Roman propag&nd1sts. E.g. "Italian Intervention," Quarterq
Review, LXXXIV (December 1848) J 222-225.
24..rimes, Dec_ber 20, 23, 1848, and January 13, 1849.
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summarized this feeling when it concluded that the Roman government had
given no evidence of its possessing a single member competent to deal with
the difficulties of its position or to construct a scheme of rational
policy.

25

With the reading public in England, liberal or conservative, such

a judgment was quite damning.
On December 29, 1848, the provisional government at Rome decreed the

calling of a Roman Constituent Assembl1' for February 5, 1849.
were to be held in January.

The elections

The Pope forbade all Catholics to participate

in the elect.1ons, and since the moderate liberals withdrew voluntarily fJxxu
any close association with the radicals, it vas a foregone conclusion that

the voting would result in a victory tor the radicals.

26 Except tor these

moYes which rather solidified the revolution, the Roman situation underwent
no significant change in January.
In England, the turn of the new year found editors trying to probe the
meaning of the European experience of 1848.

They were impressed with the

fact of revolution, but for the most part, they tended to concentrate on a
theme of thanksgiving tor England's having gone through the storm untouched.
The Times elepressed the common feeling when it remarked that 1848 had proved
England internally strong and quite independent of the currents moving
through Europe.

27

Rtmdnating in this mood of complacency, it now hoped that

the British government would stay clear ot the Italian situation entirely. 28
25Annual Register (1848), p • .332.

26Aubert, pp. 35-36J Hales, Pio Nono, pp. 95-98.

--

21TirIles, January 1 and 3, 1849. Also Fraser's, IIIIX (January 1849),
lJ and Bentley's M1scell.an.z, xxv (1849), 154.
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The strain of isolationism. running through these remarks was somewhat general throughout the pages of the British press.

Her advice and leadership

scorned, England wanted no more to do with the unruly governments on the
Continent.
The French, meanwhile, stillmuntuned at Toulon the expeditionar.Y
force which had been prepared to intervene for the personal safety of the
Pope.

His flight and subsequent residence at Gaeta made the French move

superfluous.

The force, however, was not disbanded, which fact placed it

in an ambiguous position before the eyes of Europe, for early in December,

1848, Louis Napoleon had been elected president of the Second Republic, and
the name of Napoleon left Englishmen uneasY.

It was not known whether the

French would now intervene in Ital;r on behalf of the Pope or the revolution. 29

One London paper termed the French expedition "inexpedient, unto-

ward, and i~advised.,,30 The Times diaagreed.

It felt that were France

to intervene on the aide of Pius II it lIOuld be rendering "an essential
service to the oause of peace and order."
on several grounds:

The Times favored the expedition

first, it would restore Piua IX to the rightlul pos-

aeasion of his dominions, secondJ.y, it would commit France to the side ot
law and order, or, in other words, the side of reaction

j

and thirdly, the

action of France would insure that the restoration of the Pope would not be
carried out without the placing of some guarantees against future despoti_
2Brimes, January 1 and 6, 1849.

29Ibid., January 18, 1849.
3OIbid •

8S
in the Papal States. 31
At Rome, the Constituent Assembly met for the first time February S.
Four days later it decreed the end of the temporal power of the papacy and
the eSl.,ablishment of the Republic of Rome.

The papal response to this
32
action was an appeal for help to France, Austria, Spain and Naples.
The decrees of the Assembly at Rome characteristically evoked a new

outburst of loathing and indignation from the Times?) and the Guardian would
have been only too happy to see someone disperse "this nest of hornets,"
though it was sure that, if given the time, the Roman people would do it
thamselves. 34 If intervention from an outside source proved necessar,r, the
Guardian would have liked to see it handled by Naples and Sardinia.
That English press opinion, in law Februar;y, 1849, was still largely
behind Pius IX is evident from an observation ot a Times editorial which
noted that some people in England who had so strongly favored the liberal
cause in Italy were now just as strongly urging the necessity ot intervention to put out the radicals. 3S The Tiaes would not be tound so "precipi-

tous. 1t It still desired that the Roman people should for a time have their
noses rubbed in anarchy under Mazzini that they might eventually appreciate
31Ibid •

-

--

32aales, Pio Nono, pp. 98-99.
3lriJaes, February 20 .. 1849 •
.34GUardian, February 21, 1849.
3ST1mes, February 23, 1849.
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the government of Pius IX.

36

The flight of the Grand Duke Leopold of

Tuscany only confirmed the British press in its antipathy to the revolutionists of Italy and its desire to see some for.. of intervention undertaken by the Catholic powers according to a determined plan of concerted
action.
The tendency of the press, so evident in January, to repudiate the
course of events on the Continent and withdraw in isolation was again evidanced in February by the North British Review, which philosophica.lly stated that it was not rea.l.l¥ important that England have much influence nowadays.

She will possess all that influence desirable for her, it said, if

only she conducts her relations with wisdom, in a firm and friendly"

8pirit~

A widespread renewal of interest in the Italian ai tuation was gener-

ated in March, 1849, by the publication of Charles MacFarlane' a book,
Glance ~ Revolutionized Italy~ (2 VOla., 1848).)8

!

MacFarlane was a con-

servative of the Blackwood's variety--bitterl1 anti-liberal--and his observations on the Italian crisia appear to have had. considerable influence at
a time when press opinion was beginning to fluctuate and re-shape itself.

Mazzini and the Italian liberals were denounced by MacFarlane as the
chief mischief makers and assailants of all good order and governnent.
MacFarlane charged them with the destruction of trade and commerce, the
abetting of anarchy, and the halting of every possible improvem.ent in Italy.
He considered the cowards and irresponsible sensualists-cold, selfish,

36 Ibid•
)1Horth British Review, I (February

)8Rudman, p. 81.

1849), 516-517.
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and irresolute. incapable of undertaking true, reasonable, and lasting
reforms.

The dream of

So

wlited Italy MacFarlane scomed as ridiculous.

The guiding hand of Austria was seen as It&l.7's onl¥ hope.
If Mazzini and the liberals received MacFarlane's contempt, Pius IX
received the full brunt ot his condemnation.

MacFarlane judged the Pope to

have been highly wanting in political prudence. and for that reason partly
responsible tor Italy's troubles.

Pius IX's good intentions were not found

to excuse him from bearing some blame for the current "catastrophe."

He

had overreached himself and failed to carry out what his ambition proposed.
MacFul.aBals estimate of Pius IX, nevertheless, was less harsh than his
execration of the pontifical government, whose abuses the author considered
to be the underlyi.ng cause of the revolution.

On the whole, MacFarlane saw

no future for Italy except under strong administrative governments stripped
of clerical influence.
The book was generally received with favor.

Since it condemned both

papacy and democracy, it had a good deal to recommend it in a basically
conservative, Protestant England.

The Quarterlyr Review appreciated ,Mac-

Farlane's views on Italian liberali8111. and the recommendation ot a torn Italy
to the arms of a vise, benevolent Austr1a. J9

On

the liberal side, the

Westminster Review believed that while the book was " calculated to mislead
many," yet it adduced "facts enough to prove that the present Pope, in all
matters relating to the Church, has shown himself to be as superstitious and
exclusive as any of his predecessors ... 40 The review in Bently' 8 Misce1l..a!!l

.39

Quarter;:!.y Review, LInIV (March 1849), ,01-,48.

40westminster Review, LI (April 1849), 189.
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was inconclusive and declared tor neither side in the Italian struggle. 41
Taitts found the book somewhat to its liking, and took the occasion of a
review to revise some of its own earlier judgments on Italy.42 It no
longer, as it had once done, attributed the revolution in

l~

to Pius II,

but it now beheld the beginnings of the revolution in a long-ripening movement fostered by Italian refugees, poets, and writer..

The fault of the

revoluUon, Taitts believed, was the unhealthy prevalence of socialists and
43
communists among the radicals.
Yet, despite that fact, not all the
liberals were to be condemned, Taitts argued, for, mingled with the irresponsible revolutionist. "were truly great men, who had lived through years
of suffering at home or exile abroad, for the idea of treedom.-men who
really' loved their respective countries, and were ready with any .acritice
for their independence. tt

Allowance must be made, Tai t f 8 added, for the

buffoonery of a certain lunatic fringe which should in no way obscure the
noble qualities of the real patriot••

44 Here, then, in the pages of

Tait •• , was the first aolid indication of a case for the Roman Republic.
other journals reviewing MacFarlane's book included Fraser's, which held
to its line of abhorrence for the Roman Republic, and the English Review,
which, without diminishing its anti-papal ardor, showed i tsel! uncertain on
the political issues involved. 4,

4~ntleyts

Mi8cellany,

xxv

(l849), 319-320.

42Taitt8, n.s. XVI (March 1849), 184-193.
43
~., pp. 184, 189.

44~.,

p. 187.
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In the

dai~

press, the situation at Rome was overshadowed for a time

by speculation on the negotiations at Gaeta and the renewal of hostilities
in Lombardy by Sardinia. 46 The Guardian considered the deliberate and. c1rcumspect manner in which the Great Powers were undertakiD€ their task
"highly creditable to the care and caution, the discreet habits, and pacifi
tendencies ot our times. tt41 The whole press vas in common accord that the
British government should maintain a firm "ha.nd8-0ft" pollcy in regard to
48
the restoration.
On March 12, 1849, Sard1n1a broke the armistice established with

Austria after Custozza in the preceding slJlUller and went to war a second
time.

For Sardinia- the renewal of .hostillties was disastrous. Within

eleven days Radetsky' crushed the invasion and administered a decisive defea
to the Piedmontese forces at Novara.

The renewal of the war and the swift

victory of the Austrians were extremely damaging blows to the already
injured reputation of the Italian liberals.

In the House ot Lords the Earl

of Aberdeen made a lengthy attack upon the perfidy ot the Sardinian govern49
ment.
Taitt. called Charles Albert "the stupid king of sardinia. IISO
'SFraser's, XXXIX (March 1849), 362; English Review, II (March 1849),
232.
46A good study ot the diplomatic negotiations at Gaeta may be found in
F. Engel-Janosi, "The Return of Pius IX in 18S0," Catholic Historical

Review, nIVI (July 19S0), 129-162.
41
Guardian, March 1, 1849.
48.rhat Palmerston shared this view is claar trom a dispatch to Lord
No:m.anby, British Ambassador at Paris, March 21, 18491 "While not desiroua
of taking part in any action, the British government will be gratified if
the result of the negotiations Should be a reconciliation between pope and
subject. so that he Ddght return to his capital to resume his spiritual
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Blackwood t S named him "an intriguing Italian potentate, It and wu fairly
jubilant over the Austrian success.51 The TiRes, on three successive
printed editorials hailing the victory of Radetsky.52

~s,

Admiration for t..i.e

brilliant efficiency of this octogenarian commander was pl'a.cticall3'
unbounded.
In early April, the prestige of the Roman Republic in the British
press was at a new low as it was made to share in the guilt and huniliation
of Sardinia. 53 Then, too, reports of atrocities at Rome and anarchy in the
Papal states were receiving wide publication. 54 The Pope at Gaeta, on the
other hand, was receiving very little coverage, and there was almost no
indication that the proposed intervention by the Catholic Powers was not
shaping up according to all previous expectations.

The French and Austri

as the TiRes said, are not to be feared in this joint endeavor.
The French Republic cannot be reasonably or rightful1.y
suspected of any intention of restoring the abuses of
the old ecclesiastical government of the Popes •••• The
real desire of Austria alnd France can only be to render
the experiment of constitutional liberty possible in
Italy, by supplying the Governments with that force to
resist the absurdity and extravagance of the populace
and its demagogues which their own troops and the tnergy
of the middle classes have not hitherto afforded. 55
There is hardl.y to be found anywhere a more clear and preCise statement of
the hopes of the greater portion of the press as regards the restora.tion of
functions and temporal authority."
(December 1849), 316.

Quoted in the §nglish Review, III

49TiDles• March 22, 1849.

50Tait·s,

n.s. XVI (March 1849), 267.

51slackwood '&,

IXV (March 1849),

3S1.
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Pius IX, but not through foreign intervention.

Interference from foreign

-

sources would only aggravate an already bitter situation, wrote the Edinburgh Review.

Intervention was police work, the writer said; it might stop

a riot, but not a revolution.

The writer believed that were the Pope,

whose Christian feelings had made him forswear a war, to return to the
Vatican lIover the dead bodies of his subjects, ff he would shame all Christe
dcIm in the act.

Let him wait and bide his timeJ he might then regain

peacefully a power which, the writer eontinued, it must be admitted he had
not abused. S6 Thus the Edinburgh ReView, in urging this hopeful waiting
upon the Pope, implicitly revealed that it was as yet unaware how wide was
the breach between the Roman

Rep~lle

and. Pius U.

France shattered the English hope for a coneerted intervention by dis.
patching a lone expeditionary force to Civit&. Vecchia on April 20, 1849.
The force, consisting of about 9,000 troops, landed unopposed on April 2S
and wasted five days before advancing on Rome.

Those dlqs were critical,

tor theT allowed Garibaldi to receive sizeable reinforcements from the provinces, eventually making the French task all the more difficult.

The fire

French attempt to take and enter Rome was repulsed by the Italians, who, in
the fighting took
S2

300-400 French prisoners. S7

Times, March 31, April 1 and 2, 1849.

-

SJrbid., April 6, 1849.
S4Seu letters in the Guardian, April 18, 1849, and in the
April 9 and 12, 1849.
SSTtmea, April 19, 1849.

S~d1nburgh Review, LIIXIX (April 1849), SS).

TL~es,
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The hope of the English press that Pius IX would return to his capital
as a constitutional monarch received an equally smashing blow on April 20,
the same day on which ·the French made a move to intervene on a lone-wolt
basis.

Pius IX issued on that day an allocution, Quibus Quantisque, in

which he detailed the outrages inflicted upon himself and the Church,
denounced the Roman Republic, and repudiated the idea of a conditional,
constitutional restoration. 58 The allocution did not offer

~ suggestions

as to what guarantees would be established against the reinsti tution of the
former abuses of the pontifical government.

Apparently Pius felt his own

personali ty was a'.sutficient guarantee for the restored papal governDlent,
for as he told the Due d'Harcouri;" who wanted him to promise the Romana
free institutions, "Soyez tranqui11e' Pie neuf restera Pie neuf.lt-which
is to say:

generous, sympathetic, and benevolent, but not liberal. 59

The French action lett the Britisb press perplexed and annoyed.

The

French goverment was partly to blame for this contusion because the purpose
of the French intervention at Rome was lett sOIlewhat up in the air.

The

over-cautioua Louis Napoleon would not cOJlllBit himselt to a definite statement.

At one time, the purpose was said to be s1mply the restoration ot the

Pope, or, again, the restoration of the Pope with constitutional guarantees,
or :ret again, the maintenance of legitimate French influence in Itaq.

This

57Hales, Pio Nono, p. 118. The British government took no action
against the French move and accepted the French assurances without embarr...
s1ng quest.ions so as not to weaken the government of the Second Republic.
So said Prime Minister John Russell in Parliament, July 20, 1849. Hansard's,
3rd aeries, eVIl, 706.

5~ales, ~ Nono, p. 117.

9.3
ambiguitY', together with the loss of prestige in the> first encounter at
Rome, put the French in a bad way with the British press.
few defenders, even on the conservative side.

TheY' found 'Very

The Times considered the

ambiguity of the French position dangerous and expressed its wish that the
real object of the expedition be laid

square~

in the open.

As it is now,

the Times Said, everyone is confused except the Mazzinians, who vell realize their danger.

60

Tait.s, which was now leaning rather

strong~

to the

side of the Italian liberals, called the French action "one of the most
deplorable blunders a republic could ever make. tI

It termed the attack of
61
France upon the Roman Republic unnatural-a kind of fratricide.
This
simile and suggestion of an internecine struggle caught on in the ensuing
months with a number of journals and had a definite influence in keeping a
part of press opinion hostile to France.
The First Italian victory over the French surprised and astonished

ManT. 62 They had been led to believe that the Italians would rapidly
collapse before a determined show of force.

The refusal of the Italian

defenders to dissolve like a mist betore sunshine led editors to take a
second glance and form new estimates of the strength of the Roman Republio.
The change was somewhat slov in starting, but it gathered mOlllentUDl rather
steadily in the next few montha.

-

The press began to show a new respeot tor

.

S9Ibid., p. 118.

60Times,

Kay li, 1849.

6l.rait t s, n.s. XVI (April 1849), .3.32.
62
Guardian, Kq 16, 1849; Tilles, Mq 16, 1849; Tait's, n.s. XVI
(June 1849), 402.
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the republic, though it was a long time, and at a point not wi thin the
scope of this paper, before the British press swung fully around to give
the Italian liberals its support.
At this time, however, the Roman Republic found one of its strongest,
but not most influential, supporters in IDrd Beaumont,63 a. Catholic and an
ultra-liberal, who made a spirited defence of the republic in the House of
Lords, May

14, 1849. 64 He cODUllenced his speech

by condemning the French

intervention and reciting the former evils of the Papal states.
trait he drew of Pius II wu most unfavorable.

The por-

Pius was made to appear as

unwise, imprudent, and always concerned for the absolute maintenance of his
supreme authority.

Beaumont called the constitution granted in March,

1848, a "phantom of a constitution" extracted against the papal will.

Pius,

he charged, intended to retract all concessions at the earliest feasible
opportuni ty.

He further charged that Pius had taken Rossi as his prime

minister only atter considerable pressure was brought to bear by foreign
powers, and that the two men did not see eye to eye on liberal reforms.
Although some persons in Italy rejoiced at Rossi's murder, Beaumont continued, not one of them vas found among the persons who came to pover after
his death.

Having challenged the popular impression thus boldly, Beaumont

went on to justify the acts of the revolution, stating that the people rose
up only' in indignation against an attempted reaction by the Cardinals.

Pius

need not have fled, he said, tor he vas in no danger of his lite, but
63Miles Thomas Stapleton, 8th Baron Beal.lllont, entered the House ot
Lords in 1840. Beyond speald.ng up at this time tor the Roman Republic, he
seems not to have attained any prominence in political life.

~ansard's,

3rd series,

ev,

36,-389.

whether he went or stayed was a matter of no concern to the Romans.
At,

this pOint in the speech, Beaumont accused Lord Henry Brougham of

asserting falsehoods about the Italian republic.

After a sharp exchange

of words between the two lords, the debate continued, Beaumont defending,
and Brougham attacld.ng the Roman Republic.
Reacting to this speech by BealJllont, the Times olarified 1ts own
stand on the affairs of ROJIle.

It began to hedge a bit in its enthusiasm

for Pius IX and assured its readers that.
We are not solicitous tor the restoration ot Papal
authority, ••• but our repugnance to Monsignori and SWiss
Halberdiers does not d:im:i Dish our distaste for the
ins_ diatribes of Musini and the foreign freebooters
of Garibaldi's legion, inflated as they now are by their
unlooked for victories. Whatever be thought of Papal
Government, these men are clearl1' known and marked out
as the most daring leaders of Italian conspiracy. They
are enthusiasts and adventurers, whose triumph is the
triumph of thg cause which still threatens Europe with
devastation. 65
The Taes considered BealJllont's speech "an urJIlanly and illiberal attack
on the memory of the most illustrious victim of Italian constitutional

treedam."66 It abhorred the excuses found to defend the "miscreants who
It looked to see the Pope restored to his throne and

destroyed him. II

hoped that he would pramote the prosperity and independence of Italy by
establishing free muniCipal governments and entering into a league of
Italian states.

65Timea,

67

May

16, 1849.

66Ibid• Remarking on Beaumont's rejoicing at the downfall of the
tempora.!'P'Ower of the papacy, the Times called it one of the "singularitie.
of these times," but one which it noted with "satisfaction." Ibid.
67 Ibid •

On the whole, the case for Pius II was taken up principally along the

negati'Ve line of opposing the democratic party of Mazsini, who was gener
regarded--unjustly, as Hales

s~s--as

a reincarnation of Robespierre.

68

No one can deny the real intensity of the British reaction to the disorder
and anarchy generated by the upheavals of 1848, but the question was not 80
much what one was for as what one was against.

In the case of Pius IX, the

British press found very little to be for, because though they showed a
still active affection for the "liberal" Pope, they were unceuing13' oppos
to the realities he represented.

Those who took the side of the Pope liked

him, but not the papacy nor the papal government.

It is not too much to

surmise in this case that they would conceivably been quite pleased had the
temporal power of the papacy been lost to a more
liberal group than :Kasz1n!' s.

t orderly'

But grand person though he

and moderately
m~

have appeared.

to be in the British press, Pius II was alwqs basiCally, in 1849, the
lesser of two evils.
he stood for.

He never engaged the press on the side of the things

Consequently, if the choice were between Pius IX and /'

Mazzini, Pius would win e&8113' (at least before 1850), but when it came to
a choice between papal government and the liberal experiment, the choice
would have gone the other wq.

The factors which, up to April, 1849,

carried public and press opinion in favor of the papal government were the
hope men had in Pius IX and. the rear they had of "democracy.-

Therefore,

given those conditiona, one can understand how easily press opinion might
swing over to the liberal. side if confidence in Pius II were severely
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shaken, and if the Italian revolutionists were shown to be more sensible,
responsible, and courageous than tormerly represented.

The months of l-lq-

July, 1849, are, for that reason, highly important because the possibili-

ties became realities and resulted in a r6-shaping of press and public
opinion toward the Italian revolution.

The full effects of this change

were apparent only in the follOwing years.
The initial stages of the change seem to have been marked more by the
adoption of a new attitude toward Pius IX than toward the Roman Republic.
The Tilles continued to hammer awq at the revolutionists, and the Quarterq
~~

took a whack:ing J4-page slap at Lord Beaumont for his defence ot the

Italians. 69

The tact of greatest interest in this latter article, however,

is that while the Quarterly Review temed Beaumont -s partisan account of
the events at Rome "inaccurate," its
the reputation of Pius II.

OllJll

account was even more damaging to

The writer believed that •

••• the taults and inconsistencies ot Pius were not, as
he ~Beaumont represents, the consequences of a
priestly and aespotic governraentJ they were the necessary faults of a weak prince, coerced in his conduct,
and tonnented by his conscience; they were not the
faults of an absolute sovereign, and, in tact, could
not have been cC'lmlllitted by ODeI they were the faults
into which a very lim.ited one was led by pursuing the
policy of "his liberal and enlightened advisers." 70

7

The principal fault of Pius II, the writer went on, was this, that he did
not guard his own interests. i.e. the Church and the papal institutions.
His conduct was said to have been marked by deplorable weakness, Itespec!
69ltLord Beaumont on Foreign Policy," Quarterly' Review, LXXXV (June

1849), 225-2$9.
10Ibid., p. 230.
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a mean thirst for popularity."

To obtain it he had been willing to sacri...

fice his true interests. 71 Thus, all in all, the sentiment of the Quarterlr
Review as regards the Italian situation was clearl¥ that of
both your hOUses,. for, as it remarked in the same articlea

ta

plague on

"if we despise

him, we abhor the villany and treachery by which he was undermined. tt72

Yet

the vri ter was realist enough to recognize that i f Pius IX were to be
restored in a.n.y permanent fashion, he must be given his fonner power without
distinction as to what is temporal and wha.t is spiritual.

In d.vocating

that move, the review stated, it acted no1i for the papacy, but for the preserva1iion of peace and the pro1iection of morality as against the d1sseaU.7
nation of violence and anarchy. :3
In May and June, 1849, the foreign correspondents for British newspapers were more often at Rome, where the fighting was taking place, than
at Gaeta, where negotiations tor the re81ioration were still in progress.
The reports £rom Rome were consistently favorable to the republic. 74 Thu..
of the Tilles' correspondent were an exception.
on the rise.

The support tor Mazzini wu

The Roman Republic, said the North Sri tish Review, tt seems to

be acting with a wisdom and a firmness, a discretion and a. vigour that are

well ti tted to call torth admiration and sympathy. tt 75

Exeter Hall hailed

and supported Mazzini with uncritical enthusiasm. 16
71zbid., pp. 230-231.
72

~.,

p. 231.

73Ibid., pp. 255-256.
74such was the charge of the Quarter! Review, which implied that the
correspondents were being intimidated bie revoiutionists and fettered by
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In May Austrian troops entered the Papal states from the north and
began to roll down the Romagna and the YJ.arChes, restoring order as they
vent.

An attempt by the French to negotiatp an entry into Rome failed, and

with an anxious eye upon the Austrian advance, the French forces vere lett
with no alternative but to assault and carry the city as swiftly as possible if they wished to retain a tree hand at Rome.

Supplied with strong

reinforcements, the French amy began the assault on June 3, 1849.

After a

month of bitter fighting, the French finally carried the City, and. Gariba.l<U., with his 1egionaires, withdrew to the north. 11
The victory, so long delayed, cost both the French and the Pope a
of prestige in the Br1tiBh press.
wholly unexpected.
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The stiff Italian resistance had been

The Guardian re1w:tantJ.;r eJCpressed its admiration tor

the "very gallant defense" made by the defenders of the Roman Republic.

In

the ensuing months, this admiration was to grow as tales of the defense,
both true and fictional, received wider publicity.

The theme of fratricide,

first used by Taitt., was popularized. by Punch and the Guardian t.o charaoterize the French assault and victory.

18

the political opinions ot their editors. Ibid., pp. 251-258. Yet a tew
later, the Guardian reported that none of the Roman correspondents
of IJ:>ndon ll8W1Jpapers were known to favor the republican movement. Guardian,
June 13, 1849.

weeks

15NOrth British Review, XI (Mq 1849), 213.

76Punch, XVI (Hay 26, 1849), 213.
17Hales, ~ ~, pp. 118-119.
18Guardian, June 27, 1849.
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The resistance of the Italians raised the question of whether the
people of Rome were as anxious for the restoration of Pius IX as reports
had indicated from Januar,y-April, 1849.

Where, asked the ~ corres-

pondent, was that party of papal partisans so long thought to be straining
at the leash?

The Catholic powers, he feared, had been acting on false

data; they had confused Rome's love for Pio Nono with their hatred of
papal goverIJllent.

The first, he said, they will accept, but not the second.

He was convinced that papal government could not be restored to Rome. 80
The Guardian noted that the consensus among correspondents of London newspapers was that the Roman people had a strong repugnance to the reestablishment of clerical governJllent. 81
Faced with this rea(:tion on the part of the Roman people, the Britieh
press abandoned its previOUS view that the rule of Mazzini had been a
tenuous thing "trembling to its fall."

Instead the Pope now came in for

condemnation by the liberal journals as a ruler marching back to his throne
through the blood and carcasses of his subjects.

-

79lbid., June 6, 1849; Punch, XVI (June 23, 1849), 250.
80Times , June 16, 1849.
8lu uardian, June 13, 1849.

CHAPTER V

THE RESTORATION:

June 1849-April 1850

It seems that the first reaction in the greater part of the English
press to the fall of the Roman Republic was one of momentary confustion.
This was not true, of course, of newspapers like the DUlz

~

nor of per-

iodicals like Ta1t f s, which had already committed themselves to supporting
the Italian revolution.

As yet, however, the organs of the press giving

unqualified or enthusiastic support to the Italian liberals were in the
minority.

Their number did not include any of the large circulation news-

papers or reviews such as the Times, the Quarterly Review, the Edinburgh
Review, or Punch.

As Punch put it, they could applaud neither the Popels

overthrow nor the Roman revolution.

Neither could they advance a censure

against France, whose object in the affair was the restoration of order.
Thus, commented Punch, it was a case of "politics" against "persuasion,"
i.e. a distaste for revolution versus a dislike for popery.
1
forced to be mum."

"So we're

It did not take the press long to extricate itself from this predicamente

A number of factors contributed to turning a great part of public

and press opinion somewhat in favor of the Italians.

In the sUlllller of 1849,

Austria had just finished crushing the Hungarian revolt begun in March of

~,

XVI (June JO, 1849), 259.
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the same year.

The fighting had been brutal on both sides, but the Hungar-

ian exiles who ned to England won the ears· and hearts of the English people with tales of atrocities and of the public flogging of women by the
Austrian troops.

The country was swept with a pro-Hungarian fever as aym-

pathy meetings were held in town after town throughout July and August.
The anti-Austrian

feellng~WRich

2

these meetings and speeches engendered pro-

fited the Italians in an indirect, but very concrete fashion.

Then, too, a

number of popular writers and poets of the day began to write in defence of
the Roman Republic and its partisans.

Among them were Leigh Hunt, Arthur

Hugh Clough, Charles Dickens, and Walter Savage Landor.
as these &rOse to take the papal side.

3

No spoke_en such

The Dublin Review was very notice-

ably quiet on the issue of the Pope, as it had been from 1846 on.

no space to a presentation of the Pope's case.

It gave

Prominent Catholics in

Parliament, instead of defending the Pope, were among the foremost protectors of the Italian refugees.

Lord BeaUMont and Chisholm

Anste~

were

leading supporters of the Italian Refugee Fund, which also cla.1Jtled the
support of Dickens, Richard Cobden, W. S. Landor, Douglas Jerrold, W. M.
Thackeray, and other leading men of London's and England's influential
2Ta1t ,s, n.s. XVI (September, 1849), 602.

3Rudman, pp. 86-88.
4.rhomas Chisholm Anstey, M. P. for Youghal, Ireland, had been converted
to Catholicism in 1833. He was a staunch advocate for the rights of Catha...
lics, but it appears that he was not too popular with his fellow members in
Parliament. His constant efforts for Catholic relief were rewarded in 1847
by Pius IX, who conferred upon him the Knighthood of Saint Gregory. G.
Elliot Anstruther, A Hundred Years of Catholic Progress (London, 1929),
p.

4,.

-
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classes.'

As more and more of the Roman exiles took refuge in England,

they won a hearing for their side by lecturing anywhere and everywhere,
telling of the evils of the papal government and of the perfidy of the
Pope.

6 All in all, the Italian cause found a militant and vocal body uf

adherent. to carry its banner before the English people and the press.
The leading officers of the British government were not untouched by
the rising enthusiasm tor the Italians.

Lord Russell and Lord Minto had

for long been partisans of the Italian liberals, though their enthusiasm
and support was taken back somewhat at the time of the Roman Republic.

Palmerston was convinced that Rome would sooner or later become a republic.
He believed that the papal supremacy, Itboth spiritual and temporal, has
received an earthquake shake from which it can never recover •••• There will
be shock after shock, till it all crumbles to the ground. lt ?

Palmerston

found additional reason for lending support to the Italian cause in the
resemblance he saw between the Roman Republic and the Protestant ReformaBoth contained a move for greater liberty in the throwing off ot the

tion.

chains of papal dominion.

8 But these were private views, and in public the

government made no move to interfere with the restoration of Pius IX at Rome
Nevertheless, Palmerston did believe that it was tapossible for the
'see the public advertisement of the Fund on the front page at the
Times, September 19, 1849. The subscriptions as of that date amounted to

, 219-9-6.

- 126.
-

6a:ales, Pia Nono, pp.
?Ashley, I,
8

~.,

pp. 126-127.

142-143.

Pope to return to Rome unconditionally.

He wanted the Pope to confirm the

Consti tution of 1848 as a guarantee of liberal government.

The loss of

temporal authority which that concession would entail for Pius IX did not
disturb the Foreign Secretary.

Such a curtailment of papal power would be

a. good thing, he felt, if it lef! eventually to greater localization and

nationalization of the Catholic Church.

He wrote that it would be "a great

point gained ••• , a material step in the progress of human society. ,,9
The fall of Rome to the French occasioned several days discussion in
the House of Lorda.

On

July 19 Lord Malmesbury brought up the subject of

Mr. Freeborn, the British consul at Rome, who had indiscriminately issued

passports to the Italian refugees.

The action was unusual and qu1.te im-

proper, the lord said, and very likely to bring English passports into disrepute.

If the I ives of the exiles had been in danger, Malmesbury contin-

ued, it would have been another matter, but that did not seem to him to
have been the case. lO

Lord Lansdowne defended Freeborn on the supposition

that obviously the lives of the refugees were in danger or the consul would
not have acted as he did.

'!'his answer failed to satisfy Malmesbury who

thought that Freeborn was simply a rather nervous person who had panicked.

1

The following day Lord Brougham delivered a speech in defence of the French
action restoring the Pope.

His fundamental argument was that the restora-

tion of the Pope to his temporal authority was necessary to the peace of

9~., pp. 121-122.
lDHansard1s, Jrd series, CVII,
IIIbid., pp.

558-559.

557.
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Europe.

Possessing as much influence as he does, said Brougham, the Pope

must be independent of the control of any power.

It is a piece of quib-

bling, he went on, to distinguish between the spiritual and temporal author
itiea and say that England would wish the first re8tored, but not the
second.

Such a view he considered shortsighted and superficial.

The inde-

pendence of the spiritual power, he observed, ultimately depends on the
independence of the temporal power. 12 The Earl of Carlisle spoke of Her
Majesty's government as "sympathizing deeply with the Pope" and fully alive

to the troubles of the Roman states. 13 Lord Lansdowne assured Brougham
that the views he expressed were shared by the government, which "had a
deep interest in seeing the Pope exercise his spiritual authority unfettered by any temporal influence ... 14 The same statement of policy had been
previously expressed by Lansdowne in the House of Lords on June 12, 1849. lS
The Times succinctly summed up the debate with the observation that though
they disliked the means employed, both the ministers and the opposition in
the House of Lords acquiesced in the object of the French expedition,
namely, the restoration of the Pope.

1.6

The Times, treating of the fall of Rome in several editorials, found
the French military showing unimpressive, but that was a matter of minor
importance.
12

The principal problem with which the Times was concerned was

~., p.

he

627.

l3Ibid., p. 645. Later j.n his speech Carlisle added that neither co
his "sympathy from the heroic efforts of the defenders."

withnOIa
14

~.,

p. 707.

15~., eVI, 9.

the use which the French proposed to make of their position.

Now that

France has taken Rome, said the Times, she is in a blind alley.

The Tilles

asked France to clarifY her position and issue a declaration of purpose
telling whether or not it would seek the restoration of the Pope with or
without guarantees of retom.

For the time being, the Times gave the Fre

the benefit of the doubt that her purpose was a conditional restoration,
taking the liberal ooncessions ot 1848. as the baais of the secular administration.

But, it asked, has the consent of Pius IX .to these conditions

been obtained?

The Pope, it feared, was going to reject any restrictions

and tall back upon Austria, Naples, and Spain for his support. l7
The Times, like Palmeraton, was certain that a restoration of the pap
goverment without some guarantees of future reform was quite out of the
question.

That government, it commented, "must ot necessity undergo some

salutary change" if it is to maintain its existence.

The presence of a

corrupt papal government, it concluded, is as much out of place in Italy as
was Mazzini's republic.

lB

So oertain of its position was the Times that it

confidently looked upon the French control of Rome as a kind of insurmountable obstaole to the uncondi tiona! re8toration of papal goverment.

The Guardian was delighted with the downfall of the Republic, though
it, too, oonsidered the expedition discrediting and embarrassing to the
French.

As for the return of the Pope, the Guardian thought it highly

16Timea, J'.1ly 2.3, 1849.
11Ibid., July 5, 1849. Also J~ 10, 1849.
18Ibid., Juq 5, 1849.
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doubtful that, left to their own choice, the people of Rome would have

"An.,. pretended

recalled Pius IX.

appeal to the popular will would, of

course, be a ridiculous farce, ft it observed caustically.

With slightly

more confidence than the Times, the Guardian judged that the most likely
prospect at Rome was a restoration of the Pope with constitutional guarantees for the peop1e. 19
Sympathy for the Italian revolutionists picked up during July after
the fall of Rome.

The Daily News, Taitts, and the Illustrated London

!!!!.

gave them. a consistently good press throughout the months of the war. 20
By July, dissatisfaction with the French expedition led the T;.Jestminster

Review to a softer viewpoint on the defeated republic. 21 Punch, a week
after it confessed confusion over the Roman situation, took its stand
squarely against the French and with the republic.

It called General

Oudinot, commanding the French forces at Rome, a French cockatrice hatching
a reptile in the Eternal Cit.,.. 22

tor.r

On July

14 Punch printed a "Congratula-

Ode to the French on Their Triumph at Rome."

Without attacking Pius

IX, it excoriated Oudinot and the Second Republic and hailed the defenders
of Rome as "stronger in cauae--in jilstice and in right--" and as "Freedoats
living warriors."

Among the more bitter and scorching lines of the nOde"

were the followingl
19Guardian, July ll,

20Rudman,

f.

1849.

81.

2Iwestminster Review, LI (July 1849), 478.

22Punch, XVII (July 1, 1849), 9.
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You should exultJ then, o'er the prostrate Free;
Yes, ye should glory o'er the vanquished Brave,
As might the victors at Thermopylae
Have held their orgies on the Spartans' grave.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
Come, sing aloud the I1arseillaise with glr::,:;;,
For tyranny by Frenchmen's aid restored;
Raise ye the strain, "Mourir pour la patrie,"
On having smitten patriots with the sword:
Come, ye sincere republicans of France
Come forth, whilst crackers bounce and can110ns boom,
Around your Trees of Liberty to dance, 23
And trample on the liberty of Rome.
The Roman Republic found as forceful-wand far more elDquent--a
pathizer in Sharpe's London Magazine.

s~

Until July, 1849, it had never

printed a word of comment on Italian affairs, but in July Sharpe's carried
a beautifully written article which served as an appeal for sympathy with
the Italian revo1uti0n1sts.
extremely well done.

24 Much of the article was propaganda--but

"The glDrious struggle of the Romans, in defence ot

their civil and moral liberty and their social rights ••• ~is-1 for the
present, at an end, If the wr1 tar began.

Yet might cannot conquer the prin-

ciple of right, he continued,
and, in the eyes of the dispassionate, the liberal, and
the just, the Romans, even subjugated as they are once
more under an odious and degrading yoke, have more claim
to respect tor the brave though unsuccessful efforts
they ha'Ve made to free themsel'V8s from it; than have
OUdinot and his myrmidons ••• for their unjustifiable attack
upon a people who had neither injured nor offended them,
and who, at any rate, were only acting upon the2~rinCiples
of which they had themsel'Ves given the example.

23Ibid.,

XVII (July

14,

1849), 21.

24l1Rome,lf Sharpe's London Magazine, X (July 1849), 110-111. This
journal, intendea tor general reading and entertaiment, carried very few
articles on political matters. Its pages, however, seem to have been open
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The writer knew how to use emotion-packed phraseology, and he knew to what
people he was appeillng.

Therefore, in reciting a list of the abuses of the

papal government, he concentrated on the defects in education, in freedom of
the press, in trade and conullerce, but above all in the administration of
justice.

The early dqs of Pius IX were portrayed as times of inconceivable

bliss when Italians learned to stand and fight the Austrians.

Hundreds of

gallant youths, the writer declared, left the pleasures of home

lfto

take

their mother earth for their resting place, the blue vault of the heavens
above them for their canopy.n 26
With their new-.found freedom, the article went on, the Italians began

to read, even the Bible-"horror of horrors to the priests. II

They began to

laugh at Austria and question her power, and at Rome they learned to trample
on the Austrian Eagle.

At the moment of trial in March,

1848, the people

and the Pope began to draw apart; "the Pope felt that he could no longer

rely on the af.fection of his people, because he was conscious of not deser-

ving it."27

The attack upon the Quirinal November

16, 1848, the day after Rossi's

assassination, the writer passed o.ff as having been a peaceful procession
momentarily thrown into con.fusion by the chance misfiring of the musket of

a civic guard.

Such was the affair, the writer urged, IIwhich was magnified

to the enthusiasts for the resorgimento.
2$Ibid., p. 170.
26Ibid., p. 172.
27 Ibid • ., p. 173.
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by the alarmists, and misrepresented

according~

by the English journals,

into a desperate and bloodthirsty a.ttempt on the part of the people to
massa.cre the Pope in his own palace."
As

28

tor the tales ot murder and violence circu.l'lting about the Republic,

why, the writer claimed, there was less crime in the days of the republic
than existed for many years before it.

Taxes were modified, the tariff

revised, and abuses of charity corrected.

"The regulations made by the

government for the cOlIlfort and welfare of the inhabitants were of the wisest
and

most parental kind."

Everywhere was order, prayer, and religion.

"Rome

never presented a more truly religious and orderly aspect than when it was
represented in sOlIle of the English journals as the seat of anarchy, impiety,
and bloodshed. n29
In the siege ot ROlIle, the writer said, "the conduct of the Romans, so

far as we could judge ot it, •••["wasJ, in every respect, admirable and
ju3't, and as such entitled to the approba.tion and sympathy of every free and
generous people."

In a :final paragraph, the writer JIlade an open appeal for

the Italian refugees.

vlhere now, he asked, can they look tor a home "but

among the bra.ve and the tree? •• I wish to avoid politics and personalities,
and only to plead the cause

ot the unfortunate, ih<1t.he name of Humanity and

Truth. ,,)0
This well-composed amalgam ot halt-truth8, tiction, and sentimental

28 Ibi d., p. 174.
29Ibid., p.

175.

3O Ibid., pp. 176-177.
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appeals undoubtedly had its effect, but the facta of the case had not yet
convinced the Edinburgh Review of the harmlesllness of republicani8lll.

As

agents for republicanism in Italy, the Review stated, Mazzini and his follower. had done "infinite mischief to the cause of national independence and
constitutional liberty over the Continent."

On them it fixed the responsi-

bility "for the ruin of Ita13 in its recent struggle.H)l
In July, 1849, the BriUsh goyer_ent published the Correspondence
aespecti;!!& ~ Affairs ~ Italyl

June l846-December 1847, and the Times

took the opportunity to reminisce about the hopes of those early days.

It

looked back to those "unolouded" taes with an eudent nostalgia, nor did
it teel that arJ70ne who was awept up with enthusiasm then had to apologize
now.

No harsh judgment, it said, is to be passed on those who were dazzled

till they overlooked the precipice at their teet.

Only two men, the Times

reflected, realized that the program ot reform in Ital3 vas not to stop at
moderate levels-Metternich and Mazzini.

The one feared, the other hoped,

while British statesmen maintained that everything was to be had by concession.

England, the Times ooncluded, must sutter remorse tor having

helped to plunge Ita.lJr into her calamities • .32
During the latter halt of the month of JulJr, the attention of the Times
was fixed on the problem ot a conditional or unconditional restoration of

the Pope.

The Roman correspondent of the Times urged two pointSt

first,

that the Roman States be guaranteed their neutrality, and second, that the
)lEdinburgh Review, IC (July 1849), US •
.32Times, July 19, 1849.

ill

people of the Roman States be guaranteed a constitutional government based
upon the separation of the temporal and spiritual powers.

He called upon

the Times to Itcome forward with all its strength to struggle against despotism, as it has hitherto fought and conquered the Republican faction in
every part or Italy.

We shall now be understood, and. the Roman people shall

at length see that, so far as the power of public opinion goes, they shall
be protected from Church government and the fatal domination of the Cardi...
nals. ft33
For the next few daya, the Roman correspondent took a softer tone where
the Pope was concerned, but he maintained a steady attitude of opposition
toward the restoration of clerical government at Rome.
himself, the reports conflicted.

Regarding the Pope

At one moment he was supposedly in favor

of guaranteeing a constitution, but was being opposed by the Cardinals.
another time he was reported to be demanding unconditional

restoration~

At
The

confusion as to what the mind or the Pope actually was lasted for quite
some time.
On July 31,1849, the commander of the French forces at Rome handed

oyer the government or the oity to a commission or three cardinals appointed
by Pius IX to rule until his return. 3$

The commission was not popular

3J Ibid •
34rhe confusion is eYident in the reports ot the Times tor July 19, 21,
23, 26, 27, August 1 and 8.
3$Carclinals Della Genga, Vannicelli, and Alteri.

Della Genga was

known as an administrator with reactionary tendencies. Because the ruling
body in the Roman Republic was a triumvirate, the commission ot the three

cardinals was soon known as the Red Triumvirate.

Hales,

~

Nono, p. l20.
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either with the Roman people or with the British press, and for
similar reasons.

buical~

The cardinals, however just they may have been, were a

symbol of clerical government, and the British press and the Romans had for
some time been expressing their antagoniSlll to that fom of rule.

With the

British press, opposition to clerical government was based both on principle
and on fact.

The backwardness of the Papal states under Leo XII and Greg-

ory XVI gave sufficient evidence of the inefficiency and, to some extent,
corruption of the papal government.

The British, devoted as they were to

order, efficiency, godliness and morality had. cause enough to condemn clerical governnent on the record of its operation, but more importantly, the
British press was practicall\r of one mind in believing that secular and
ecclesiastical power must be separated and kept distinct as a matter of
principle.

It had. expressed this view in its previous discussions of the

fate of Pius IX's temporal power, and even though many responsible men now
considered the restoration of the temporal power necessary for the peace ot
Europe, they did not hold the same view on the restoration of clerical
goverment.

They did not fully see the problem from the Pope's point ot

view; they were too often inclined to view his problems in the light of the
British experience with Church-State relationships.

Hence, they adopted an

! priori conviction that the best solution to the Raman question was a compromise whereby" Pius IX would guarantee the civil liberties of his subjects,
including some form of representational government, and yet remain in full
and independent control of his state.

The Bri Ush press was not prepared,

however, to offer concrete suggestions as to how the delicate balance
between authority and liberty in the Papal states might be achieved.

The
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most that can be said is that it simply had faith that the thing could be
done.
Reacting to the establishment of the Commission, the Times called it
the "sin of the Roman expedition."

The first acts of the Red Triunvirate

were judged "injudicious," and the trilmlvirate was named a "ludicrous caricature tf of the tri'\ll1virate of the Republic. J6 The evident disappointment
of the Timelll was portrayed in the bitterness of its editorials on two sucoessive days, August 14 and 15.

The actions and language of the Cardinals,

it said, "have hitherto been marked by the stupidity and insincerity of a
power utterly incompetent to meet the necessities of its position."37 The
commission was "a revival of the most contemptible usage of the Papal
administration. n38

There is no doubt, the Tt.slII said, that the better part

of the Reaans were disgusted by the violence of November, 1848, which overthrew "the best experiment Rome ever witnessed," but if they had to choose
between the extremes of clerical government and a democratic republic,
surell' they would choose the latter.

The Times could "conceive nothing

more odious" than that the papal power

n should

show itself more arbitrary,

implaca.ble and unjust than the dictators of a revolution. "39

If this is to

be the conduct of the court of Rome, it asserted,
we venture to affirm. that the most hostile measures of
Mazzini and his associates will have proved less fatal
l6rimes, August

14, 1849.

37 Ibid.

3B1bid., August 15, 1849.

-

39 Ibid.

'$ ,.

to its security and power than the foolish and intolerant actions of its own representatives •••• lf Pius IX
has not sufficient independence of judgment and vigour
of character to distinguish the just rights which he
m~ uphold from the gross delusions which have almost
buried the Papacy under their ruins'4tf-s infatuation
will give a deat.hblow to his power.
Nothing could please the enemies of the papacy more, continued the Times,
than to see it so incorrigible, and though it sought to speak well of
Pius II, the Times found Itnothing in the present policy and intentions of
the Pope ••• to disappoint the predictions of his bitterest enamies. n41
The Times therefore challenged France to fulfill her pradse and.
insure that the full restoration of the Pope be accompanied by a thorough
reform of the administration of the Papal states and. by rational concessions to the people.

France has this obligation, said the Times, and the

means to fulfill it.

Let her only keep faith with herself, with Rome and

with the best interests of the papacy.

42

In late August, 1849, Punch observed that public opinion was now
marshalling itself behind Hungary and Rome.

The defenders of the llberals

no longer had to hold out apologies for their position; instead they now
found themselves gaining active support from new quarters.
cried Punch, "has been to us a passing shame.

"Our silence,

We have all too carelessly

opened ourselves to the charge of national treachery.1t

For a while, the

writer continued, England stood like a trillming teachEu', reluctant to

41Ibid•

42

~., August

14,

1849.

I,
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recognize her own teachings, but now, Punch declared, "lie have cast away
this passing shame."

Opinion favoring the revolutionists increases daily,

it said, and "in due season, it must triumph.,,43

And triumph it did with

the North British Review, which, in August, 1849, became a kind of Lord
Protector to the Roman Republic.
issues, persons, or events.

The writer offered no discussion of

For him, the struggle bet.ween the republic and

the papacy was simply one of liberty versus despotism.

44

When, on August 20, 1849, the Times £inal.ly concluded that the acts
of Pius

n

were the results of his own decisions and not merely those ot

his advisers, it turned on him with a vengeance.

It charged the Pope with

having had for quite same time the intention of restoring "those traditional
principles of administration which have hitherto so equivocally characterized the states of the Church."

Some reaction, it went on, might have been

expected after the eruption of November, 1848, but it now seans that even
before that date Pius II had wished to restore the full system of abuses of
an essentially corrupt administration.

Hence, the Times, like many others,

was beginning to feel that the Romans had more justification for making
their revolution than had appeared in 1848.

The current measures ot Pius

II, said the Times, have dispelled the illusion that the acts of the Repub11c were not those of the people.

The only consolation which the Times

could find in the situation was its persuasion that Pius II, no matter how
determined, could not restore his despotism. to its fom.er limits.
43punch , IVII (August 18, 1849), 63.

44North British Review, II (August 1849), 380-385.
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unsupported by foreign bayonets, it believed, the people will soon teach
him how far he may go, and if supported, he must inevitably bow to the

direction of the nation supp¥ng his protection.

\\!hether that nation were

France, Austria, or Naples, the Times was certain that none would support
the claims of the Pope and cardinala.

45

For a while longer, the conservative element in the Sritish press
clung with tenacity to this belief that the action of the Catholic powers
Must certainly result in the imposing of restrictions upon Pius IX, whatever his own "pretensions" might be.

The secularization of his achinistra-

tion, remarked the Guardian, was obTioUIIl;y indispensable.

46

By Septaber,

however, one fact appeared clear to the whole British press, namel;r, that
Pius IX was not, nor ever had. been a Liberal Pope.

As this conclusion

came home to the various segments of the press, it evoked diverse degrees
of bitterness and anger, seemingl;y in inverse proportion to the for,mer
enthusiasm and hope.
disappointment.

The

The Tilles, as
Guard1~

alre~

noted, displayed its bitter

which had. never allowed its enthusiasm to

obscure its critical eye, reacted very mildly and almost in a matter-offact fashion.
of caution.

It had been prepared for disappOintment by its previous line
It had been among the first to notice the split between Pius

and the liberals at the end of

1847.

The most violent reaction among the conservative journals was fbund
in the Quarterly Review.

In spite of the fact that this review had never

45Times, August,20, 1849.
46Guardian, September 12, 1849.
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looked with favor upon the course of reforms and concessions taken by Pius
IX, it had. usually retained some respect for his person and his personal
qualities.

While almost predicting that the path followed by the Pope

would end in revolution and the loss of his temporal power, the Quarterl;z
Re't'iew was careful to pay its respects to "the amiable and accomplished
Pius II."

It was won by his personality and not by his reforms, which fact

perhaps is the only explanation why ita reaction consisted in an abusive
attack on the personal character of the Pope.

In an article appearing in

September, 1849, the language of the writer was violent and extremely disrespectful.

No

person active in current events, the article noted, waa

less remarkable than Pius II for "eminent qualities of any sort. n
Like all feeble persons, he is frequently false, not
because falsehood is congenial to his disposition, but
because his teperament shrinks from the avowal of
conviction. His weakness is gratified by cowardly and
timeserving counsels. Uneasy in the presence of superior men, he naturall.y prefers mediocrity. Incapable of
friendship, he falls easily under the dominion of low
favourites, and is fond of being entertained with tales
of gossip
the childish buffooneries that delight
the vulgar. 7

agel

He was, the writer oontinued, so whimsically particular in his tastes and
eating hahi ts and so devoted to them that neither business nor dietl'ess can
wean him fram them.

In the midst of dangers, he said, neither sleep nor

appeti te deserted the Pope.
actu~

He was so deficient in sensibility that "he

grew fat in his huwtiliating retreat at Gaeta."

"Under the present

circllllstances of difficulty," the writer concluded, "he has been the ruin of
47nRome," Quarterly Review, LIIIV (September 1849), ,83.
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Rome and the papacy, and a scourge to Europe. ,,48

A more discrediting sum-

mary of the papal character could hardl\v have been written by the fiercest
partisan of Mazzini.
In september, another article, similar to the first, appeared in
Sharpe's in defence of the Roman RepUblic.
was called "most unjustifiable."

49

The French attack upon Rome

The imposition of martial law after the

French victory, with a 9.30 P.M. curfew and a restriction of the press, was
subtly metamorphosed by the writer into "tyranny."

Nothing could be more

harmless, the author said, than Roman ci tisens strolling along the streets
in the balmy summer air, filling the night with melody and the favorite airs
of some admired opera.

So

The writer, choosing his words as an artist chooses colors, recreated
for his readers the dramatic Beene of Garibaldi's last hours in Rome.

The

whole effect of the narrative was one of high drama shot through w.:l. th courage and the strictest asceticism.

FOr added force, the author included in

his story a touching melodramatic description of the death of Garibaldi's
wife.

S1
The writer was undoubtedl\v an expert in using wrds to move the public.

He employed his material deftly, building paragraph by paragraph to one
final outburst appealing to Englishmen to befriend the refugees, those

48 Ibid.,

pp.

S83-S84.

49nRome in 1849,11 Sharpefs, X (September 1849), 238-244.

50Ibid., pp. 238-239.

51Ibid., pp. 239-~40.
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persecuted victims of despotism and idolatry.

Stress was laid upon detail,

most likely to horrif,y--and titillate--the imagination of a nineteenth
century Engli,h gentleman or lady.

The writer told of the "secret cells,

the trapdoors, the mysterious niches" of the Inquisition prison, where
"among the dust and scattered bones of the victims ••• were found rings, and
fragments of female ornaments."

The walls of the prison were purported to

have been covered with inscriptions, of which one was in English.
the Christian faith?"

"Is this

The writer was particularly touched by this "appeal

0' some lonely countl7lUen, incarcerated there, perhaps, for yearsJ thinking
of his own England, the sea-girt isle, proud and free, from which he was,
too

probab~,

separated for ever, possibly

o~

for SODle unguarded expns-

sion, or, haply, for a noble adherence to the religion which he believed to
be 4puee t and undefiled before God. ,"52 'Written with such skillful touches,
the article was a masterful appeal, c.alculated to carry its effect •
. By the autumn of

1849, public opinion in England was l!!Iupremely indif-

ferent to the fate of Pius

n.

The factl!!l of the restoration which it did

not already know, it could well guess at, though one mq well wonder vhethe
the majority of Englishmen vere even interested in doing that.

The Times

itself took on this attitude of indifference whenever it mentioned Pius II
or the restoration.

In assuming this posture it adopted the technique of

Punch and spoke of the Pope only in terms of light SarcaSlll and ridicule. At

times the editorial writers even allowed themselves to be betrayed into
unguarded phrases expressing admiration of the defenders of the Roman

52Ibid.,

-

.

p. 240.
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Republic--unguarded, becawse although the Times had lost i t8 bet on Pius
it was a long wa:y from supporting the revolutionists.

n,

When Dickens, in

August, and Mazzini, in September, 1849, wrote letters to the newspapers of
London and England in defence of the Roman RepubliC, the Times refused to
print either one. 53
On September 12, 1849, Pius IX issued at Gaeta a ~ proprio laying

out the program of reforms and the syet_ of government he proposed to
establish for his dominions.

The document provided for a Council of state

to be consulted on legislative and important administrative matters, an
Assembly for the supervision of finances, and diets in the provinces.

These

were strictly consultative bodies, whose members were chosen by the Pope or
by co-option.
propc~cd

tiona

Emphasis was giYen to municipal autonomy, and reforms were

for the fields of civil and commercial law, and public adm.inistra-

The

mot.u~:p!Opr1o

also contained an announcement of an amnesty, which

appeared in conjunction with the
of

~

proprio.

Compared wi. th the amnesty

1846, this one was rat.her seYere in its prorta1ona. 54
The react.ion in England to this decree was practically nil, except in

the consenative press.

The Quarterly Rniew doubted that the provisions

of t.he mot.u;:'proprio would quiet the general disaffection.

If t.he scheme is

to succeed, it said, Pius IX must. show a firmness he has not hitherto
exhibit.ed. 55 The Times t Roman correspondent considered the document a
scrap of "waste-paper," but the Times' editors momentarily m1 tigated their
5lrimes, september 27, 1849. Dickens' letter is mentioned by Rudman,
p. 89, but Is not to be found in the Timee.
54Halee, Pio Nono, p. 155; Aubert, p • .30; Engel.Janosi, Catholic Historical Review:-XXXVIII 15,-156.
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antagonism and reacted sympathetically.

Part of the blame for the restric-

tions of the amnesty, they said, is due to the Italian liberals, who, by
their excesses, caused the present sternness of the Pope.
altogether displeased with this papal severity.

The Times w&s not

Too much lenity, it drily

observed, only encourages d8ll'locrats and demagogues. S6

The Guardian, for

its part, was taken aback with the rigor of the restrictions in the amnesty.
It would have preferred to see the Pope show more mercy to the delinquents.
As for the

~

proprio, the Guardian considered ita sham constitution and

worse than noDe at all.

It can awaken, it said, "no other feeling than

disappointment and disgust. ltS7
Tait's was one of the few liberal Dlagazines which commented on the mot
proprio and the amnesty.

Not surprisingly, it scorned both acts.

The

amnesty, it said.. serves nothing but to pardon those who have no need of it
S8
and excepts all those who do.
Once the

~

proprio Dlore or less established the character of the

restored papal goverrment, interest in Pius IX dropped off rapidly.S9 The
position of the press at the end of September, 1849, ranained relatively
constant over the next seven Dlonths previous to the Pope's actual return to
""Quarterq Review, LIXXV (September 1849), 614-61S.
S6Times, September

27, 1849, and September 29, 1849.

S7Guardian, October 3, 1849.
S8Tut 's, n.s. XVI (November 1849), 742.
,,9The Guardian remarked that its readers "are doubtless as tired as we
ourselves or the tedious drama of Italian politics--a drama without charactera and without a plot." October 17, 1849.
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ROlite in April, 18,0.

The attitude of the press during this interim never

once swerved in his favor; rather, it tended to grow, if not more hostile,
at leut more cynical and contemptuous toward him.

There were some here and

there, however, who, though they condemned all of the papal acts, yet paid
their respects to the person of Pius IX.

For the most part, though, Pope

and papacy were treated as one.
By late October, Punch was again advocating a militant celebration of
Guy Fawkes Day and called upon Englishmen to hang a Guy Fawkes in every

street, lane, court, and alley.6o The North Britiah Review thruat at the
Pope by questioning the right of the papacy to any temporal power, and the
English Review, which had been silent on this topic since June,

1848, now

placed itself definitely on the side of the Italian revolution, more, it
seans, tor reasons of anti-papal feelings than for any affection for Mazzini, whoa it still despised.

lution as a popular revolt.

It went to great length to vindicate the revo-

62

Some of its assUlllptions were naive, though

understandable, as, for eXlJllp1e, its perfect acceptance of the 'free' elections of January, 1849.

Arguing philosophically from the principle of pop-

ular sovereignty, it concluded that "Pius never had any right, and on the

contrary, Aral.llini, Mazzin1, and Saffi had as good a right as, under the
Circumstances, any one could have, to rule in Rome and over the Ralan
state8.,,63 The act of the Roman people, the writer said in summary, was

6Opunch , XVII {October 27, 1849), 16).

61"The Temporal Supremacy of the Pope," North British Review, XII
(November, 1849), 141-168.
62 NThe Papacy in Exile," English Review, XII (December 1849), 344-377.
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perfect~

justified, and the intervention of the French was "not only a

political error, but a political in1quity.,,64 With articles like this, the
case for the Roman Republic was gaining not only sympathy, but logical justification.
As the new year 1850 came in and Blackwood t s thanked God for haTing
set things to rights in 1849,65 the Westminster Review was adopting 'lut'.
earlier line, urging a,mpathy tor the Italian insurgents on the grounds
that they had

simp~

been imitating British precedents.

The rebels sought

emancipation tram tyra.nny and security against tuture misrule, the writer
66
declared; they had merely made the mistake of attempting too much too soon.
Comparing the reactions ot the press and the people to the Hungarian
and Italian revolutions, the British Quarter~ Review noted that somehow

"the cause ot Hungarian independence cane home more power.fulJ.y' than even the
noble cause ot Italian liberty."
suggested four reasons.

To account for this variance, the writer

First, he said, Hungary championed constitutional-

ism instead of republicanism; second, the constitution ot the Hungarians
possessed a concrete and traditional character as opposed to the abstract
and philosophic ideals emblasoned on the banners

ot the Italians; third,

England telt more of a paternal interest in Hungary than it did in Ital.y',
which traditionally looked to France; and fourth, (perhaps the simplest and
moat explanatory reason of all,) "Kossuth••• seem.ad more of an Englishman
63Amellini, Mazzini and Saffi were the Triumvirs ot the Roman Republic.
64
English Review, XII, .360, .362-363.
65"The Year of

Rea~tion,"

Blackwood's, LXVII (January 1850), 1-5.

than Mazzini."

61

This last point is of real importance, for it must be remembered that
Punch and other segments of the press and public were drawn to support Pius
II in his early days largely because he seemed and acted so much like Ita
Briton."

The mid-century Englishman was not so sophisticated and blase that

he did not enjoy the flattery of imitation.

The early Victorians were quite

taken with their own merits and the merits of their country, though this
manifest self-idolization generally assumed numerous disguises which kept it
from being obnoxious.

Englishmen were conscious of living in the freest,

most civilized, wealthy and powerful nation in the world, and if they" sometimes looked wi t.h disgust upon the antics of their American cousins, they
always took kindly to reform. movements on the Continent which appeared to
take their inspiration from the British experience.

The more t·hese move-

ments partook of the English ideals of order, libertY", and improVElllent, the
more certain they were to receive English support.

That in itself helps to

explain in some part the pattern of responses evidenced in Br1 tish public
and press opinion throughout the years 1846-1850.
As early" as September, 1849, reports were circulating tha.t Pius IX wu
to retUl"n to Rome very soon, but the event did not materialize.
ber to March, rumors of the retUl"n were frequent.

From Octo-

The on-again-off-again

character of the reports led the Times, the Guardian, and Punch to grow
66westm1nster Review, LII (January- 1850), 490. This journal also
struck out at the Tiies--Itthis tyrannic power •••lTlOre hateful than the Inquisitionn--for its c.ourse of opposition to revolutions. ~•• pp. 488-489.
61nEastern Europe and British POlicy," British Quarterly Review,
(February, 1850), 262.

n
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increasingly impatient, annoyed and cynical.

68

They interpreted the Pope's

hesitation as a sign of weakness and indecision, and they were agreed that
the prolonged absence was a political mistake.

"Of all the errors of his

pontifical life," said the Guardian, this "has been the greatest."
When the official papers at Rome announced the Pope's return for the
first Sunday after Easter, April 12 J both the Tiltes and the Guardian ntaintained a wary skepticisa.

"It is a rather ticklish matter," commented the

Times, "to write anything respecting Papal affairs, deceived as we have so
often been

respectin~

tham. n69

The Guardian was more sarcastic as it noted

that the Pope's advisers "watch with such over-anxious timidity every vari...
ation of the political barometer, that a mere April shower, if it do but
came trom the north, may induce another change of plan. n 78 The Guardian
never dropped its cynicism on this subject.
in unbelief, "The Pope is actually

~

A week later it wrote, almo.t

route ,..

and still it clung to its

.kepticism, observing that almost anything is yet likely to delay him.

"In

fact, to every thing like promptitude, deCision, and vigour of purpose,
Pius IX seems to have bid farewell for ever.

He has ceased to be (if he

ever was,) one of those persons who see but one straight line between the
first step of a journey and the last_ tt7l
Pius IX re-entered his capital April 12, 1850.

The reception was warm

68Times, March 13, 1850J Quardian, March 27, 1850; Punch, XVIII (March

16, 1850), Ib3.
69Times, April 11, 1850.
70Guardian, March 27, 1850.
71~., April 10, 1850.
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and sincere, though, as the Times correspondent pointed out to his English

readers, it lacked the headiness of the demonstrations of February, 1849.
The impressions received of this first reception varied.

Correspondents ot

American newspapers described it as being wholly of official origin.
did not record any &pontanaity about the crowds' reaction.

72

73

report printed in the Tilles was sOIlewhat along the same line.

They

The first
It expressed

a doubt that the lack of viYU was due solely to the wishes ot the Pope. 74
Yet a fev days later, the Tillas correspondent was interpreting the absence
of boisterous demonstrations as a sign of a return to common sense and good
order.

The acts of the liberala, he reflected, had all been done to the

cry of Viya Pio Hono. 75

---

reception.

The Guardian was s1ngularly u.niIlpres8ed with Pius'

The waving of ladies t handkerchiefs, it said, does not go for

much in the Pope's circUlllstances and will not go far towards solving his
problMls.

The apathy which preyailed in his absence, it went on, has proYed

that "all real attachment to the Papacy i8 cOlllpletely dead in the State8 ot
the Church."

"Can he revive it?

Can he reign without it?" 76 The8e were

questions asked by a Guardian full of pess:lm1.a at a mOl18nt when the Italian
refugees were the social lions in London, and journals like the Westminster
Review were lauding Kuzini as "the Patriot, the Exile, and yet the
72
Times, April

24,

1850.

73Marraro, Catholic Historical Review, UIX, $04.

7~imes,

-

April 18, 1850.

7SIbid., April 27, 1850.
7liouardlan, April 24, 1850.
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Victor ... 77
The Tiae. appears to have been the only journal which seriously discussed the significance and implications ot the papal return.

Elsewhere,

except as noted above, the event tailed to receive any mention.
Register tor 1850 does not even note the fact in its
events for that year.

The.Annual

of Italian

StJnDlary

The lack of response in the British press tells

significantly how little importance it attached to this event which marked,
as it were, the end of the liberal experiment of the papacy.

Seemingl1',

the press had already seen the Pope cane full circle with the

~

and. amnesty of September, 1849.

been.

proprio

The papacy was again what it had alw.qs

The Pope in Rome or in Gaeta ne1ther added nor detracted from the

situation.

Hence the press in general took as little notice of the return

as it would of an ecclesiastical procession.
The reaction ot the Tiae. was one of pes81m1_.
full of dark forebodings and dire predictiOns.

Its editorial was

The "wily and unbending

priests" of Pius' cabinet, it said, achieved a victory over the French in
successtul.l.y resisting any restrictions on the papal power.

But, it

wen'

on, "although this shortsighted policy may pass for success in the Pontifical councils, ••• yet their triumph will probably be of ahort duration."

The

people are atill dissatisfied, the writer continued, and "the spirit of the
revolution, though suppressed, has not been quenched."

The Roman states,

he observed, are caught between the ext.reaes of .. a blasphemous daocracytt
and an inept, corrupt clerical government.

The situation can result in

77Westminster Review, L1II (April 1850), 82.
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nothing but. continued foreign domination, tor neither extreme holds out
hope of tranquillity and good goverment.

~

Either alternative, said the

Times, "is fatal to the true interests of the nation."

78

Turning for a MCI1I1ent to the partisans of the Italian refugees, the
Times remarked that there was in England °a class of persons who watch the
course of events in Rome with more religious enthuaiasm than poll tical penetration, and who hailed the fall of the temporal power of the Papacy as
the destruction of Antichrist."

With a 80lemn voice of warning, the Times

reminded these persons that the "mummery" and

It

arbi trary author! tyt' of the

Catholic Church "is certainly less fatal to truth and progress than the
reign of anarchy which M. Mazzini calls the advent of 'God and the PeopleU"
The editorial reprinted a passage fram one of Mazzini's panphlets in which
he rejected original sin and the inequalities of nature, putting in their
place a doctrine of cammun1sm. and a hope of creating "the kingdom of God on
earth as it i. in Heaven. It

The Times urged the supporter. of Mazzini to

look well at what they were upholding.

It i. not the first time, it said,

that religiOUS principles have been used to assail society and delude mankind. 79
The

weak~ess

of the papacy, and the violence of Mazzini' s party, con-

cluded the Times editorial, consign Italy to foreign occupation and dominion.

Revol~on

or reaction are alike effected "at the cost of all that i.

worthy of the nsne of Italy."

78Times, April 22, 1850.
79 Ibid •

So long as the only alternatives are "the

1.30
uncontrolled bigotry of a timorous Government, or the lawless fanaticisn of
men leagued against all the institutions of society, It the presence of
foreign armies and the domination of foreign states are by far the lesser
evils.

80 Thus the Times showed itself to be tar more afraid ot radical

liberalism than of all the despotism of Pius IX.

CHAPTER VI
THE STATE OF BRITISH PRESS OPINION PRIOR TO 'PAPAL AGGRESSION'

"Soyez tranquille I" Pius had said to the Due d'Harcourt in

------

"Pie neuf restera Pie neuf. It
-----.....

transtormation at Gaeta.

1849.

Fundamentally, Pius IX had undergone no great

He returned to Rome in April, 1850, a wiser man,

a more prudent and discreet ruler, but not • changed man.

He still poe-

sessed and acted with the same gentleness, the same kindliness, and the
same benevolence which had drawn so man;y followers to him at Spoleto, at
Intol., and at Rome.

He still pursued the same basic goals he had set tor

himselt at the beginning of his reign.

He was to go on ruling and retorm-

ing, seeking justice and a good administration for his people.
respect there was no change whatsoever.

In this

Pius IX had been from first to

last. sincere and zealous ecclesiastic, tending towards goals of right

and justice.
What had changed was his confidence in his own judgment and in the
power of charity and understanding as ruling instrUillents.

After the resto-

ration Pius IX was more inclined to act on the advice of political realists
like Cardinal Antonelli, though he alwlq's reserved final judgments to him..
self.

Changed, too, was his confidence in the men who had shouted tor

liberty and reform, for constitutions and armies.

He had seen what ermity

to himself and the Holy See lay behind the phrases ot the liberals.
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Pius
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ftJFdete:nnined never to allow them a second chance to wrench the patrimony
of Saint Peter from the papacy.

The States of the Church were a sacred

t.rust, and he would go on guarding it, aware of who it.s enElllies were and
what. methods they used.
It was basically a change of means, then, and not ct goals or personality, which marked Pius

n's

return to Rome.

To his contemporaries in

Europe, however, this distinction was not at aU clear.

Faced. with the

problem of explaining the change between the Rome of March, 1848, and the
Rome of April, 18,0, the British press adopted the most obvious and, apparently, plausible explanation available.

At bottClm it was this, that the

trauma induced by the November revolution of 1848, the flight, and the
Roman Republic had. caused Pius II to turn his back on liberali_ and human
progress to seek the securing of his personal power in the absolutism fo ...
tared by his predecessors.
The development of this condemnatory judgment had been a gradual process.

Before April,

1848,

Pius II had. been temporarily deified. as "the

supposed incarnation for his time of a fancied promise of all good. t.hings
1
that the heart can desire."
After the allocation of April 29, 1848, the
press more or less accepted the substance of

~t})iteside's

interpretation that

Pius had never been a liberal, but only an honest, well-intentioned reforaer
not wholly capable of handling the complexities and difficulties of hi. position.

That attitude prevailed until the defeat of the Roman Republic in

June, 1849, after which the British press grew increasingly annoyed with

~d1nburgh Review, ICIII (January 18,1), 21.

1.3.3
Pius IX for refusing to accept any form of a conditional restoration.

When

it became clear that the re-institution of clerical government in the Papal
States was due to Pius IX, and not to his cardinal advisers, the tonner
respect which the British press had for the Papal personality changed to
scorn and mistrust.

By the time Pius IX returned to

ROIHS;

in April, 18SQ,

the press looked upon him as a petty tyrant and assumed iihat his regression
trom liberalism to absolutism was the effect of deep-seated detects in the
papal character.
But if the press had settled to its own satisfaction the problem of
accounting for the change in Pius IX atter the fall ot the Roman Republic,
it had still to find an explanation of how, if Pius IX had never been a
liberal, he had arrived at the tremendous popularity and following he
achieved from June, 1846 to April, 1848.
so deceived?

How had Europe, and England, been

The British press, in near unanimity, replied to that question

by accepting the view that Pius IX was fundamentally a weak personality
easily swayed by applause and flattery from pursuing the proper interests of
the papacy.

He loved the limelight more than duty and. allowed himself to be

pushed or dragged along the course of reform.

L'ven when he seaned to be the

great retormer and the savior of Ita.,4r, he

acting without ?-pprehension,

seeking only the approval of the crowds.

lias

Carried along by applause which

fed his vanity, "withol;.t, firmness of character, and perpetu.ally irresolute.
endowed with only mediocre talents, and slow in caning to a decision, t1m1d
and superstitious even when desirous to play the man, Pius IX permitted the
agitation to increase until he was unable to control it, and appeared as the
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he~d

and patron of a movement which in his utmost heart he despised. It

quote from the North British Review

SUlllS

2

This

up succinctly the judgment of the

British press on the character of the Pope, which it believed to be the key
to the course of events in the Papal states during the years 1846-1850.
The applause of the crowds, insisted the Edinburgh

~view,

carried

Pius IX over and past obstacles he Might otherwise have hesitated even to
look upon.

Driven by his "fatal love of popularity," (as the Quarterly

Review had phrased it,) Pius IX was considered to have unwittingly stirred
up expectations beyond what he was in truth willing to fult1l1.

He lett;

hopes 'encouraged but unsatisfied," said the Edinburgh Review. By his acts,
he "found himself in the presence of passions and hopes whioh he had aided
to raise, but

W8.S

most unprepared to eatiety, and of which he had seen the

growth without apprehending the force •••• He found the world more in earnest
than he was or wished them to be.")

Pius IX, in 18,0, was believed to have acted against the advice of his
reactionary advisers simply to hear the shouts and oheers of the crowds and
to see them milling before his windows and begging his blessing.

The Pope'.

counselors warned him, declared the Edinburgh Review, that he was recklessly
opening doors he would not be able to close at his vill, and all

"hi.

recent

conduct indicates that he felt that his advisers were right, and oondemned
himself in his seoret soul for not having given earlier weight to their
representations •• 4 By thus attributing the whole 'liberal' career of Piue
2

"Rome and. the Italian Revolution," North British Review, XIV

(Februar,y

18,1), 334.

)Ed1nbur~

Review, ICIII, 22-23.

IX to a fault ot a weak character, the British press was able to reduce the
Pope's character to a level in keeping with its view of him as a weakwilled and small-minded despot.
History, concluded the writer in the Edinburgh Review, will pronounce
Pius IX "to have beE"..Il most ot a.ll wanting to a great opportunitYJ he will
live in history as one more painful specimen ot that commonest torm of the
iron, of destiny--the cammon-place blown into factitious greatness, at
length brought tace to face with great events, and ignominously
ing.R'

collap.~:'

Abstracting trom various degrees of bitterness, cynicism, and dis-

appointment whioh marked the reaction ot individual members, one can 8q
that this final historical judgment made by the Edinburgh Review was the
common opinion accepted throughout the British press.
That the final reaction of the press was due principally to Pius IX' 8
rejection of l1bera1i8m. and not to arry prevailing sympathy for the Italian
revolutionists or refugees was brought out clearly' by some of: the very
journals which were the strongest supporters of the Italian cause.

6

These

complained bitterly' because all the leading newspapers and periodioal.

4E!!.:!.,

p. 23.

'Ibid., p. 21.

6

Hales states that the change in the attitude of the English toward.
Pius IX by the autumn of 1850 "was due to popular sympathy with Garibaldi'.
and Mazzini's stand at Rome, mightily fanned by the arrival of the many
exiles following the French and Austrian ocoupation• ., Pio Nona, p. l42. The
evidence given in this thesis seems to indicate that, ~the press, at
least, the ohange was due more to an indignation against the papacy rather
than to any general enthusiasm for the re80rtillento.
The former was alDl08
universal, while in the case of a number or 1ii !irge-circulation journals
and periodioals, the latter was definitely lacking.
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maintained a steady antipathy to the Italian radicals and republicans.
Sharpe's gave evidence, too, that the cause of Italian independence had not
yet caught on with the general public.

In July,

185o,

it deplored the fact

that compassion for the Italian refugees "has been withheld from them in a
manner wholly" at variance with our general character as a nation." "This
general indifference to Italian sorrows, and Italian wrongs, on the part of
the English publiC," it continued, "is

D1ain~

attributable to the false and

malevolent light in which they have been placed before it, by some of our •••
most influential Journals."

How much those writers will have to answer tor,

Sharpe's declared, for having mislead nations and confused right and wroag!7
That the sympathizers of the Italian liberals made little headway during the
r:st of 18,0 in altering the trend of the greater part of the press ia
apparent from another complaint, this time from Tait'a, which, in December,

185o,

violently charged the leading reviews and journals in England with

consistently perverting the truth and distorting the facts in their treatment ot the Italian liberala.

8

It is of significance, then, in the history of the British press v1sa-vis-Pius IX that a fundamentally unfavorable interpretation of that Pope
had already been forml11ated shortly before the restoration
Catholic hierarchy in England in the autumn of

185o,

ot the Roman

that. act

ot "papal

aggression" which raised 8UCh a storm of proteat 8Ilong Englishmen.

At the

root of the British reaction was a deep sense of disappOintment, and even

7

"Re~t1onary

Rome," Sharpe's, III (July 18,0), 112.

s,..a1t.s, n.s. XVII (December 1850), 753.
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betr~al.

Hence, it was the rejection of liberalism, and not "papal

aggression," which first caused the British press to adopt a posture of
hostility toward Pius II.

The violent reaction to the re-establishment of

the Catholic hierarchy created an abundance of sound and fury, but it
changed almost nothing in the basic attitude of the British press.
it

JIl~ be

In fact,

suggested that the outcries of the press in November, 1850, and

in the following year can be, and perhaps should be, looked upon as a
continuance of the widespread and intense reaction to the papal rejection
liberali_ rather than as a unique outbreak of No-i'Clpery.

0

The anti-papal

feeling prevalent in England would certainly have been a factor figuring in
any reaction" but one mq wonder how different the press reaction to "papal
aggression" might have been had the restoration of the Catholic hierarchy
occurred in

1847.'

As it was, the action in 1850 could be interpreted ..

but an impudent challenge to the English government by a small-souled
tyrant who, haVing failed to achieve the satisfaction of his vanity in the
temporal sphere, was not intent on attaining it by extending his dominion
over the consciences of men.

Such a view is only an amplification of the

reaction to the papal restoration.

9The reatoration of the hierarchy had been planned for 1848, but was

becauae ot the RQllan revolution. It was taken up i.JIImediately after
the Pope'a return to Rome in 1850. Hale., Pio
pp. 139-140. lor an
account of the negotiations tor the restoratiOn y one of the principal
participants, v. W. Bernard Ullathorne, History of the Restoration ot the
Catholic Hierarchy ~ Eeglarui (London, 1871).
- -de~ed
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XXXVI (July 19.50), 129-162.

Catholic Historical Review,

A. detailed study, based upon research in Austrian sources, of the
negotiations at Gaeta affecting the return of Pius II. The author
clarifies the Austrian role and influence in these negotiations.

Fletcher, John R. "Early Ca.tholic Periodicals in England,"
CXCVIII (June 19)6), 284-310.

Dublin Review,

A short account of all Catholic English journals and. periodicals lP611900. A valuable reference article for very difficult to find material.
Flournoy, F. R.

1898, It

"British Liberal Theories of International Rela.tions 1848.!!!!. Histog ~ Ideas, VII (1946), 19.5-217.

Journal ~

A serious and thought:tul. discussion of the valuable outcomes and the
shortcomings ot the English liberal affection for nationalist and
seaningly constitutional movement. on the Continent, particularly the
Resorgimento.

1)0

Gwynn, Denis. "The Dublin Review and the Catholic Press, tI
CleVIII (June 1,36), 311-321.

Dublin Review,

A centennial review by an outstanding historian of the history and
purpose of ~21e Dublin Review. Unfortunately, the author throws no
light on the silence of the Dublin Review in relation to Pius IX dur
the period 1846-50.
Hales, E. E. Y.
A

Slmllll&ry'

"Pope Pius IX,"

!!!! Clergy

Review, XLIV (1959), 270-275.

of Hales' conclusions in his larger work.

Harrigan, E. A. "Pius IX.
(July 1954), 385-394.

The F'earless Shepherd,"

Ca.tholic Mind, LII

----

A general article, emphasizing the spiritual triumphs of Pio l~ono.

Hoffman, Ross. liThe Whigs and the • Liberal' Pope, 1846-1850,"
XXIV (March 1949), 83-98.

Thought,

Hoffinan covers much the same ground as this thesj.s, but with attention
restricted to the Whig party. His conclusions are in substantial
agreement with those reached in this thesis concerning the reaction of
the Whig press.
Johnson, Humphrey.

"1 New study of Pio Nono."

19.36 ), 14-26.

Dublin Review,

cxcn

(July

A very favorable review of the second volume of G.F.H. and J.

Berkaley's The Making of Italy.
with the Berkeleys.
---.

"pio Nono."

!!!! Tablet,

Johnson i8 in substantial agreement

CLXXXVII (June 15, 1946), 300-301.

A general summary commemorating the centennial anniversary of the pap
election ot Pius II. Takes note of Pio Nono' s lack of political
prwienee.
Hanafield! M.

"England and Italy,1I

Dublin Review, CXCVIII (January 1936),

11-26.
A discussion of the basis and extent of Anglo.Italian ties and bonda
The article contains some pertinent
~flections on the cultural relations between England and Italy before
and during the days of Pius IX.

in the nineteenth century.
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Marraro, Howard R. "American Travellers in Rome, 1848-1850, It
Historical Review, rox (January 1944), 470-509.

Catholic

A useful article for comparing American and British reactions to the
revolution and Raman Republic.
----. "Unpublished Alllerican Documents on the Roman Republic of 1849,"
Catholic Historical Review, XXVIII (January 1943), 459-490.
New material throwing light on the involvement of individual ADlericana
in the Raman revolution.
Mead, William Edward.
421-470.

"Ital7 in English Poetry, If

~,XXIII

o. s. (1908),

A study of nineteenth century English poets and their enthusiasm for
the Italian cause. The material deals principally with the years
after 1850.
Morrison, John L. "The Oxford. Movement and the British PeriOdicals,"
£!.tholic Historical Review, XLV (Ju.ly 1959), 137-1.60.
A brief, but valuable summarization of the reactions ot the major
British periodicals. Presents material for an interesting comparison
ot the reaction of theE'S same periodicals to Pius IX.
Rostenberg, Leona. "Margaret Fuller's Roman Diary,"
History, XII (June 1940), 209-220.

Journal of Modern

Excerpts from the diary of an influential AlIlerican partisan of the
Roman Republic covering the period November 1848-April 1949.
Roth£els, Hans. -1848--One Hundred Years Later, If
XX (December 1948), 291-319.

Journal of Modern H18to~

A thoughtful reappraisal of the revolutions of 1848 with emphasis on
their meaning for France and Gemany.
Ryan, Alvan S. "The Development of Newman's Political Thought, It
~ POlitics, VII (1945), 210-240.

Review

An enlightening review of Cardinal Ne'Wmanfs Tory outlook in politics
and government, a subject not often discussed.
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